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CHAPTER I GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1 Historical context 
At the first I A U symposium on coordination of Galactic Research, held in June 1953 
at the estate Vosbergen near Groningen, Walter Baade proposed a programme to survey 
and observe faint variable stars in a few regions at new galactic longitudes 0° and 180° 
The purpose of the program was to investigate the large-scale structure of the Galaxy, 
and especially the distance of the sun to the galactic centre, f rom the density distr ibution 
of RR Lyrae variable stars in a cross section perpendicular to the galactic plane and 
passing through the sun and the axis of rotation (Blaauw, 1955) At that t ime the RR Lyrae 
stars were, together wi th the classical Cepheids, the best understood variable stars, and 
considered as most suitable for galactic structure research Their distinctive light variation 
allows them to be identified unambiguously and easily, and, lying on the horizontal 
branch of the Hertzsprung Russell diagram, they all have nearly the same average intrinsic 
luminosity, which can be calibrated by a variety of independent methods Furthermore, 
the RR Lyrae stars are the most numerous type of variable star, not only in globular 
clusters, but also in the galactic field Four fields were chosen by Walter Baade and Lucas 
Plaut (Larsson-Leander, 1959), for which the centre positions are given in Table 1 The 
Fields 1, 2 and 3 are located near the centre of the Galaxy and were selected by Baade 
and Plaut for opt imum transparency and a lack of obvious dark clouds Plaut started the 
observations of these fields in 1956 with the 48 inch Palomar Schmidt Telescope During 
a blink survey he discovered 2472 variable stars in Fields 1, 2 and 3 including 1157 RR 
Lyrae stars The photometric results were given by him in a series of six papers (Plaut, 
1966,1968 a,b,1970,1971,1973) A provisional analysis of the space distr ibut ion of the RR 
Lyrae stars in the Galaxy's inner region and a determination of the distance to the galactic 
centre were made by Plaut from the Field 3 data (Plaut, 1970) In this field he discovered 
591 RR Lyrae stars together with a large number of other variable stars (altogether 1471) 
Plaut adopted a mean absolute photographic magnitude for the RR Lyrae stars 
<Mp g > = 1m0 on the basis of determinations of van Herk (1965) and Woolley et al (1965) 
For the variation of extinction wi th galactic latitude Plaut adopted a cosecant law The 
galactocentric distance derived by Plaut was much smaller than R0 = 10 kpc, which at 
that t ime was generally accepted as the best value Depending on the assumed axial ratio 
of the distribution between 1 0 to 0 5, R0 varied f rom 6 2 kpc to approximately 6 8 kpc A 
more complete analysis of the distribution of variable stars in the Galaxy's inner region 
and halo was made in cooperation with Oort (Oort and Plaut, 1975) using the 
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photometric results from Fields 1, 2 and 3 supplemented with observations by Baade of a 
region around NGC6522 (Baade's window) The distances to the individual RR Lyra e stars 
were determined by taking < M p g > = 0 m 84 This revised value for the absolute 
magnitude of the RR Lyrae stars, as compared to the < M p B > value used by Plaut (1970), 
was based on determinations made by Sandage (1970), Hemenway (1971) and Graham 
(1973) A rediscussion of the intrinsic colours gave a value for (B-V) 0 т 0 5 higher than was 
used by Plaut (1970) The extinction values were therefore about 0 m 2 smaller than the 
values used by Plaut (1970) (A ratio of total to selective extinction of 4 was adopted by 
Plaut (1970) and Oort and Plaut (1975)) For the variation of interstellar extinction with 
galactic latitude, a cosecant law was adopted for Fields 2 and 3, while for Field 1 and 
Baade's window the extinction was assumed to be constant with latitude In order to 
analyze the observed density distributions, Oort and Plaut used a model-fitting procedure 
that assumed (1) the equidensity surfaces are oblate spheroids centered on the galactic 
centre with axial ratio c/a and an equatorial plane coincident with the plane of the Galaxy, 
(2) the space density in the equatorial plane varies as ν - v ^ l - ^ ) ", where ν,
 5 is the 
1 5 
density at 1 5 kpc from the center and α is a constant, and (3) the average random error of 
a stellar magnitude corrected for extinction is ε Their model is thus described by the set 
of parameters c/a, α, ε, ν, 5 and R0 For each model Oort and Plaut computed a 
theoretical space distribution and, after convolution with a Gaussian error function for the 
assumed value of ε and correction for the incompletenesses in the discoveries of the 
variable stars, they compared it with the observed distribution Oort and Plaut found that 
the best representation of the data from the four fields is given by α = 3 0 and c/a 
between 0 8 and 1 0, indicating that the distribution is nearly spherical For ν,
 5 a value of 
260 RR Lyrae stars per kpc3 was estimated and for R0 a value of 8 7 ± 0 6 kpc was found, 
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which at that t ime was considered to be one of the most reliable estimates The large 
difference between this value of R0 and the value derived by Plaut (1970) is almost 
completely due to the revised values of the absolute magnitude and the intrinsic colour of 
RRab stars as used by Oort and Plaut (1975), which result m an increase m the extinction 
corrected distance modulus for each RRab star by 0 m 36 
2 Motivation, purpose and a short outline of this investigation 
The reinvestigation of one of the Palomar-Gronmgen Survey fields on the basis of 
new photographic photometry which is presented here is motivated by three 
developments 
1- Since the observations by Plaut the quality of photographic emulsions has improved 
significantly The quality of an emulsion is mainly determined by the size-distribution of 
the grains Because each stellar image is composed of a finite number of grains, the 
accuracy with which the brightness (or position) of such an image can be determined 
depends on Poisson statistics and hence on the square root of the number of grains 
Plaut used ІОЗаО and 103aD emulsion types for the pg and "pv' photometric passbands 
respectively The advantage of the high speed of these coarse-grained emulsions is offset 
to an important extent by the corresponding low output signal-to-noise ratio The Ilia 
emulsions used m this new survey have a mean effective gram size which is 
approximately three t imes smaller than that of the 103a emulsions The corresponding 
increase m output signal-to-noise ratio of the Ilia emulsions is therefore significant over a 
large range m exposure 
2- The derivation of photometric information from stellar images on photographic plates 
can now be carried out much more accurately through the use of automated 
microdensitometers Plaut estimated the brightness of a variable star on a particular plate 
visually against a set of comparison stars m the neighbourhood of the variable star The 
magnitudes of these comparison stars were determined from measurements wi th an iris 
photometer A microdensitometer extracts information from a photographic plate in the 
form of digitized maps, which are convenient for further treatment w i t h a computer The 
photometric accuracy is l imited by the signal to noise level of the data and is not affected 
by personal errors Moreover, fast measuring machines allow far more information to be 
assimilated than is possible wi th any reasonable expenditure of human effort 
3- During the last two decades our knowledge of the intrinsic colours, which are 
indispensable m the determination of interstellar extinction, and of the absolute 
magnitudes of RR Lyrae stars has much improved Lub and Pel (1977) have shown, m 
their discussion of the properties of the Walraven photometric system, that wi th 
intermediate band photometry it is possible to derive the interstellar reddening m an 
- 3 -
unambiguous way Lub (1979) has used this property to determine accurate intrinsic 
colours in the Walraven system for a large number (90) of field RR Lyrae stars The 
absolute magnitudes of RR Lyrae stars has recently been studied extensively by several 
investigators using various methods (statistical parallaxes, moving groups, cluster main 
sequence fitt ing and the Baade-Wesselmk method) The results of most of these studies 
agree very well and are also consistent with predictions made f rom theoretical model 
calculations In particular, a better understanding of the influence of metallicity on the 
absolute magnitude has been obtained Reviews of the absolute magnitudes of RR Lyrae 
stars are given by Stothers (1983) and Lub (1986) 
The mam purposes of this new photographic survey are to get a better view of the 
space distribution of RR Lyrae stars m the central region of the Galaxy and to obtain an 
accurate distance, Ro, to the galactic centre Besides these results, the new survey wil l 
yield improved photometry of the other types of variable stars discovered by Plaut, such 
as the Mira stars Field 3 of the Palomar Groningen fields was chosen because of its 
homogeneity in transparency, its position near the galactic center and because it contains 
almost 60 % of the RR Lyrae stars discovered in the Palomar-Gronmgen survey In order 
to achieve these goals observations were made m two colours, blue and red, providing 
the possibility of deriving the interstellar reddening for each individual RR Lyrae star 
Furthermore, the use of fine grain emulsions and of an automated microdensitometer for 
the measurements wi l l give, as was noted above, significantly higher accuracy in the 
photometry than was obtained by Plaut An estimate of the incompleteness of the sample 
of RR Lyrae stars discovered by Plaut m Field 3 is essential m the derivation of their 
spatial distribution In the present analysis we have developed a model of Plaut's blink 
process f rom an evaluation of the factors on the basis of which we think that he decided 
to mark a star as a candidate variable From this model the probability that Plaut should 
discover an RR Lyrae star during his blink survey has been derived as a function of the 
mean apparent magnitude and the amplitude An independent completeness estimate 
has been obtained f rom the results of a new blink survey made of part of Field 3 
Intercompanson of the Plaut discoveries and the discoveries made in this new survey 
gives a picture of the completeness of Plaut's RR Lyrae survey that is consistent wi th the 
results of the model analysis The improved two colour photometry of the RR Lyrae stars 
discovered by Plaut gives an accuracy in the extinction corrected distance modulus that 
corresponds to an uncertainty in distance for each individual RR Lyrae star of about 700 
parsec at the distance of the galactic centre This accuracy and the better estimate of the 
completeness of Plaut's sample of RR Lyrae stars makes it possible to derive an improved 
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CHAPTER II THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY 
1 Introduction 
The ability of a photographic plate to record simultaneously a large number of 
objects makes photography an efficient method for investigations involving many stars in 
a l imited f ield, as is the case in variable star surveys. Although on a pixel to pixel basis 
solid state devices (such as the CCD) and photocathodes have higher quantum efficiency, 
larger dynamic range and responses that are easier to calibrate, photographic plates are 
unmatched in size of the detection area and ease of application. In the case of a large 
Schmidt telescope, as has been used in our survey, these advantages of the photographic 
plate are even more obvious. The field of view of most of the big Schmidt telescopes is 
about 6°5 χ 6°5 wi th a physical detection area of 356 χ 356 m m , which is of the order of a 
few thousand t imes that of a typical CCD frame. 
In this chapter the new photographic survey of variable stars in Field 3 is discussed. 
The stars investigated include the variable stars discovered by Plaut (1971) in his original 
survey of Field 3 and a large number of stars that were marked as candidate variable stars 
in a recently executed blink survey of part of Field 3 (see Chapter IV). The RR Lyrae stars 
discovered by Plaut wi l l be used (see Chapter VI) to determine the spatial distribution of 
this population in the central region of the Galaxy. The stars marked in the new blink 
survey that appear to be real variable stars wil l be treated as a separate sample. They wi l l 
be used m an analysis of the completeness of the Plaut survey (see Chapter V). 
The fol lowing section of this chapter deals with the photographic observations which 
were used for the photometry. The principles of photographic photometry as applied in 
this investigation are discussed in section 3. The measurements of the photographic 
plates are described in section 4. The use of a microdensitometer for the measurements 
provides an objective way of gathering quantitative information from the plates. The 
digitized panoramic character of these measurements makes it possible to handle the 
responses stored on the photographic plate in several ways. The interpretation of the 
photographic response and the determination of a sample of brightness measures are 
discussed in section 5. The restoration of stellar images that have been distorted by 
neighbouring stars is also discussed here. Especially for Field 3, which has a high star 
density, crowding problems are encountered frequently. The calibration and the 
correction of the derived magnitudes for some field effects are extensively dealt wi th in 
sections 6 and 7. In the last section the photometric accuracy is estimated. 
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2 The observations 
The photographic plates were taken with the United Kingdom 1 2 m Schmidt 
Telescope (UKST) located within the grounds of the Australian National University's 
Siding Spring Observatory near Coonabarabran, New South Wales, Australia 
(e = +149ο04Ό, φ = -31Ί6'6, altitude = 1130 m) The UKST is almost an exact copy of 
the Palomar Schmidt, which was used by Plaut in his original survey, with an aperture of 
1 2 m, a spherical primary mirror of diameter 1 83 m, and a focal length of 3 07 m The 
plates are 356 mm square, giving a field of view of 6°5 χ 6°5 and a plate scale of 67 12 
arcsec per mm. The telescope was commisioned in 1973 and has, besides other 
purposes, been used to extend to southern declinations the Northern Sky Survey carried 
out with the Palomar 1 2 m Schmidt Telescope An important advantage of UKST for our 
survey lies in its geographical position At this latitude the zenith distance of Field 3 at 
upper culmination is only 3° The minimum zenith distance at Palomar Mountain 
(φ = +33021'4) is 67° 
The photographic passbands are defined by the plate-filter combinations IllaJ + 
GG395 (B magnitude) and lllaF + RG630 (R magnitude), and are identical with the 
passbands which were used for the ESO/SERC Southern Sky Atlas The effective 
wavelenghts at Τ
βΗ
 = 6700 К of these passbands are 4500 Â and 6670 Â The plates were 
hypersensitized by succesive soaking m nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas at atmospheric 
pressure and at 20° С A total of 30 plate-pairs in В and R and one isolated plate in В were 
obtained during the summer observing seasons of 1979 to 1983 The photographic plates 
in each colour pair were exposed in immediate succession to ensure that for the observed 
variable stars each of the magnitude pairs m В and R can be used as a colour index The 
mean elapsed time between the exposure midpoints is 20 minutes The heavy 
background of faint stars in Field 3 made it necessary to limit the exposure times to 10 
minutes for the В plates and 12 minutes for the R plates, compared with exposure times 
of 60 and 90 minutes respectively for sky-limited pictures The limiting magnitudes for the 
exposure times used are 20m50 (B) and 19m75 (R) when the seeing is better than 3" 
(45 цгп image on the plate) In seeing conditions of 4" the limiting magnitude will be 
about 0m5 brighter Table 1 gives the exposure dates of the Field 3 plates The last five 
pairs listed in Table 1 were exposed using a nitrogen flushing technique to eliminate 
differential desensitization of the emulsion by the so-called Malm effect (see section 7 3) 
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¡able I. Exposure dales of the Field 3 plates For each plate the number, the Julian date of 


































































































































































































(*) : Broken. 
( + ) : Background density too high. 
(n) : Nitrogen flushed. 
3 Photographic photometry 
The degree of blackening of the photographic emulsion due to exposure to l ight and 
subsequent chemical processing is expressed as the photographic density 0 This 
quantity is defined as -log(transmission), where the transmission of the emulsion is the 
ratio of the fluxes of the transmitted to the incident beam In photographic photometry 
two density measures are commonly used, specular density and diffuse density Specular 
density is measured using only the light that is transmitted by the emulsion in the 
direction of the coll imated input beam (negligible solid angle) Diffuse density is 
measured when all of the transmitted flux is gathered and recorded The diffuse density 
scale is standardized by the American National Standards Institute and diffuse density is 
therefore called DA N SI In reality semispecular densities are measured using optics wi th 
reception solid angles of the order of 0 01 to 0 1 steradian The ratio of measured density 
to diffuse density is called the Callier Q factor and depends not only on the reception solid 
angle of the densitometer used but also on the emulsion granularity, which determines 
the directional distribution of the transmitted light The factor Q increases wi th 
decreasing reception solid angle of the densitometer, and also wi th the granularity of the 
emulsion For the relevant densities (D > 0 5), Q is nearly independent of density itself 
For Astroscan measurements of Ilia emulsions Q is about 1 4 (Schoenmaker, private 
communication) Henceforth we wil l use the letter D to identify a quantity as a density 
( e g 1 2 D) The reported values are on a semispecular scale unless otherwise stated 
The way in which an emulsion responds to exposure (the intensity of the incident 
light integrated over the exposure time), is described by the characteristic or Hurler and 
Driffield (Η-D) curve This curve is usually plotted as a relation between the measured 
densities on a diffuse scale ( D A N S | ) and the logarithm of the corresponding exposures 
The characteristic curve for a IllaJ emulsion, which is one of the emulsions used m our 
survey, is shown in Figure 1 (full curve) The slope at any point on this curve, 
γ = dD/d (log E ), is an indication of the contrast of the emulsion The fo l lowing parts of 
the curve can be distinguished according to their slopes (see Figure 1) The lower left end 
of the curve is parallel to the horizontal axis The corresponding density is called gross 
fog and is the sum of the density of the support material (base density) and the density of 
the unexposed but processed emulsion (net fog) The min imum exposure that wi l l 
produce a measurable density above gross fog is called the threshold exposure The 
subsequent non-linear part of the curve is referred to as the toe In the midsection of the 
characteristic curve the density shows a linear relation wi th the logarithm of the exposure 
Together wi th the toe this part forms the usual range of operation of an emulsion The 
upper portion of the curve is called the shoulder, where the decrease in slope is caused 
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fig. I. Characteristic curves for an untreated (broken curve) and a hvpenensmzed 
(full curve) IllaJ emulsion The hypersemmzed emulsion has been soaked (before 
exposure) for 47 da\s in nitrogen gas and for four hours in hvdrogen gas The 
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fig. 2. Spectral sensitivity curves for Kodak IllaJ and lllah emulsions The 
broken curves show the short-wavelength cut-off produced by the filtert CG395 
(IllaJ) and RG630 (UlaF), which have been used The curves are plotted against a 
relative ¡cale of log(sensitivii\) 
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the curve will become horizontal (not displayed), and with further increase of the 
exposure it will eventually turn down (solanzation) 
The response of the emulsion can be improved by hypersensitizing before exposure 
The Ilia emulsions used in our survey have been hypersensitized by succesive treating 
with nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas The result on the sensitivity is shown in Figure 1 by 
the shift of the characteristic curve, for a IllaJ emulsion that has been soaked for 47 days 
in nitrogen gas and for 4 hours in hydrogen gas 
In normal situations the image density depends only on the total exposure and not 
on the separate values of the intensity of the incident light and the exposure time This is 
known as the reciprocity law In astronomical photography the intensity of the incident 
light is usually very low and the exposure times are very long Under these circumstances 
the reciprocity law fails and the image density becomes a function of both intensity and 
exposure time This failure of the reciprocity law results m a loss of sensitivity for light of 
low intensity Kodak spectroscopic emulsions including an "a" in their designation have 
been specially treated to reduce this low-intensity reciprocity failure 
Two important properties of a photographic emulsion are its spectral sensitivity and 
its granularity The spectral sensitivity of an emulsion is its photographic response to 
radiation as a function of wavelength The sensitivity of an untreated emulsion lies in the 
ultraviolet and the blue region of the spectrum (λ < 4800 Ä) In order to extend the 
sensitivity to longer wavelengths, sensitizing dyes are incorporated into the emulsion 
Figure 2 shows the spectral sensitivity curves for Kodak IllaJ and lllaF emulsions, which 
have been used in our survey The short-wavelength cut-off produced by the filters used 
m our survey (see section 2) is also shown m this figure 
The granularity of an emulsion is a measure of the small scale fluctuations m 
developed density and is determined by the size distribution of the developed grains 
Since the grains are essentially Poisson distributed these fluctuations have an almost 
Gaussian distribution. The standard deviation of this distribution aD , which is usually 
called the 'plate noise", is strongly correlated with the granularity Figure 3 shows oD as 
function of density for two emulsion types, the coarse grain ІОЗаО used by Raut in his 
original survey and the fine gram emulsion type IllaJ Because of the Poisson character of 
the gram distribution OD IS inversely proportional to the square root of the area of the 
scanning aperture used for the read out 
The performance of a photographic emulsion can best be discussed in terms of the 
output signal-to-noise ratio, (S/N ) o u , The (S/N ) o u t is a measure of the precision with 
which the exposure can be estimated from its response on the photographic plate It may 
be expressed as E/OE, where E is the exposure and σ
Ε
 the r m s uncertainty in E These 
quantities cannot be measured directly on a photographic plate because of the nonlinear 
relationship between the exposure and the measured density However, via the 
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Fig. 3. Relation between density noise and density (both in ANSI unils) for a 
ІОЗаО emulsion and a IllaJ emulsion The density noise is scaled to an area of 
1000 μΓΠ 2 
(S/N), 
Log(E) 
Fig. 4. A comparison of the output signal-to-noise ratio of a IllaJ emulsion and a 
ІОЗаО emulsion. Only the IllaJ emulsion has been hypersensiiized The scale of 
log(exposure) is a relative scale 
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characteristic curve eg can be expressed as, σ
Ε




o u l = 0 4343 - Ϊ - (1) 
σο 
Both aD and γ can be measured as functions of density and so via the characteristic curve 
(S/N )ou, can be determined as a function of exposure Figure 4 gives (S/N )ou, as function 
of log(E) for hypersensitized illaJ emulsion and for the ІОЗаО emulsion used by Plaut 
The plots of (S/N )out versus log(E) show the exposure ranges in which the emulsions give 
the best performance From Figure 4 it is obvious that for many photographic 
observations IllaJ emulsion has great advantages over ІОЗаО 
A first estimate of the photographic accuracy in magnitudes with which a plate 
records a stellar image can be derived by comparing the responses to the intrinsic signal 
of the star, S-, with and without the noise, N.. (see also Golev et al , 1984), 
- 2 5 log 
S. + Ν. 
S. 
-2 5 log [ i + (S/N)."1] (2) 
where (S/N )· is the output signal-to-noise ratio of the whole stellar image By 
rearranging the density of the stellar image into a uniform disk, (S/N )· can be estimated 
from equation 1 For the surface area of the disk a value of ΙΟ4 μπι2 has been chosen, 
which is the characteristic size of stellar images on our Schmidt plates with magnitudes in 
В between 15 and 17 The height of the disk, h d , then follows from, hd = V./dO4), where 
V. is the density volume of star plus sky For most of the stars measured in our survey 
the values of hd determined in this way range from 1 0 D to 1 4 D (ANSI densities) In this 
density range the values for γ and a0 (scaled to an aperture of ΙΟ4 μιη2) for Illa emulsions 
are approximately 2 2 and 0 01 respectively These values give a (S/N). of almost 100 
and thus an expected photometric accuracy of about 0m01 However Ihe (S/N ). is 
overestimated in this calculation because the sky flux has been included in the signal that 
corresponds to the stellar image The factor of overestimation has been determined from 
the ratio between the exposures corresponding to the stellar image with and without the 
sky contribution, 
(E. + Eskv)/E. = [1 - d e x ( - ( h d - D s k y ) l } ] ' (3) 
where a linear relation between log(exposure) and density with slope у has been 
assumed, and Dsk¥ is the density corresponding to the brightness of the sky The factor, 
calculated in this way, is about 4 for stars of high and intermediate brightness (B < 17m5, 
R < 16m5) and 6 for faint stars (17m5 < В < 19m0, 16m5 < R < 18m0) The recording 
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accuracy of Illa emulsions is thus expected to be 0rn04 for stars in the first brightness 
group and 0rn06 for stars in the second These values, however, represent only upper 
limits to the photometric accuracy that can be achieved, because errors in the 
determination of the response have not yet been considered 
The large size of a photographic plate also has its drawbacks To reach a high degree 
of uniformity in the photometric results over the whole plate, careful attention has to be 
paid to several processes that together affect the photographic response in both a random 
and a systematic way These processes include geometrical vignetting, differential 
extinction and sensitivity variations that arise in the manufacture, hypersensitizing and 
processing of the plate Another process that seriously affects the uniformity of the plate, 
and which has recently been discovered, is the Malm effect (Campbell, 1982) This field 
effect originates from differential desensitization of filtered and hypersensitized plates by 
water vapour during exposure To minimize the impact of the above mentioned 
processes on the photometric results, the calibration of the photographic response and 
particularly the transfer of this calibration from one part of the plate to another must be 
done with great care In our reduction of the new photographic observations special 
attention has therefore been paid to the correction of field effects 
4 The measurements 
In the first part of this section the program of measurements carried out with the 
Astroscan at the Leiden Observatory is described The second part gives a short 
description of the Astroscan and its application to this program 
4 1 The measuring program 
Of the plates listed m Table 1, 28 IllaJ plates and 30 IMaF plates were measured with 
the Astroscan Two IllaJ plates were not measured because of a high background density 
and one was not measured because it was broken 
The stars measured on these plates can be divided into four groups 
1) Plaut variable stars (1474 objects) 
2) Stars with possible variation marked in a new blink survey, which is described in 
Chapter IV (2018 objects) 
3) Photometric standards (349 objects) 
4) Comparison stars (1080 objects) 
The Plaut variable stars are the stars discovered m the original survey of Field 3 by Plaut 
(1971) The stars in the second group were marked in a recently executed blink survey of 
part of Field 3 The stars that had already been discovered by Plaut were removed from 
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this sample The standard stars can be divided into two groups, the central standards 
(335 stars) and the edge standards (14 stars) The central standards are located near the 
field centre in a region with a diameter of 1 cm on the plate and are used for the 
photographic calibration The small size of this region ensures that the consistency of the 
calibration will not be seriously affected by large-scale variations in the plate uniformity 
The edge standards have been selected from amongst the comparison stars and are 
distributed near the edge of Field 3 These standard stars are used to investigate field 
effects The edge standards and a small sample (20) of the central standards have also 
been measured photoelectrically The photoelectric observations and the resulting 
magnitudes are given in section 6 1 (central standards) and section 7 5 (edge standards) 
To distinguish between the central standards that are photoelectrically measured and 
those that are not, the first will be called primary standard stars and the others secondary 
standard stars The secondary standard stars (315) are used to suppress the influence of 
accidental errors on the calibration The comparison stars are well distributed over the 
entire field and serve to trace the relative photometric response as a function of plate 
coordinates They were selected by visual inspection with the help of the Nijmegen Blink 
Comparator (see Chapter IV for a description) on the ground of their unperturbed images 
and apparent colour The magnitudes of the comparison stars range between 14 and 18 
in В 
Finding charts for all of the measured stars are available in the form of density 
matrices (see following section) stored on magnetic tape Each of these charts spans an 
area of 2 5 χ 2 5 Copies of the tape, together with a description of the recorded data, 
have been deposited at the Astronomical Institute of the Catholic University of Nijmegen 
and at the Leiden Observatory 
4 2 The Astroscan 
The Astroscan is a multi-element microdensitometer and has been designed to 
extract accurate density and position information from photographic plates Two separate 
parts can be distinguished a mechanism that positions the photographic plate accurately 
and a fixed optical system that measures densities The mechanism to move the 
photographic plate is an adaptation of a David Mann Comparator with two perpendicular 
screws which are driven by stepping motors to move a table on which the plate is fixed in 
a holder An adjustable current stabilized tungsten halide lamp illuminates a narrow 
rectangular area on the photographic plate which is imaged onto a Reticon photodiode 
array (RL 128EC) For visual inspection a circular area of about 1 c m 2 on the plate near 
the measuring position is projected on a screen Figure 5 gives a schematic 
representation of the optical system of the Astroscan To minimize the influence of the 
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the optical system of the Astroscan The light 
paths are given bv the broken linei BI and B2 are the measuring beam and the 
field beam respectaei) 
field illumination on the Reticon read outs during the visual inspection a dichroic mirror 
has been used This mirror reflects only light with a wavelength longer than about 5900 
A, the rest of the light is transmitted In this way the spectral range of the field 
illumination is limited to λ < 5900 A, where the photodiodes of the Reticon array are 
relatively insensitive The spectral range of the measuring illumination is limited to 
λ > 5900 A, which covers the sensitive band of the photodiodes (maximum sensitivity 
λ = 9000 A) During the actual measurements the field illumination is blocked by a 
shutter The Reticon array contains 128 photodiodes The distance between the centres 
of successive photodiodes is δΟμιτι, and, due to the fixed magnification (5 x) of the 
projection lens, this spacing results in a pixel separation of 10 μ η on the photographic 
plate After amplification the analog signal output of each photodiode is converted by an 
Α-D converter to a ten bit digital output These data are sent to the controlling computer 
where the Reticon readings are converted m real time to a density scale, based on a 
calibration carried out before the actual measurement The quantity determined m this 
way is the semispecular density 
The Reticon array is placed parallel to the x-screw and for each program star the 
density distribution is measured in a matrix by moving the plate in the y direction in steps 
of 10 μπι For our measurements a matrix size of 450 μιτι χ 450 μηι has been chosen At 
each scanning step only those diodes covering the required matrix were read out and, 
after the on-line transformation, recorded on magnetic tape Thus each program star 
measurement was recorded as a matrix consisting of 45 χ 45 density points, from which 
the photometric parameters and the sky density are to be determined The table that 
supports the photographic plate in the Astroscan can move over 231 mm in χ and 244 
mm m y Because the photographic plates are 350 mm square, each plate had to be 
measured in four separate runs During each run a plate quadrant of 21 χ 21 cm was 
measured The comparison stars in the overlap regions between two quadrants were 
measured in both quadrants These measurements were used to check the photometric 
repeatability 
An ideal microdensitometer must have the following properties (1) an accuracy of 
positioning at least an order of magnitude better than the pixel size, (2) a pixel size 
significantly smaller than the half width of the point spread function of the emulsion, (3) a 
dynamic range larger than the range m densities present on the photographic plate and 
(4) a spread in photometric repeatability that can be neglected with respect to the 
registration accuracy of the emulsion 
1) The Astroscan positioning accuracy is better than 1 μπι in both coordinates, which is 
more than sufficient for photometric purposes 
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2) The pixel size is important because densities are determined from the mean 
transmission over a pixel area Averaging m this way introduces a systematic error in the 
measured density, which becomes larger with increasing density gradient and increasing 
pixel size The effective pixel size is 13 μιτι (Schoenmaker, private communication), which 
is somewhat larger than the pixel separation of 10 μιτι on the plate because the image 
produced by the projection lens on the Reticon is not entirely sharp This means that the 
areas measured by neighbouring photodiodes overlap one another The point spread 
function is determined by the diffusion of photons within the emulsion and by the 
sharpness of the image The diffusion introduces a convolving function with a 
characteristic width comparable to the thickness of the emulsion (about 25 μπι for Ilia 
emulsions) The image sharpness is determined by the focal length, seeing and image 
quality of the telescope and provides for an additional convolution that determines the 
ultimate point spread function Normally the effective pixel size is significantly smaller 
than the half width of the point spread function However, in case of bad focussing the 
effective pixel size can become comparable to or even larger than the point spread 
function In this case density gradients within the area defined by the effective pixel size 
will introduce a significant systematic error in the measured density 
3) The usuable dynamic range of the Astroscan is determined by the readout noise of the 
photodiodes, which, for low photon fluxes, becomes comparable to or exceeds oD The 
size of this range initially did not exceed one unit m density mainly on account of the 
large contribution of scattered light to the collected photon flux (Swaans, 1981) By 
placing an adjustable slit diaphragm m the path of the Reticon beam (see Figure 5), which 
restricts the illuminated part of the plate to the rectangular area which is focussed on the 
Reticon, the amount of scattered light has been significantly reduced, and a usuable 
dynamic range of two units in density is obtained The intensity of the light source is 
normally adjusted so that the Reticon read-outs at background density level are close to 
full scale The range in photographic density that can be accurately measured with the 
Astroscan is then limited to less than D5ky + 2 Densities above this maximum are 
clipped (for details, see Swaans, 1981) Because the range in photographic density that 
can be registered by a Ilia plate spans about 5 units in density, this clipping results in a 
cut-off of the image top for bright stars This effect is called top saturation 
4) The photometric repeatability of the Astroscan measurements has been checked using 
the comparison stars in the overlap regions between neighbouring quadrants For both 
IllaJ and lllaF plates a mean repeatability better than 0 01 in magnitude was found in this 
way, which is negligible compared to the registration error (see section 3) 
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5 Determination of brightness measures 
The process of reducing a density registration to an accurate magnitude estimate that 
is free f rom systematic errors may be divided into three steps determination of a 
brightness measure, the calibration, and the correction for field effects Properly, the 
brightness measure that is determined from the image on the plate should be corrected 
for field effects before calibration It is however more convenient to handle the field 
effects on a magnitude basis Therefore we have reversed the order first the brightness 
measures are calibrated to obtain magnitudes and then these magnitudes are corrected 
for field effects In this section only the determination of brightness measures f rom the 
density distribution in the image is discussed The calibration and the field effect 
corrections wil l be discussed in sections 6 and 7 respectively 
A microdensitometer, in contrast with a classical iris photometer, does not provide a 
direct single measure of the blackening of the emulsion due to the stellar image Each 
measurement gives a digitized representation of the image from which the photometric 
data must be extracted An advantage of this form of output is that the information 
contained in the image can be handled in several ways We have used five algori thms to 
derive the incident flux from the image The measures given by these algori thms are 
represented by five photometric parameters, P, to P5 The first parameter is derived f rom 
an integration of the density above sky background over the whole image This 
parameter thus makes use of the total blackening in an image The fo lowing two 
parameters are by-products of an auto-correlation routine normally used for the 
determination of astrometric positions It wi l l be shown in section 6 2 that the first of 
these parameters is too sensitive to contamination by neighbouring images to be used 
succesfully The fourth parameter imitates a Hartmann photometer This parameter uses 
only a small area around the top of an image and is therefore convenient for images that 
are contaminated by nearby stars The last parameter fol lows f rom a software 
representation of an iris photometer 
Evaluation of these parameters requires information about the sky background, the 
accurate location of the image centre and the extent of the image The acquisition of this 
information wil l be discussed in the first two parts of this section A significant number of 
the measured images are contaminated by one or more nearby images To obtain 
reliable photometric parameters it is necesary to restore the images of these stars The 
restoration method wi l l be discussed in the third part of this section The algori thms used 
for the determination of the photometric parameters are described in the last part 
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5 1 Determination of the sky level 
The very large number of faint stars in Field 3 makes it necessary to give special 
attention to the determination of the sky level Normally the sky densities are determined 
by a simple routine in the off-line software packet of the Astroscan using the mean 
densities in the four matrix corners These corners ordinarily occupy approximately 10 
percent of the total matrix area Corners that are spoiled by the presence of a nearby 
image can be detected by comparing the differences between the mean sky levels in the 
four corners with the corresponding standard deviations This method is, however, 
suitable only for fields where the stellar images occupy only a small part of the total plate 
area (less than 10 percent) Because the fraction of the field occupied by stellar images 
on the Field 3 plates is much higher (20 to 30 percent) this method cannot be used 
satisfactorily 
Methods based on the distribution of the photographic density (Bijaoui, 1980, 
Swaans, 1981, Newell, 1982, de Vries, 1986) are more suitable for the determination of the 
sky levels m Field 3 We have derived a first estimate of the sky level in each of the 
measured matrices from the mode of the corresponding density distribution In a noise-
free matrix containing stellar objects superimposed on a constant background, the mode 
of the density histogram will be an accurate estimate of the background density (see 
Figure 6) However, the real histogram is the result of the noise-free histogram convolved 
with the noise distribution Due to the skewness of the noise-free histogram the 
convolution shifts the mode to a higher density The magnitude of this bias depends upon 
the shape of both the noise-free histogram and the noise distribution If one reduces the 
width of the noise distribution by enlarging the pixel size, the bias in the mode will also 
be reduced Swaans (1981) has used this bias-reducing routine to determine the noise-free 
mode of the density distribution However this pixel convolution is not feasable for small 
matrices with a large area coverage of stars, and can therefore not be used for the Field 3 
measurements For this reason we were forced to use the biased sky densities The bias 
and its dependence on the sky level are, however, substantially reduced by the use of the 
Ilia type emulsions, because the noise in photographic density on these fine-grain 
emulsions is very small and not very sensitive to the density itself (see Figure 3) The 
extent of the bias and its influence on the derived magnitudes will be discussed at the end 
of this subsection 
The final sky density for a star measurement was determined from a smoothed 
representation of the sky background First the density values obtained from the 
histogram modes were averaged in squares of 0 5 χ 0 5 cm The matrices that are too 
crowded with stars were excluded from this averaging process in order to reduce the bias 




tig 6 Schematic Imrogrumi of a none free (full cune) and a noisv (broken 
aine) demit\ map The histograms are illustrated ai curves 
The criterion that has been used for this exclusion is based on the width of the density 
distribution in each matrix This width has been determined from a parabolic fit to the 
density distribution in a limited region around the top The matrices that have a width 
larger than 1 4 times the mean width, as derived from all measurements on the plate, 
were eliminated as too crowded The fraction of the squares that contain one or more 
useful sky determinations ranges from 0 4 for the areas with high star coverage (galactic 
latitude b > -10°) to about 0 6 for b < -10° The empty squares were not used further 
After this averaging process the position of each star was used to derive the background 
density from a Gauss convolution as follows 
2 w ( i - l 0 , j - J 0 ) H s k v ( i - l 0 , j - J o ) 
(4) 
where ι and j are running indices which scan the averaged sky pattern, l0 and J 0 are the 
indices of the 0 5 χ 0 5 cm square that contains the star, HS|,Y is the density value in the 
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averaged sky pattern for a square and the weight w is given by, 
w ( i - l 0 , j - J o ) = N ( i - l o , j - J 0 ) e x p [ ( x - x , ) 2 + (y-y,)2]/2o2 (5) 
where N is the number of sky determinations used in the indicated square truncated to a 
maximum of 4, σ is the dispersion of the Gauss convolution, and (x-x,) and (y-y,) are 
the distances in each coordinate between the centre of the square with indices ι and j and 
the position of the star Initially a value of 0 5 cm was chosen for σ and the squares of 
which the centres lie within a region of 2 χ 2 cm around each star were scanned 
However, if the total weight of the sky determination, given by the denominator of 
equation 4, was less than 0 20 then the dispersion and the scanned area were increased to 
1 cm and 4 χ 4 cm respectively In both convolutions the minimum weight approximately 
corresponds to two not too crowded matrices located at the edge of the scanned fields If 
the last convolution does not yield more weight than 0 20, then the value in the nearest 
square of the averaged sky pattern is used On the average not more than 2 or 3 of these 
cases were encountered per plate 
The random error and systematic bias of the sky levels determined in this way can be 
estimated by comparing these levels with sky densities calculated from parts of matrices 
that are not contaminated by stars The random error m density is less than 0 005 D It 
can be shown (see section 8 1) that the effect of this error on the precision of the 
magnitude determinations is less than O^ OS for most stars The bias in the sky density 
never exceeds 0 010 D, but shows a slight dependence on the area coverage of stars The 
systematic error m the magnitude determinations depends on the difference m this bias 
between the primary standards and the remaining stars This difference is less than 0 004 
D for regions with an extremely high density of stars (even for plates with a moderate 
seeing quality), and less than 0 002 D for sparse regions in the field The corresponding 
systematic errors in magnitude (see section 8 21 are less than 0m03 and 0m01 respectively 
5 2 Centering and determination of the image radius 
The initial (x,y)-coordinates of the standard stars, the comparison stars and the stars 
discovered in the new blink survey were measured with the Nijmegen Blink Comparator 
A description of this instrument is given m Chapter IV The coordinates of the Plaut 
variable stars were obtained through a linear transformation of the original (x,y)-
coordmates given by Plaut (1971) to the coordinate system defined by the Blink 
Comparator This transformation was obtained by measuring the positions of 25 Plaut 
variable stars, well distributed over the entire field, simultaneously with the other stars A 
preperatory run of Astroscan measurements on one of the plates was used to improve the 
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coordinates of the program stars For most of the program stars the corrections were 
obtained automatically, using a search routine that determines the position of the image 
by means of a 2-dimensional parabolic fit to the density profile For program stars for 
which the images are heavily contaminated, the parabolic fit does not give an accurate 
position In these cases the corrections were determined visually from grey-scale plots of 
the measured density matrices 
Using these corrected initial coordinates (Χ ,Υ,) the program stars were located within 
15 μ η from the centre of the density matrices during subsequent Astroscan 
measurements This position is accurate enough to identify the program stars without 
ambiguity However, to correct the stellar image for contamination by other stars (see 
section 5 3) and to obtain accurate photometric parameters (see section 5 4) the program 
star has to be located with greater precision Starting from the corrected initial position of 
the program star (Χ,,Υ,) a preliminary top position was determined by identifying the 
matrix element with maximum density within a submatrix of 30 μιτι χ 30 μιη around 
(Χ,,Υ,) Then marginal density distributions were obtained in a submatrix of 
50 μπι χ 50 μΓΤΐ around this preliminary top position The coordinates of the top of the 
density profile (Χ.,Υ.) were determined by fitting a polynomial of third degree to each of 
these marginal density distributions The effect on this centering routine of contamination 
by the images of nearby stars is shown m Figure 7 The quantity òc gives the difference 
in position as determined from a clean stellar image and from the same image 
contaminated artificially with a star of approximately the same brightness The 
contamination parameter m this figure, S, is defined as the part of the image of the 
program star that is contaminated S can be calculated from the radii of the program star 
(R.) and the perturbing star (г.), and the separation between the image centres (d) as 
follows, 
S = [R.2 arceos (-=!-) + r.2 arceos ( i ^ - ) - (R. 2 -l 2 )' / , dl/hR.2) (6) 
π» Г· 
where I = (R. 2 -r. 2 +d 2 )/2d The value S = 0 4 corresponds to an overlap that reaches the 
centre of the program star The stars chosen for the derivation of Figure 7 have 
magnitudes in В between 15 and 17 For mildly contaminated images (S < 0 4) the 
positioning accuracy is still good, òc s 2 μπι Significant systematic errors in the position 
are introduced when the contamination extends beyond the centre of the program star (S 
> 0 4) 
The image radius, R·, which is needed for the determination of the photometric 
parameters (see section 5 4), is estimated by scanning the density matrix, starting from 
the top of the density profile, in steps of 10 μπι This scanning has been performed in 
eight different directions with an angle of 45° between scans 
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Fig. 7. The effect of image contamination on the accuracy of centering Each of 
the points is based on one experiment in which the position of a stellar image is 
determined before and after artificial contamination. The difference hemeen the 
determined positions òc (measured in the direction of the perturbing star) is 
displayed as function of the contamination parameter S (see text for explanation) 
The stars used for these experiments have IS"1 < В < 17m The curve has been 
drawn through the points by hand 
At each step the mean density of the four most nearby pixels Is determined and along 
each direction a value of R· is adopted as the radius of the first point where this mean 
density is less than Dskv + 1.5 ofD^y). The eight radii determined in this way are 
arranged in order of increasing size and the estimated image radius, R·, is the mean of 
the second, third and fourth values. The four highest values are not used because these 
values will be affected most m case of contamination. The smallest value is neglected in 
order to minimize a bias in the mean. 
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5 3 Image restoration 
Approximately 35 % of the Plaut variable stars and the stars marked in the new blink 
survey have density profiles that are more or less affected by neighbouring stars To 
obtain reliable photometric information for these stars it is necessary to restore their 
images A review of commonly used restoration methods is given by Newell (1982) The 
methods recommended by him for a fast and reliable restoration of contaminated images 
are based on two techniques two dimensional profile fitting and annular integration with 
pixel rejection In the first technique the density profile is fitted by a scaled point spread 
function The magnitude of the star can be derived from the scale factor This scale 
factor is determined from the densities in a small area around the top of the image so as 
to suppress contamination In the second technique the image is divided into a series of 
annuii The mean density for each annulus is derived from the mode of the 
corresponding density frequency function, which is not very sensitive to contamination 
However, in our case these techniques cannot be applied succesfully The first technique 
cannot be used because the almeanty of the photographic emulsion causes the point 
spread function to depend on magnitude, and because, for bright stars, scaling is 
hampered by top saturation of the image The second technique cannot be used because 
of the small size of the Schmidt images Therefore a new restoration routine has been 
developed For each star with a radius R. greater than 30 μιη the image is searched for 
perturbations The area wherein the search is made includes all grid points for which the 
χ and y coordinates do not differ more than R10 + 7 5 μπι from the star coordinates 
(X.,Y.), where Rio is the image radius R. rounded to 10 ц т The centre of the resulting 
submatnx is positioned in each coordinate with a resolution of half a grid point, and 
deviates by not more than 2 5 μιτι from (Χ.,Υ. ) m each coordinate The size of this 
submatnx m χ and y depends on whether the centre lies on a grid point or between two 
grid points In the first case the size is 2 R10 and in the second case 2 Ri0 + 10 ц т Thus 
the submatnx is not necessarily a square In order to allow a division of the image into 
equal segments (see below), we have made each dimension with an uneven number of 
grid points even by doubling the central column or row The submatnx obtained in this 
way is even and square, and has a centre that is positioned in both coordinates between 
two grid points This submatnx is divided into eight 45-degree segments, labeled 1 to 8, 
as shown in Figure 8 Each of these segments is combined counterclockwise with its 
neighbouring segment to obtain eight overlapping 90 degree segments (labeled a to h in 
Figure 8) Henceforth we will call these segments", and the 45-degree segments will be 
called "half-segments' The sum of the measured densities is calculated for each of the 
segments and corrected for the sky level 
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Fig. 8. Division of the stellar image in eight overlapping 90-degree segments (a to 
h), each composed of wo half-segments (I to 8), for the investigation of a possible 
distortion of the image by neighbouring stars and restoration of the contaminated 
segments In this figure the segments a, ft and с of the program star Ρ are 
contaminated by the image of star D The image of Ρ can be restored ft ν replacing 
these segments with a clean segment constructed from the segments d, e, f g and h 
After arranging the segments in order of increasing density sum a representative value is 
determined from the mean of the second, third and fourth segments. The motivation for 
this averaging process is the same as that for the determination of the image radius (see 
section 5.2). The density sum of each segment is now compared with this mean and a 
segment is labeled as contaminated if it has an excess in density sum greater than 5 
times the expected variation. The expected density variation for a segment has been 





where the density dispersions are determined as function of density from Figure 3 and 
scaled to the area of one pixel, and N is the total number of pixels in a segment. The 
even and uneven numbered half-segments that do not belong to a segment that is labeled 
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as contaminated, are averaged separately in order to create an even and an uneven mean 
unperturbed half-segment The contaminated half-segments are replaced by these mean 
segments (even by even, uneven by uneven) pixel by pixel The number of clean 
segments depends on the degree of contamination of the stellar image The minimum 
number is 3 if the contamination does not extend beyond the centre of the density profile 
Figure 9 gives some examples of contaminated images that have been restored using this 
routine The accuracy in the restoration of stellar images will be discussed in section 6 2 
After the restoration the submatnx is returned to its original dimensions by averaging the 
grid lines that were doubled In the description of the photometric parameters (see the 
following subsection) we will call this submatnx the "image-submatrix" 
5 4 The photometric parameters 
In this subsection we will describe the algorithms used for the determination of the 
photometric parameters 
P, This parameter measures the total stellar density integral In the "image-
submatrix" (see section 5 3) all pixels with density greater than Dskv + 2 5a(D s k v) are 
corrected for Dsky and summed 
P, = 2 5 log [2<D,, - DS|(V)AP) (8) 
ч 
where Ap is the area of one pixel This representation of the stellar brightness by the 
integrated density on the photographic plate is very direct and makes use of all of the 
photometric data in the image However, the use of the full image in the determination of 
this parameter increases the chance that P, is affected by contamination 
P2 This parameter and also the following parameter, P3, were derived from an 
auto-correlation routine that is incorporated in the off-line software packet of the 
Astroscan (Schoenmaker, 1982) which is normally used for the determination of 
astrometric positions The auto-correlation function, C(x,y), is obtained by multiplying the 
photographic density distribution of the image pixel by pixel with its 180° rotated image 
for different centres of rotation For each rotation centre the density products of the 
corresponding pixels are summed over a predifmed area and the result is expressed as a 
function of the rotation centre, 
C(X C ,Y C ) = 2 ; 2 : D ( X . V ) D ( 2 X C -x,2Yc - y ) (9) 
»1 Vi 
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Fig. 9. Grey-scale plots of contaminated images before Heft column) and after 
(right column) restoration for five of the Plant variable stars. The matrices span an 
area on the plate of 5(Ю χ 500 μπι 
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where the summation boundaries Х|,Хь, і.Ук are determined by the position of the 
rotation centre (XC,YC) and the image radius, R· The correlation sum is determined for 
25 different centres of rotation, distributed in a submatnx around the density peak (X· ,Y. ) 
with intervals in each coordinate of Ъ μνη (0 5 pixel) 
P2 is determined from the minimum radius of curvature of the auto-correlation 
function, R c (min) The minimum radius has been chosen because if the image of the 
program star is elongated by contamination, the correlation function will be elongated in 
the same direction, and the minimum will give the best measure of the undisturbed 
image This radius is derived from a paraboloidal least squares fit to C(x,y), 
C(x,y) = ax 2 + by 2 + cxy + dx + ey + f (10) 
The minimum radius of curvature of this function is given by, 
R c (min) = - 2 [(a + b) - V ( a + b ) 2 - 4ab + c 2 ] (11) 
and we adopt 
P 2 = - 2 5log[R c (min)] (12) 
If the image is represented by a paraboloid it can be shown that Rc * (w 2 h ' l 2 , where 
w is the width of the image and h is its height Images of stars on our plates with В > 
1 6 m (or R > 1 5 m ) grow essentially only in height with increasing brightness, which 
corresponds to a decrease in Rc and thus an increase m P2 Images of brighter stars are 
affected by top saturation which flattens the density profile The gradient in the relation 
between magnitude and P¡ will therefore decrease monotomcally with increasing 
brightness, and eventually turn down The total matrix area used m the determination of 
the correlation function is larger than the area occupied by the stellar image because of 
the shifts in position of the rotation centre Therefore P2 is expected to be extremely 
sensitive to contamination by surrounding images 
P3 This parameter is also derived from the autocorrelation function It is defined as 
the peak value of C(x,y) corrected for the sky density This value is determined from the 
paraboloidal least squares fit, described above, as follows 
P3 = 2 5 log bd
2
 + a e 2 - c d e
 + f i _ D ¿ y . 
4 ab 
(13) 
where As is the area over which the correlation sum is performed Parameter Рэ differs 
from Pi in that it sums the products of corresponding pixel densities instead of single 
densities Thus compared with P,, P3 puts more weight to the top of the image For this 
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reason Рэ wil l be less sensitive to crowding effects than P,, but more sensitive to top 
saturation. 
P4 : This parameter is derived from the density integral in a small circular area 
centered around the top of the image. In order to achieve the required symmetry, the 
density profile around the top is represented by a circularly symmetric paraboloidal 
funct ion, 
D ( x , y ) = T 1 + T 2 ( x 2 + y 2 ) (14) 
where χ and у are the pixel coordinates measured wi th respect to the top of the image. 
The coefficients T , and T2 are determined from a least squares fit using only the pixels 
wi th in the chosen area. From this equation the required density integral is: 
R 
J 2itr D ( x , y ) dr = πΙΤ,Ρ 2 + УгТгП 4 ! (15) 
where R is the radius of the circular area. P4 is then, 
P4 = 2 . 5 l o g [ { ; t ( T 1 R 2 + VsTjR4) - * R 2 D s k y } A p ] (16) 
The radius R has been fixed at 30 μιτι. This rather small value has been chosen in 
order to minimize the influence of contamination of the ¡mage by neighbouring stars. For 
this reason P4 turned out to be an appropriate photometric parameter for the 
determination of the brightness of a contaminated image. However, this small radius 
makes P4 also very sensitive to the centering of the image. The fraction of the image 
which is used for the determination of P4 is given m Figure 10 as function of magnitude. 
For bright stars (B < IS"1 , R < 16m) it is expected that P4 wi l l be unsuitable as brightness 
indicator because of top saturation (see section 4.2). 
P5 : This parameter imitates an iris photometer. The pixels in the "image-submatrix" 
(see section 5.3) are arranged in a set of annuii. The width of each annulus is 10 μ ι η . 
The mean density and mean distance to (X. X· ) are determined for the pixels wi th in each 
annulus. The total transmission wi th in the annulus is calculated f r o m : 
Τ = j i ( R 2 2 - R,2) 10 D · (17) 
where Ri and R2 are the inner and outer radii of the annulus, and D. is the mean density 
in the annulus corrected for the sky density. By adding the transmission of the annui i , 
one by one, starting f rom the centre of the image, a relation between (cumulative) 
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Fig ΙΟ Fraction f of the image used for the determination of Pi (+) and Ρ$ ( ) as 
a function of magnitude for a IllaJ plate tor Ρ 4 the \ allies of f are (30 μηη / R. )2 
and for P5 (r,/ R. )2 Η here the ins dutance r and the radius R. of the image are 
expressed in ц т Tlie curies has e been drawn b\ hand 
From this relation the ins distance for the image, r,, is calculated In a classical ins 
photometer the iris distance is defined as the distance f rom the image centre at which the 
integrated transmission equals the transmission of a reference surface The reference 
transmission used for P 6 corresponds to a surface w i t h a radius of 20 ц т and density 1 D 
The ins distance is determined by fitting a power law to the relation between cumulative 
transmission and distance to the image centre, 
T ( r ) = A r в (18) 
where the parameters A and В are determined f rom least squares P5 can now be defined 
as, 
P5 = 25 l o g i c i 1 1 (19) 
where С is the transmission of the reference surface In Figure 10 the fraction f of the 
stellar image which is used for the determination of Р 6 is shown as function of 
magnitude Because f < < 1 for the whole magnitude range, this f igure shows that, if the 
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reference transmission is properly chosen, P 6 wi l l be an appropriate parameter for 
contaminated images 
6 Calibration 
The determination of the relation between a photometric parameter and the 
corresponding stellar magnitude can be established wi th the help of standard stars wi th 
known magnitudes The sequence of standard stars that forms the basis of our 
calibrations is described in the first part of this section These stars have been designated 
in the description of the measuring program (section 4 1) as primary standards and 
secondary standards, and are located in a small region near the centre of Field 3 The 
calibration curves of the photometric parameters can be used to determine the quality 
wi th which each of these parameters describes the magnitude This determination and a 
discussion of the qualities as functions of magnitude are given in the second part From a 
comparison of the qualities it can be shown that P j is inferior to the other parameters, 
and it has therefore been ommit ted The tranformation of each of the remaining four 
parameters into magnitudes via the corresponding calibration curves and the combination 
of these magnitudes into a final adopted value are described m the last part of this 
section 
Because of f ield effects the magnitudes derived m this way are only valid for stars 
that are located in the direct neighbourhood of the central standard sequence These field 
effects and the corresponding corrections are discussed in section 7 
6 1 The standard sequence 
The primary standard stars used for the calibration of the photographic 
measurements were selected f rom the sequence used by Plaut (1971) in his original 
survey These stars are located near the centre of Field 3, m a region which spans 
approximately 0°30 m right ascension and 0o20 m declination The small size of the 
standard f ield, w i t h respect to the total field of observation, has the advantage that the 
photographic calibration obtained f rom these stars wi l l not be seriously affected by large-
scale variations in response over the photographic plates A sample of 18 stars was 
selected f r o m the Plaut sequence on the basis of the isolated character of their images on 
a IllaJ plate This sample was complemented with t w o stars (numbers 42 and 43) that are 
located in the same field The range in magnitude spanned by this sequence is 
approximately 1 3 m 0 t o 18m5 in В and 11m0 to 17m5 in R 
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Table 2 Photoelectric and adopted magnitudes of the primary standard stars (all m 























(h m s) 
18 27 04 
18 27 06 
18 27 06 
18 27 13 
18 27 14 
18 26 59 
18 26 52 
18 26 53 
18 26 50 
18 26 38 
18 26 46 
18 26 45 
18 27 10 
18 27 43 
18 27 40 
18 26 58 
18 26 36 
18 26 38 
18 27 07 
18 27 06 
0(1950) 
(0 ) 
-33 05 0 
-33 06 6 
-33 05 7 
-33 05 9 
-33 06 1 
-33 06 4 
33 07 6 
-33 07 8 
-33 08 9 
33 05 2 
-33 01 5 
33 02 7 
-33 10 2 
-33 10 8 
33 10 6 
-33 06 2 
-33 03 2 
-33 02 9 
-33 02 9 





















































































The primary standard stars were measured photoelectrically in the B, V, R and I 
passbands of the Kron-Cousms system (Bessell, 1979) The observations were made 
during the summer seasons of 1979, 1980 and 1981 by J Lub with the 1 m-telescope (for 
stars with V < 14m) and the 3 6 m-telescope (for the fainter stars) at the European 
Southern Observatory on La Silla (Chile) The colour transformation and extinction 
coefficients were obtained from observations of Ε-region standards (Cousins, 1973) The 
high number density of faint stars m Field 3 made it necessary to pay careful attention to 
the sky measurements during the observations In the central region a small number of 
star-free patches was selected The sky brightness for each primary standard star was 
determined from the nearest of these patches The photoelectric В and R magnitudes 
obtained for the standard stars are given in Table 2 (columns 4 and 5) together with the 
positions in right ascension and declination (columns 2 and 3) The magnitudes are in the 
UKST photometric system, which is defined by the plate-filter combinations used (see 
section 2 and Figure 2) The transformation from the Kron-Cousms system to the UKST 
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system is accomplished with the equations derived by Blair and Gilmore (1982), 
В = Bkc - 0 28 (±0 04) (B-V) k c (20а) 
R = R,,,. - 0 00 (±0 05) (R - I („с (20Ь) 
In the rest of this chapter the symbols В and R will refer to the UKST photometric system 
unless otherwise stated 
The mean accidental error in the photoelectric magnitudes of the primary standard 
stars, where each magnitude is based on only one observation, is estimated to be 0m05 
(Lub, private communication) More accurate magnitudes for the standard stars were 
derived as follows A calibration based on the magnitudes listed in columns 4 and 5 of 
Table 2 was made for parameter P, on each plate, and the resulting plots were fitted by 
hand-drawn curves Pi has been used here and also for the magnitude determinations of 
the secondary standards (see below), because at the time this reduction step was made 
we considered P, as the best parameter for stars with clean images Later (see section 
6 2) we found that one of the parameters P4 or P5 would have been a better choice 
Using the smoothed calibration curves a magnitude was determined from each plate, 
these were averaged for each colour, and the results are listed in columns 6 and 7 of 
Table 2 These magnitudes will be called "adopted magnitudes" and are the basis of the 
calibration The differences between the photoelectric magnitudes and the corresponding 
adopted values are plotted as function of adopted magnitude m Figure 11 for В and R 
This figure shows that the influence of the applied corrections on the photometric system, 
in terms of a systematic change in the magnitudes as function of the magnitudes 
themselves, is negligible over the entire range 
A calibration for each plate based on the relatively small number of photoelectncally 
measured (primary) standard stars would be very sensitive to accidental errors To 
suppress the effect of such errors a sample of 315 secondary standard stars was 
measured in the subfield of the primary standard stars These secondary standard stars 
were chosen on the basis of their clean images, and they cover a range in В from 14m0 to 
19m5 and in R from '\3m0 to 18m5 The В and R magnitudes of the secondary standard 
stars were derived for each plate separately from the measured values of P,, using a 
calibration based on the adopted magnitudes of the primary standard stars The 
calibration curves were obtained by fitting a third order polynomial to these points An 
example of such a calibration curve is given in Figure 12 The shape of the calibration 
curve shown in this figure is characteristic of most of the photometric parameters For a 
large range in brightness the relation between magnitude and photometric parameter is 
almost linear, but the bright part of the curve bends to smaller values of the photometric 
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Fig Η Differences between the photoelectric magnitudes and the corresponding 
adopted values ¡or the priman staiutaidi us function of adopted magnitude The 
relata eh large différentes m В and R for star no 40 (the open circle) are due to 
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Fig 12 Calibration ι une for Ρ, for а 11Ы plate (J788Ì) using the adopted 
magnitudes of the priman standards The am e is obtained from a third order 
pohnomial fit 
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saturation of the images of the bright stars (see section 4 2) It is expected that at the 
faint side the calibration curve for P, will bend downward slightly because of the density 
cut-off at DS|,Y + 2 5 о Ш ^ ) The magnitude at which this bending should take place can 
be estimated by calculating the decrease in the density integral caused by the 2 5 a(0 s k v ) 
clipping The resulting deviations in P, are smaller than 5 % for В < 19m and R < 18 m , 
which shows that the bending at the faint end of the calibration curve is not significant in 
either colour For this reason linear extrapolation of the calibration curve to the faint part, 
which is not well covered by the primary standard stars, is justified For the В and R 
magnitudes these regions are 17m75 < В < 19m00 and 16m75 < R < 18m00 The final 
magnitudes in В and R for the secondary standard stars were derived from the mean over 
all plates in the corresponding colour They are given in Table 3 together with the 
equatorial coordinates In order to minimize the influence of accidental errors on the 
calibration still further, we have discarded about 100 of these stars with the highest 
dispersions in their magnitudes, they are indicated with a colon in Table 3 With the 
magnitudes of the remaining secondary standards and the magnitudes of the primary 
standard stars the final calibration for each photographic plate was established for each of 
the five different photometric parameters Figure 13 gives the resulting calibration curves 
for one of the IllaJ plates for each of the photometric parameters The corresponding 
curves for the MlaF plates are similar in shape, but they are uniformly shifted by about 1 m 
towards smaller magnitudes and the scatter in the calibration points is slightly smaller 
The calibration curves for P,, P2, P3 and P4 show the characteristic shape seen in Figure 
12 The influence of top saturation is most important for P2 and P4 and only slightly 
noticeable for P, and P3 The calibration plot for P5 shows very well the linear behaviour 
that is a characteristic of a classical ins photometer 
A finding chart of the primary and secondary standard stars is given in Figure 14 
6 2 The quality of the photometric parameters 
The suitability of a photometric parameter for measuring a magnitude depends upon 
two factors the gradient of the parameter as a function of magnitude, dP/dm, and the 
dispersion in the photometric parameter, σ(Ρ) Both factors are functions of magnitude 
From these two factors a figure of ment F can be defined which describes the quality of 
the photometric parameter as function of magnitude, 
F = d P ^ m ( l = 1 t o 5 ) ( 2 1 ) 
The figures of merit can easily be obtained for each photographic plate as a function of 
magnitude from the calibration data The gradient, dP/dm, has been determined directly 
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Table 3 Coordinates and magnitudes (in the UKST system) of the secondary standard stars 7/i< 
stars marked with a colon were not used m the calibration because of the dispersions in their 
magnitudes The missing numbers represent stars that were discarded after a careful examination 
of the ¡mages 
No o(1950) 6(1950) В R No в(1950) 6(1950) В R 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3 (continued) 
No a(1950) 6(1950) В R 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No o(1950) 6(1950) В R 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3 (continued) 
No α(1950) 6(1950) В R 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No o(1950) δ(1950) В R 
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Fig. 13. Calibration curves for all five 
photometric parameters for a IliaJ plate 
(J7895) using the primary and secondar\ 
standards 
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Fig. /4. Finding chart of the central standard stars The primary standards 31 and 32 are not on 
this chart, but can be located nith the aid of the finding chart given b\ Plant (1971) 
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from the slope of the calibration curve The dispersion, σ(Ρ), has been determined by 
dividing the calibration curve into intervals of 0m50 and calculating, for the standard stars 
in each interval, the scatter in P, around a linear fit For each magnitude interval mean 
values of dPjdm and σΙΡ,) 0 = 1 to 5) have been determined from all photographic plates 
in each colour The resulting relations between F, and magnitude are shown in Figure 15 
for the В and the R passbands From this figure it can be seen that the shape of the figure 
of merit curves is much the same for all photometric parameters The magnitude is best 
determined in the regions 15m50 < В < 18m50 and 14m50 < R < 17m00 On the bright 
side the decline in figure of merit is a reflection of the flattening of the calibration curve 
caused by top saturation The decrease in figure of merit on the faint side is caused by 
the increase in σ(Ρ) for fainter stars There is only a slight difference in quality between 
the parameters for the bright stars (B < 15m50, R < 14m50), except for Рг which in both 
colours lies significantly below the other curves For the stars of intermediate and low 
brightness (B > 15m50, R > 14m50) the brightness is best derived from the parameters P4 
(density integral of the top) and P5 (software ins photometer) The overall low quality of 
Ρ2 as seen in these figures is caused by the large influence on P2 of top saturation and 
the fact that the shape of the correlation function, from which Pj is determined, is very 
sensitive to a-symmetry in the image 
Image contamination and subsequent restoration reduce the accuracy of the 
magnitude estimate The accuracy of the restoration has been estimated as follows 
Defect-free stars were contaminated artificially with density profiles from other stars 
After restoration the magnitudes were determined from the several photometric 
parameters and compared with the corresponding magnitudes of the stars as determined 
before contamination This experiment was conducted with stars in three different 
brightness classes faint (17m5 < В < 19m5), intermediate (15m5 < В < 17m5) and bright 
(B < IB1^) The chosen perturbing stars were all of intermediate brightness The random 
error in the magnitudes determined after restoration is given in Table 4, as function of 
photometric parameter and brightness class For the stars with В < 17m5 Table 4 shows 
that the accidental errors in the magnitudes based on P,, P3, P4 and P5 are less than 
0m10 The accuracy in the magnitudes determined from P4 are, as may be expected, the 
best (< 0m08) Parameter P2, on the other hand, is very sensitive to contaminations For 
faint stars the random errors become very large because a uniform placement of the 
pixels over the different image segments (see section 5 3) cannot be approximated for 
these stars The random errors have been determined from the cases where the 
contamination does not extend beyond the centre of the density profile In these cases the 
systematic error in the brightness determination of contaminated stars appears to be 
rather small (< QmQS) 
- 42 -
Fig 15 Figure of merit of eue h of lite photometric parameters as a function of 
magnitude In the upper diagram the relation') are shown for lllaF and in the 
lower diagram for IllaJ emulsion 
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Table 4 Accidental error m the magnitudes due to restoration as determined from 
each of the photometric parameters 
Brightness class 
В < 15 50 
15 50 < B < 17 50 






















If the contamination does extend beyond the centre of the image, significant systematic 
errors are introduced in the determined magnitudes because no defect-free stellar 
segment remains The size of these systematic errors is unpredictable and depends upon 
the magnitude of both the program star and the perturbing star and their separation 
Because of the overall low quality of Ρ2 and the fact that it is strongly affected by 
contamination of the image, this parameter is not usable and has been omitted in the 
magnitude determinations 
6 3 Magnitude determination 
Smoothed relations for the photometric parameters P,, P3, P4 and P5 as functions of 
the magnitude have been established for each plate by fitting a third-order polynomial to 
normal points which were determined in magnitude intervals of 0 m 2 0 The weight of each 
normal point is equal to the number of stars m the corresponding interval to a maximum 
of 4 For P,, P 3 and P 5 systematic deviations due to discrepancies between the 
polynomial description and the real behaviour of the photometric parameter as function of 
magnitude are smaller than 0 01 (in units of the photometric parameter) in the magnitude 
ranges M ^ O < В < 18 m 50 and 13 m 50 < R < 17 m 50 This is sufficiently good that we 
expect no significant systematic errors in the magnitudes derived from Ρ,, P3 and P6 in 
these ranges The polynomial fit for P4 reaches the same tightness in the magnitude 
ranges 15 m 00 < В < 18 m 50 and 14 m 00 < R < 17 m 50 One reason for these smaller ranges 
in magnitude lies in the fact that the bending at the bright side of the calibration curve, 
caused by top saturation, is significantly greater for P4 than for Ρ,, P3 and P6 On the 
bright and faint sides of the magnitude intervals outlined above the deviations become 
larger, especially for P4 The differences between the adopted magnitudes of the central 
standards and the corresponding values obtained from the polynomial fits have been 
plotted as a function of the adopted magnitude for one of the IllaJ plates in Figure 16 for 
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Ftg 16 Differences between the adopted magnitudes and those determined from Ρ, Рз Ptand 
Ρ 5 on the IllaJ plate J7856 shown as function of adopted magnitude 
Pi, Рэ. Рл and Р6 The corresponding plots for HlaF are very similar, but they are 
uniformly shifted by about 1 m towards smaller magnitudes and the scatter in the 
differences is somewhat smaller This shows that for the magnitudes on the bright and 
the faint sides of the intervals outlined above only the magnitudes determined from P4 
are affected noticeably by fit deviations 
The final magnitude for each measurement has been obtained from a weighted mean 
of the magnitudes determined from Pi, Рэ, P4 and P5 and will be called the compound 
magnitude m c , 
mc = ^ ' (ι = 1,3,4,5) (22) 
2. ' 
where F, is the figure of merit of P, and has been determined as function of magnitude 
from the plots m Figure 15 However, if the image is found to be contaminated by 
neighbouring stars on ten or more plates in either colour, the final magnitudes for this 
star are determined from P4 alone on all plates of that colour Also if the image is found 
to be contaminated in three or more image-segments on a plate, the final magnitude for 
this star on this particular plate is determined from P4 alone An exception is made for 
bright (B < 15m0, R < 14m0) and faint (B > 18m50, R > 17m50) stars, for which the 
brightness is always determined from the compound magnitude without the contribution 
ofP4(F 4 = 0) 
7 Field effects 
Systematic variations with position in the response of the photographic plate to stars 
of equal magnitude are known as field effects They affect the uniform application over 
the whole plate of the calibration curves The field effects which must be considered are 
caused by the atmosphere of the earth (atmospheric extinction), the observational 
equipment (vignetting, differential desensitization of the emulsion) and the measuring 
device (focus non-uniformity) The influence on photographic response of atmospheric 
extinction and vignetting is well enough understood to be modelled as a function of the 
plate coordinates However, for field effects that depend upon systematic sensitivity 
changes in the photographic emulsion, the correpondmg corrections cannot be so easily 
described To trace the influence of these field effects on the response as a function of 
the plate coordinates, a grid of comparison stars has been set up This sample consists of 
1080 stars with clean images, distributed uniformly over the entire plate The order in 
which the field effects are discussed in this section is the order m which they affect the 
photographic response The corresponding corrections have been made m the reverse 
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order 
Besides by field effects, the photometry is also influenced by randomly distributed 
small-scale variations in the photographic response These variations, which are mainly 
caused by departures from uniformity of the emulsion (thickness and composition), are 
very small for Ilia emulsions ( < 0 m 0 1 , Dawe, 1981) and will be corrected for by the 
procedure that is used for the elimination of the Malm effect (see section 7 3) 
7 1 Atmospheric extinction 
In the absence of saturated telluric lines in the bandpass the transmission of the 
earth's atmosphere can be approximated by e " " , where the coefficient a is proportional to 
the column density of air, or the air mass along the line of sight For a plane parallel 
atmosphere, a = к sec (Ζ), where Ζ is the zenith distance of the object being observed 
and the coefficient к is the extinction, expressed in magnitudes, for a star at the zenith 
Thus atmospheric extinction produces a dimming of starlight according to the relation, 
m ( Z ) = m 0 + к sec(Z) (23) 
where m 0 is the magnitude outside the atmosphere Because the absorption of starlight 
by the atmosphere is a function of wavelength, к will also be a function of wavelength 
For each photographic plate the corrections to the magnitudes due to the atmospheric 
extinction were determined differentially with respect to the centre of the field, where the 
central standards are located The adopted values for the extinction coefficients are kB = 
0 25, and kH = 0 11 These were deduced from the extinction table set up by Melbourne 
(1960) for Mount Wilson His values have been adjusted for the difference in altitude 
between Mount Wilson (1700 m) and Siding Spring Observatory (1130 m) 
7 2 Vignetting 
There is a limiting off-axis angle for which light entering the telescope corrector plate 
is wholly intercepted by the primary mirror Beyond this angle only a part of the incident 
light will reach the photographic plate This effect is known as vignetting The critical 
angle for the UKST is approximately 207, corresponding to a distance of 145 mm from the 
plate centre The vignetting function is defined by 
where a (a) is the effective area of the primary mirror for an angle of incidence α and a(0) 
is the effective on-axis area 
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Fig 17 Influence of \ignelting on the magmiudes «s a funaioli of ¡he angle a 
from the field с entre for the Ι К S Г 
The corresponding change in magnitude is given by 
ΔΙΌ = - 2 5 log (Via)] (25) 
Dawe (1981) investigated the vignetting for the UKST m two different ways from an 
analysis of the telescope geometry and experimentally by illuminating photographic 
plates with an extended uniform light source The outcomes of these two methods differ 
slightly because in the experimental set up the determination of the vignetting is affected 
by scattering and reflection within the telescope About 25 % of the light incident on a 
plate is reflected or scattered Light returned to the mirror by the photographic plate will 
encounter the corrector and part of this light will return to the plate and will modify the 
empirical vignetting function In the case of Dawe's experiment this component will be 
augmented by light scattered back from the diffusing screen that he used as illuminating 
source Dawe calculated that something like 6 % of the light impinging on the 
photographic plate for the first time is available for modifying the empirical vignetting 
function on its second pass through the telescope In the absence of the diffusing screen 
(ι e in the real observing situation), the maximum amount of back-scattered or reflected 
light will be reduced by a factor 3 From this, Dawe (1981) suggested that the most 




empirical function in the ratio of 3 1 The corresponding change in magnitude as function 
of α is given in Figure 17 The magnitude corrections can be parametrized as follows 
α < 207 Д т = 0 002 α (26а) 
α S ТП Д т = 2 373 - 2 226 о + 0 664 α2 - 0 061 α 3 (26b) 
7 3 The Malm effect 
The existence of a circularly symmetric density gradient in the sky background on 
filtered and hypersensitized Ilia plates exposed with Schmidt telescopes was first noticed 
by D F Malm in 1979 He ascribed this effect to differential desensitization of the 
emulsion by air trapped between the curved photographic plate and the flat filter 
Campbell (1982) and Dawe and Metcalfe (1982) examined measures of the background 
density on filtered and hypersensitized 11 la J and IMaF plates jnd confirmed the Malm 
effect Campbell (1982) found near the plate edge a decrease in background density of 
0 08 "equivalent magnitudes" beyond the vignetting function The "equivalent magnitude' 
is the ratio of the inferred background intensity per unit area to that of the plate centre, 
expressed in magnitudes Dawe and Metcalfe (1982) detected on their plates a maximum 
decrease of 0 04 equivalent magnitudes beyond the vignetting function The significant 
discrepancy between this result and that of Campbell (1982) indicates that the Malm effect 
on photographic response cannot be characterized as a static well defined field effect such 
as vignetting and atmospheric extinction According to these investigators the gradient in 
background density is caused by changes m the emulsion sensitivity and has been 
interpreted as a uniform horizontal shift of the characteristic curve They also found a 
strong correlation between these sensitivity variations and the humidity during the 
exposure 
In December 1982 the plateholders of the UKST were rebuilt to permit flushing the 
plates with dry nitrogen during the exposure This eliminates differential desensitization 
of the emulsion by the Malm effect (Dawe et a l , 1984) Five of our colour pairs were 
exposed using the nitrogen flushing technique (see Table 1) The influence of the Malm 
effect on our photometric survey has been determined by comparing the responses for 
the comparison stars on these plates with the corresponding responses on the plates 
exposed without nitrogen flushing Mean magnitudes of the comparison stars were 
determined separately from the flushed and the non-flushed plates and the differences 
were averaged m squares of 4 χ 4 cm m a grid over the plate Maps of the Malm effect 
were obtained in this way for the В and the R magnitudes as determined from each of the 
photometric parameters. 
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Fig 18a (left diagram) Contour plot of the a\erage Malm effect on the 
magnitudei dttermined from P) on non flmhed IllaJ plates I he contour step is 
0m02 
Fig 18b (right diagram) Same as Figure 18a for the non flushed 11 la F plates 
The resulting distributions can all be well fitted with biquadratic functions The scatter 
with respect to these fits is approximately 0m01 for both colours over the whole plate for 
each photometric parameter Contour maps of the observed distributions in mean 
magnitude differences for P, are given in Figures 18a and 18b for the IllaJ and the lllaF 
plates respectively These figures illustrate the mean systematic influence of the Malm 
effect on stellar photometry from filtered and hypersensitized Ilia emulsions The contour 
maps show an approximately symmetric gradient in response for both colours The 
maximum of the response is not located at the plate centre but is displaced to the west 
for the IllaJ plates and to the north-east for the lllaF plates According to Campbell (1982) 
these displacements are most probably due to the geometry in the combination of filter, 
plate and plate holder Table 1 gives the plate holders in which the IllaJ and lllaF plates 
were exposed (without nitrogen flushing) The table shows that most of the IllaJ plates 
were exposed in plateholder 14/3 and most of the lllaF plates in plateholder 14/1 The 
five IllaJ plates exposed in holder 14/1 show a shift in the maximum of apprpximately 0°8 
to the east with respect to Figure 18a This shift agrees very well with the contour map of 
the lllaF plates The corresponding contour maps for P3 and P5 reproduce these for P, 
with an accuracy of 0m01 The contour maps for P4 show a steeper gradient For both 
the IllaJ and lllaF plates the mean difference between the top of the contour pattern and 
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the plate edge is about 0 m 0 2 larger than was found for P, Because P« is determined from 
densities in the inner region of the image and P 1 from the total density integral, this 
implies that the influence of the Malm effect is most important m the central part of the 
image 
A comparison of the patterns for individual non-flushed plates, as determined from 
Pv shows that the Malm effect differs significantly from plate to plate The differences at 
the plate edges with respect to the photometric system as derived from the nitrogen 
flushed plates, range from an attenuation of 0 m 16 to an unexpected strengthening of 
0 m 10 This means that each photographic plate must be corrected separately for the 
Malm effect The mean value, as measured at the plate edges, is 0 m 0 9 for both colours 
(see Figure 18) 
The increase m response found on some non-flushed plates cannot be explained by 
the interpretation of the Malm effect given by Campbell (1982) and Dawe and Metcalfe 
(1982) Sensitivity variations in the form of a horizontal shift of the characteristic curve, as 
was suggested by them, can only result in a decrease in the response However, because 
hypersensitization is most effective on the toe of the characteristic curve, it may be 
expected that poisoning of the emulsion also will be most noticeable on this part of the 
curve This gives rise to an additional shift of the characteristic curve at low exposures 
which can be interpreted as a change m reciprocity failure Figures 19a and 19b illustrate 
the effects of this desensitization process on the characteristic curve and on the image 
profile Since the characteristic curve shows a decreasing slope at low exposures, 
sensitivity variations in the form of a horizontal shift of the characteristic curve will affect 
the stellar densities more than the background density This will lead to a decrease in 
response as measured by the photometric parameters A change m reciprocity failure, m 
the form of an additional shift of the characteristic curve at low exposures, reduces mainly 
the background density This effect will cause an increase m response The net result of 
the desensitization process depends then on the relative strength of these two effects and 
can cause either a decrease or an increase in response In both cases the influence of the 
Malm effect will be most noticeable m the central part of the image, in accord with the 
observed differences between the results obtained from P, and P4 
It also follows from Figures 19a and 19b that the variation in response, as measured 
by the photometric parameters, must be related to the level of the background density 
This is due to the fact that the toe of the characteristic curve will lose its influence at high 
background densities Figure 20 shows this relation for the non-flushed IllaJ and MlaF 
plates The ordinate m Figure 20, ом, is the mean difference m magnitude, based on P,, 
with respect to the system defined by the flushed plates determined for the comparison 
stars at the plate edge Positive values correspond to a decrease and negative values to 
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Fig. 19a. Schematic plot of the influence of desensitization on the characteristic 
curve 
Fig. 19b. Schematic plot of the influence of desensitization on a stellar image 
profile for the two values of the skv brightness indicated m Figure 19a The curves 
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F/g. 20. Relation between sky density and Malm effect For each IllaJ (·) and 
lllat (+) non-flushed plate the mean magmlude change for comparison stars at the 
plate edge as caused by the Malm effect is plotted as function of the mean sky level 
Positive values correspond to a decrease and negative values to an increase in 
response The magnitudes have been derived from Ρ ν 
From the presence of both positive and negative values for photographic plates with low 
to moderate background density we conclude that the emulsion will be affected by both 
sensitivity variations and changes in the reciprocity failure. The photographic plates with 
high background density (D s k y > 1.20 D) only show the effect of a small variation in 
sensitivity in the form of a slight decrease in response. 
The magnitudes determined for all measured stars from P,, P3, P4 and P5 have been 
corrected for the Malin effect on each photographic plate in the following way: First the 
magnitudes determined from P,, P3, P4 and P5 undergo a differential correction to 
eliminate the difference in response between that particular plate and the mean of all 
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non-flushed plates of the corresponding emulsion type. These corrections were 
determined from the comparison stars located in a square of 4 χ 4 cm centered around 
each star. For each photometric parameter this differential correction is, 
1 N 
Д т
' = TT Σ ( т и - т щ (i = 1,3,4,5) (27) 
where т. , is the magnitude of the j l h comparison star derived from parameter i, m,, is 
the corresponding mean magnitude derived from P-, over all non-flushed plates, and N is 
the total number of comparison stars within the square (16 on the average). This 
differential correction also takes care of the randomly distributed small scale sensitivity 
variations on each plate. The transformation of the resulting magnitudes to the flat 
photometric system, as defined by the nitrogen flushed plates, was established 
analytically using the biquadratic fits to the contour patterns derived for each photometric 
parameter (e.g. Figure 18 for P,). 
The elimination of the Malin effect, as described above, depends on the assumption 
that the nitrogen flushed plates are free from the Malin effect. The correctness of this 
assumption will be verified in the last part of this section. 
7.4 The focus effect 
The recorded density distribution of an image is determined from its transmission 
profile after convolution with the effective pixel size. The effective pixel size depends, 
among other things, upon the projection quality of the emulsion on the Reticon diode 
array and has a minimum equal to the instrumental pixel size (13 μπι χ 13 μη ) when the 
emulsion is accurately focussed. Bad focussing results in an extra convolution of the 
intrinsic transmission profile and affects the photometric parameters in a systematic way. 
A measure of the focus quality is the auto-correlation between the densities of 
neighbouring sky pixels. This correlation has been determined as follows, 
Ε ( Δ χ , . ° [ Ρ . * ( » > . Ρ . » < * + Δ χ ) 1 ( 2 8 ) 
σο (sky) 
where Δχ = 10 μττι and the numerator is the covariance between neighbouring pixels. To 
investigate the relation between focus quality and magnitude, we have remeasured one 
plate after artificially introducing a focus gradient by tilting the plate slightly at one of its 
corners. In Figure 21 two relations between the correlation coefficient and the 
corresponding deviation in magnitude, which is defined as the difference in the 
magnitudes determined before and after tilting the plate, are shown for a IllaJ plate. 
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060 ом с 
Fi|». 21а. (left diagram) Influence of focus of the Astroican on the compound magnitude 
(see equation 22) as determined from a lllal plate. The magnitude deviation Am caused by 
poor focus is plotted for a sample of comparison stars against the autocorrelation С between 
the densities of neighbouring sk\ pixels 
Fig. 2lb. (right diagram) Same as Figure 21 a for the magnitudes determined from Ρ 4 alone 
In Figure 21a the magnitudes are determined from the weighted combination of P,, Рэ, P4 
and P5 (see equation 22), and in Figure 21b the magnitudes are determined from P4 alone. 
From these figures it can be seen that the magnitudes determined from the top of the 
density profile are, as may be expected, more sensitive to bad focussing than the 
compound magnitudes. A map of the correlation coefficients has been made for each 
photographic plate as function of position on the plate. From these maps it appears that 
within a radius of approximately 14 cm from the plate centre all plates are uniformly in 
focus. Outside this range a number of plates show an increase of the effective pixel size. 
This increase is caused by the fact that these plates are slightly curved near the corners. 
By pressing the corners of these plates against the plate holder the effect of these 
curvatures has been reduced but not fully eliminated. 
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A correction for the focus effect has not been applied because only a region of 2 5 cm 
width at the edge of the plate, for which the photometric quality is usually inferior in any 
case, has been affected The photometric results obtained for stars located m this region 
will be discussed separately in the following chapters 
7 5 An empirical check on the field effect corrections 
In order to investigate the photometric uniformity that is reached after correction for 
the field effects as described in this section, a sequence of 14 comparison stars, known as 
edge standards (see section 4 1), was observed photoelectrically These stars are located 
in the outer regions of the plate and were selected according to the following criteria 
undisturbed photographic image, magnitudes in θ between approximately 14 and 15 5, 
not located in the plate periphery that is spoiled by the focus effect The magnitude range 
is determined on the one hand by the brightest stars that can be calibrated accurately 
against the central standards, and on the other by the faintest stars that can be measured 
photoelectrically The last bound is determined for the 90 cm Dutch Telescope at the 
E S О , La Silla, which was used for the observations of the edge standards The positions 
of the edge standards are listed m the appendix to Chapter III, together with the positions 
of the other comparison stars 
The edge standards were observed by S Tjemkes of the University of Amsterdam in 
August 1983 using the simultaneous VBLUW photometer of Walraven The telescope and 
the photometer are comprehensively described by Lub and Pel (1977) A second 
observing run was made by J W Pel of the Kapteyn Laboratory m Groningen and E de 
Geus of the Leiden Observatory in June and July 1985 with the same telescope and 
photometer The high density of faint stars in Field 3 makes it necessary to pay careful 
attention to the sky measurements during the photoelectric observations The choice of 
sky positions was made from the finding charts (see section 4 1) of the edge standards 
From these charts it was possible to designate patches that contain no stars brighter than 
about 20 r n 5 in B, which is the plate limit of the IllaJ plates 
Table 5 lists the photometric data for the edge standards In columns 2 and 3 the 
photoelectrically derived values for В and (B V) are given in the UKST system The 
transformation of the VBLUW data to the Kron-Cousms system is determined by the 
following relations (Lub, private communication), 
Vk<. = 6 885 - 2 5 [v + 0 030(V - B )] (29a) 
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(В-V Ike = 2.571 (V-B) - 1 020 (V-В I2 + 0 500( - В ) Э - 0 010 (29b) 
The transformation of the Kron-Cousins system to the UKST system has been determined 
by Blair and Gilmore (1982), 
В = В
кс
 - 0 28(B-V) k c (30а) 
( В - ) = 0 8 2 ( В - )
кс
 (ЗОЬ) 


































































Column 4 gives the mean photographic magnitudes m В (UKST photometric system) as 
derived from all non-flushed IllaJ plates after correction for the field effects The 
photoelectric R magnitude cannot be determined because a transformation between the 
Walraven system and the passband defined by the lllaF + RG630 combination is not 
possible with sufficient accuracy A comparison between the photoelectrically and 
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photographically determined В magnitudes shows that the mean deviation f rom 
uniformity, achieved after the field effect corrections, is approximately 0 m 04, only the 
magnitude differences for the edge standards located on the east side of the field (stars 
994,1067,1087) are somewhat greater We thus may conclude that systematic errors as a 
consequence of the field effects have been adequately corrected Furthermore this 
accuracy indicates, because for the edge standards the Malm effect is the dominant field 
effect, that the nitrogen flushed plates are essentially free f rom Malm effect 
8 Photometric accuracy 
8 1 Accidental errors 
The accidental error m a single magnitude determination is f ixed by the plate noise 
and other sources of random error in the determination of the photometric parameters 
The repeatability error of the Astroscan measurements can be neglected (see section 4 2) 
and calibration errors affect the magnitudes only in a systematic way The plate noise has 
already been discussed in section 3, it depends mainly on the grain size and on the 
homogeneity of the gram distr ibution over the emulsion For the fine-gram Ilia emulsions 
this error has been estimated to be about 0 m 04 for stars in the magnitude intervals 14 m < 
В < ^ " " S and 1 3 m < R < 16 m 5 and О ^ б for the fainter stars For the determination of 
the remaining contr ibution to the random error it is assumed that the error in the 
parameters wi l l not be seriously increased by the algorithms used Thus the accidental 
error in the photometric parameters depends mainly on the sky density and, for 
contaminated stars, on the restoration of the stellar image The accidental error in the sky 
density (see section 5 1) is about 0 005 D The influence of this error on the magnitude 
determinations has been estimated as follows compound magnitudes and magnitudes 
based on P4 alone have been determined for the central standard stars on one IllaJ plate 
and one IMaF plate, assuming a sky density that is 0 005 D lower as well as one that is 
0 005 D higher than the sky density that was originally derived for these stars on these 
particular plates The resulting change in magnitude is the same for the compound 
magnitude and the magnitude derived from P4 and is about 0 m 04 for the intervals 1 4 m < 
В < 17 m 5, 1 3 m < R < l e ^ S and 0 m 06 for fainter stars The total accidental error in the 
magnitudes, o m , for stars wi th clean images can now be derived from the separate 
contr ibutions discussed above For bright stars and for stars of intermediate brightness (B 
< 17 m 5, R < 16m5), a m = 0 m 0 6 , for fainter stars am ~ 0 m 08 
The random photometric error has been obtained empirically f rom the dispersions in 
the В and R magnitudes of the central standards o B and o R , and is shown as function of 
magnitude in Figure 22 
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19 m 
Fig. 22. Accidental error m В and R as a function of magnitude I he plotted 
points are normal points and have been derived from the dispersions in the 
magnitudes of the central standards. 
From this figure it can be seen that the empirically derived errors, averaged over the 
magnitude intervals outlined above, are not significantly different from the correponding 
total errors derived from the separate error contributions. It has however to be noticed 
that the empirically derived accidental error in the R magnitude is somewhat smaller than 
in the В magnitude. Characteristic mean empirical values for the accidental errors in the 
magnitudes of clean stars with В < 17";5 and R < 16™5 are.oB = 0™08 and oR = 0^06. 
For fainter stars these values are 0™10 and СГОЭ respectively. 
The magnitudes for stars with contaminated images are, except for the intervals В < 
15m, R < M™ and В > 18^5, R > 17^5, derived from P4. For clean images the accidental 
error in magnitudes derived from P4 is not significantly different from the accidental error 
in the compound magnitudes and can therefore also be determined from Figure 22 as 
function of magnitude. However the accidental error for stars with contaminated images 
is augmented due to the error in the restoration. The restoration error in the magnitudes 
based on P4 is about 0^07 for stars with В < Mm.5 and R < Іб^б (see section 6.2). For 
fainter stars the accidental errors become significantly larger because an uniform 
placement of the pixels over the segments cannot be made. The total accidental error in 
the magnitudes for contaminated stars can be derived from a combination of Figure 22 
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with the restoration error given above For bright stars and stars of intermediate 
brightness (B < 17т5, R < 16т5), OB = ( Г П and oR = 0 т 09 For fainter stars σΒ > 0m13 
and σ„ > 0m12 
θ 2 Systematic errors 
The systematic accuracy of the magnitude derived for a star on a particular plate is 
determined by the systematic error in the photometric parameters, the error in the 
calibration and the accuracy of the corrections for the field effects The photometric 
parameters are systematically affected by the dependence of the derived sky level on the 
density of stars (see section 5 1) The mean increase in photographic density for regions 
with an extremely high density of stars is less than 0 004 D The corresponding 
systematic error in the magnitudes can be estimated in the same way as was done above 
for the influence of the accidental sky error and is less than 0m03 for the compound 
magnitude as well as for the magnitude based on P* In the absence of possible 
systematic photometric errors the systematic errors m the calibration are mainly 
determined by random errors in the photoelectncally derived magnitudes of the primary 
standard stars On the basis of the uncertainty quoted by Lub (see section 6 1) of 0m05 in 
each magnitude determination, we estimate the calibration error to be about 0m02 From 
the range in magnitude of the primary standard stars (see section 6 1) it follows that the 
calibration is not well defined for very bright stars (B < 13m, R < 12m) and very faint stars 
(B > 18m5, R > 17т5) In these ranges significant systematic errors are expected The 
accuracy of the field effect corrections has been discussed in section 7 5 The mean 
systematic error m both colours over the whole plate is estimated to be less than 0m04, 
except for a strip of 2 5 cm width along the edge of the plate, for which the effect of focus 
gradients becomes significant (see section 7 4) 
The total systematic accuracy in the derived magnitudes over the whole plate area 
(except for the outer 2 5 cm edge) can be sketched as follows A basic mean error of 0m04 
due to the field effect corrections and the calibration, which increases to about 0rn05 in 
regions with a high star density, and superimposed on this basic error a significant error 
for very bright stars, very faint stars and highly contaminated stars 
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CHAPTER III PHOTOMETRIC RESULTS FOR PLAUT'S VARIABLE STARS 
1 Introduction 
In this chapter the results of the two-colour observations and the photometric 
reduction discussed in Chapter II are presented for the variable stars discovered by Plaut 
(1971) in his original survey The results are presented in the f o r m of light curves in В 
and R for the RR Lyrae stars and the Mira stars, and accompanying tables wi th the 
positions and the photometric quantities for all variable stars The positions and mean 
magnitudes of the comparison stars are also given in an appendix at the end of this 
chapter All of the magnitudes presented here are in the UKST photometric system, 
which is defined by the plate-filter combinations (see Chapter II, section 2) 
For each of the variable stars the data consist of 28 В magnitudes and 30 R 
magnitudes together wi th the corresponding heliocentric Julian dates of mid-exposure for 
each plate However, for some variable stars not all of these magnitudes are reliable 
The magnitudes that he outside the calibration range or that are too heavily affected by 
contamination have been discarded The photometric accuracy of a single magnitude 
determination has been discussed in Chapter II (section 8), typical values of the errors in 
В and R for the ranges 14m5 < В < l ? ^ and 13 m 5 < R < 16m5 are 0 m 08 and (ГОб 
respectively for stars with clean images, and 0 m 11 and 0 m 09 for stars wi th moderately 
contaminated images 
Section 2 describes the determination of the equatorial coordinates f r o m the (x,y) 
positions measured on one of the new-epoch plates In the two subsequent sections the 
determination of the periods and the classification of the type of variable are discussed 
An analysis of the brightness variation has been carried out only for the stars for which 
there are ten or more reliable magnitude estimates in a single colour The light curves of 
the RR Lyrae stars and the Mira stars are presented at the end of this chapter The 
derivation of relevant photometric quantities f rom these light curves is described m 
section 5 These and derived quantities for other variable stars are presented and 
discussed m the last section 
Apart f rom the variable stars discovered by Plaut the measuring program included a 
sample of new variable stars which were discovered in a recently executed blink survey 
A discussion of this survey together with the photometric quantities obtained for the new 
variable stars is given in Chapter IV 
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2 The coordinates 
A homogeneous set of new-epoch coordinates in right ascension and declination for 
all stars m the measuring program (see Chapter II, section 4 1) has been derived f r o m the 
(x,y) positions measured wi th the Astroscan on plate J8754 (epoch 1983 61) The 
measured (x,y) positions were improved with the help of the centering routine described 
in Chapter II (section 5 2) The resulting positions have an accuracy in each coordinate of 
approximately 3 μιτι The transformation of the (x,y) positions to right ascension and 
declination has been made separately for each plate-quadrant because each quadrant was 
measured in a separate run and therefore has its o w n coordinate system in (x,y) 
Unfortunately no position standards were included in the measuring program, so that we 
have had to use a sample of the variable stars discovered by Plaut to derive the 
coordinate transformation In each quadrant 16 of these stars, well distr ibuted over the 
quadrant, were chosen on the basis of their unperturbed images The (α,δ) coordinates 
determined by Plaut for these stars (equinox 1950, epoch 1956) were converted to 
standard rectangular coordinates ξ and η using the transformation for Schmidt plates 
(Luyten and La Bonte, 1972), 
Η = - ρ sin φ (1) 
η = ρ cos φ (2) 
where the spherical triangle elements, ρ and φ are given by, 
cos ρ = cos 6 0 cos Ò cos (a - a 0 ) + sin ó0 sin ö (3) 
cos ò sin (a - a 0 ) 
sin φ = — (4) 
sin ρ 
and α 0 and ò0 are the coordinates of the plate centre For each quadrant a linear 
transformation between the (Η,η) coordinates and the corresponding (x,y) coordinates was 
established by the method of least squares The transformation coefficients were used to 
derive the (ξ,η) coordinates for each of the measured stars which were then converted to 
(α,ο) coordinates wi th the inverse of the above transformation It must be noted however 
that, because the coordinates of the position standards are based on epoch 1956 (see 
Plaut, 1971), position changes due to proper mot ion of the position standards between 
1956 and 1983 are not included The accuracy m each coordinate, as estimated f rom the 
difference between the input coordinates of the position standards and the corresponding 
coordinates that were derived f rom the transformation, is about 3" This accuracy is 
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sufficient to identify the program stars on the sky without ambiguity 
3 The periods 
The periods given by Plaut (1971) for the RR Lyrae stars and the other short period 
variable stars were determined from succeeding epochs of maximum light For the period 
determination of the long period variable stars, such as the Miras, he used an 
autocorrelation routine based on a method developed by Lafler and Kmman (1965) The 
distinction between short- and long-period variables was made by Plaut on the basis of 
the brightness variations observed for each variable star on a large sample of plates taken 
during a few nights m June and July 1956 Plaut (1971) found a constant periodicity for 
more than 90 % of the short-period stars discovered by him For the long-period stars 
this percentage is significantly less, about 50 %, and a large number of these periods are 
not reliable, according to Plaut For a pilot study of the reliability of Plaut's periods we 
selected 50 RR Lyrae stars and 25 Mira stars with correct periods, according to Plaut, and 
constructed light curves in θ and R using the Plaut periods and the new photometric data 
For 5 RR Lyrae stars and 6 Mira stars the scatter in the resulting light curves was 
significantly larger than should be expected from the accidental errors in the individual 
magnitudes The light curves of one Mira showed no regular variation at all Therefore 
we decided to re-analyse the brightness variations of all of the variable stars discovered 
by Plaut using the new photometry 
This analysis was done using a period finding program based on the algorithm 
described by Stellingwerf (1978) This algorithm seeks to minimize the scatter of the 
observed magnitudes about a mean light curve The unit phase interval is divided, 
according to the search scheme recommended by Stellingwerf for a small number of 
observations, into 10 overlapping phase bins Each bin has a length of 0 2 in phase and 
the 10 midpoints are uniformly distributed over phase Thus each observation will fall 
into two successive phase bins For each trial period the observations are assigned to the 
appropriate phase intervals and the mean light curve is derived by averaging the 
magnitudes in each bin The scatter about the mean light curve is defined as 
Σ", - M 
where S{ is the dispersion of the magnitudes in the j-th bin about their mean value, n, is 
the number of data points in the j-th bin and M is the total number of bins (10 in our 
case) The acceptability of the trial period is expressed by the test statistic 
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s2 (6) 
where σ is the r m s deviation in magnitude of a single observation from the mean 
magnitude of all observations used 
The periods of the variable stars have been determined from the observations in the 
В passband because the amplitude of light variation for most types of variable stars, 
including the RR Lyrae stars and the Miras, is larger m В than in R For those variable 
stars for which no reliable period could be derived from the observations in В a search 
was attempted using the observations in the R passband In most of these cases, 
however, this search also did not yield a period, only about 4 % of the periods presented 
in this chapter has been derived from the R observations For each variable star 
discovered by Plaut a period range of 0 1 to 1000 days was investigated The spacing 
between two subsequent trial periods was chosen in such a way that the phase difference 
between the first and the last of the observations will change by only 0 1 between 
subsequent trials This can be accomplished by taking a constant spacing in frequency of, 
Δ f = - Δ ^ (7) 
ot 
where the frequency f is the reciprocal of the period, Δ(οφ) is the permitted range in 
phase difference between the first and last observations (for which we adopt 0 1) and öt is 
the time interval between these two observations To reduce the number of trial periods 
we have divided the period search into two steps In the first step the plates taken in 1979 
(only one m each colour) were omitted The time base of the observations is then 
reduced to At = 1000 days, which gives a M value of 1 χ 10~4 d 1 and a number of trial 
periods of approximately 105 Figure 1 shows the test statistic Θ as a function of inverse 
period for a Plaut RR Lyrae star The four periods with the smallest values of & and with 
separations in f greater than 0 005 d 1 were further investigated in the following step In 
this step the observation made in 1979 was also used Around each of the four selected 
periods a small region was scanned with an interval in f that was ten times smaller than 
that used m the first step, and within each region the period was determined from the 
minimum m Θ Figure 2 shows the high resolution scan around one of the periods found 
and indicates the derived period For each of the four periods obtained in the second step 
the corresponding light curve was plotted and the final period was obtained by inspection, 
selecting the curve with the least scatter For a number of variable stars a best period 
could not be found unambiguously and an alternative period or sometimes even two 
alternative periods were noted In these cases we have chosen the period that agrees 
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star) The test statistic Η (see text) ts plotted for each step against the inverse period The four 
periods with the smallest values of θ are indicated 
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Fig. 2. High resolution period search for Plain variable no *94 around the period 
indicated b\ "I" in Figure I The test statistic is plotted m steps of Od.O0OO1 against 
the inverse period and a line is drann b\ hand through the resulting points ГІіе 
period derived from this search is indicated bv the arrow 
However, if Plaut had found no period or if he had classified the star differently, then the 
preferred period was again that giving the light curve with the least scatter. Most of the 
alternative periods are aliases, of which the prominent ones (see Lafler and Kmman, 
1965), are characterized by frequencies that differ 1 or 2 inverse days f rom the real 
frequency. Alias periods appear because the distribution of observations in t ime is not 
random, but condit ioned by two external periods: a period of one day because only one 
observation (in each colour) was made during a night, and a period of one year because 
the plate epochs are not uniformly distributed, but confined to seasons of about 4 months 
length. A special case of alias periods arises when the frequency deviates slightly f r o m 1 
or 2. For these stars the alternative periods may differ a large number of days. The 
choice between a short period (P < 20 days) and a long period (P > 20 days) in all these 
cases has been made on the basis of the observed colours, which were derived f r o m the 
colour pairs (see Chapter II, section 2). The magnitudes in В and R obtained f rom a colour 
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pair can be used as a colour index, because, for the actual frequencies (1 and 2), the t ime 
elapse between the exposure midpoints of the plates in each colour pair (about 20 
minutes) corresponds to a phase shift of at most 0 03 Most types of short-period variable 
stars observed in Field 3 are located in the blue region of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram 
(spectral type earlier than GO), whi le most types of variable stars wi th long periods are 
confined to the giant branch and the asymptotic giant branch (spectral type later than KO) 
Characteristic mean colours for the observed variable stars in both period groups were 
determined as fol lows For each variable star wi th a distinct period (no alternatives) 
longer than 0 d 5 a colour estimate was made from the mean of the (B-R) values obtained 
f r o m all colour pairs These colours were averaged for the short-period and for the long-
period variable stars and for galactic latitude b < -10° and b 5= -10° separately The 
galactic latitude division was made because the interstellar reddening in the high latitude 
part of Field 3 is significantly less than in the low latitude part (see Chapter VI) The 
resulting average colour indices are 1m30 and 1m95 for the short-period stars and the 
long-period stars respectively for b S -10°, and T^IS and 1m80 for b < -10° The 
discrimination colours chosen for the two latitude groups are 1m60 and 1m50 respectively, 
and in this way a choice could be made between a short and a long period in case of 
ambiguity 
4 Classification and presentation of the light curves 
The classification of the variable stars is based on that given by Kukarkm et al (1968) 
The criteria used for the determination of the type of variability are the period, the shape 
of the light curve and the amplitudes m В and R In case of alternative periods that differ 
by a large number of days, the choice between a short-period type and a long-period type 
was made on the basis of the observed colours (see the previous section) According to 
these criteria the variable stars in Field 3 have been divided into the fol lowing classes 
RRab RR Lyrae stars of Bailey types a and b These stars have asymmetric 
(sawtooth-like) l ight curves with periods between 0 d 3 and 1d0 The amplitudes of the 
RRab stars range f rom 0 m 5 to 2m0 in В 
RRc RR Lyrae stars of Bailey type с The RRc variable stars have almost symmetric 
l ight curves (practically sinusoidal) with shorter periods, 0 d 2 < Ρ < 0 d 4, and smaller 
amplitudes, 0 m 3 < Ae < 0 m 6, than the ab type Distinction between RRc stars and the 
eclipsing binaries of the W Ursae Majoris type (see below) is sometimes very diff icult to 
make 
W W Virgmis stars (population II Cepheids) The l ight curves of the W Virgmis stars 
resemble those of the classical Cepheids wi th a steep rising branch and a h u m p or 
shoulder on the descending branch The phase at which the hump appears and also its 
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amplitude vary from star to star Some of the variable stars in this class possess more 
symmetrical light curves (sinusoidal or with a flat top) The periods range from 1 to 30 
days and the amplitude interval is approximately 0m7 < AB < 1m8 
D dwarf Cepheids and ò-Scuti stars All variable stars with more or less symmetric 
light curves, periods shorter than 0d2 and amplitudes in В smaller than 0 m 8 were put into 
this class 
M Mira Ceti stars These stars are long-period (80 to 1000 days) variables with very 
large amplitudes (AB > 2 т 0 ) The light curve is approximately sinusoidal and slightly 
variable, especially in the height of the maximum, and sometimes humps will appear in 
the ascending branch 
S semi-regular variable stars The amplitudes and shapes of the light curves of 
these stars are liable to strong variations from period to period, the amplitudes in В and R 
are smaller than 2 m 0 The period range is extremely wide, from about 30 to 1000 days or 
more, and the period is quite stable 
L slowly varying irregular variable stars These are variable stars for which the 
brightness varies very slow (less than one magnitude m 25 days), with little or no trace of 
periodicity The amplitudes do not exceed 1m5 
E eclipsing stars Two different groups of eclipsing stars were included in this class 
the Algol type and the W Ursae Majons type The first group shows a nearly constant 
brightness between eclipses The ranges in period and in amplitude of the primary 
eclipse are extremely wide 0 2 < Ρ < 10000 days and 0 m 4 < AB < 5 m 0 respectively For 
most of these stars only a small number of the observations (less than 5) fall within an 
eclipse, making the period determination very difficult The W Ursae Majons stars have 
almost sinusoidal light curves with periods less than one day The amplitude is less than 
1m0 
О stars which cannot be classified as any of the above types, for example the 
eruptive variable types 
The reliability of the period determination and of the classification is described by a 
figure of quality Q that ranges from 0 to 3 The significance of the four Q values is as 
follows 
Q = 0 There is no doubt about the determined period and the classification This value 
of Q was also assigned to stars for which more than one possible period was found, but 
for which the classification and the chosen period agree with the classification and period 
given by Plaut (1971) 
Q = 1 The classification is correct but an alternative period is possible 
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Q = 2 The period determination is correct but the classification is doubtful 
Q = 3 Both period determination and classification are unreliable In many cases an 
estimate of the period cannot be given for the stars wi th Q = 3 For the variable stars 
classified as "L" or " 0 " the figure of quality is always 3 
In Table 1 the number of Plaut variable stars has been subdivided according to type, as 
derived f rom the new photometric results, and figure of quality From this table it can be 
seen that the majority of the detected variable stars in Field 3 are RR Lyrae or Mira stars 
A comparison between the types determined by Plaut and those determined f rom the new 
survey is given in Table 2 A number of differences between the Plaut classification and 
the new classification can be seen The most striking are RR Lyrae stars that were 
classified by Plaut as long-period variables, stars that were classified by Plaut as semi-
regular variable stars and that appear to be Mira stars, and stars classified by Plaut as W 
Virgims stars and dwarf Cepheids or ò Scuti stars and that appear to be RR Lyrae stars 
The light curves in В and R for the RR Lyrae stars and the Mira stars are presented in 
Figures 3 and 4 respectively (at the end of this chapter) The phases were determined 
w i t h respect to an arbitrary epoch Only the light curves for those variable stars with Q = 
0, 1 or 2 have been plotted 
5 Mean magnitudes, amplitudes and colours 
The mean magnitudes and the amplitudes, both m В and R, have been determined 
for the RR Lyrae stars and the Mira stars from the light curves presented in Figures 3 and 
4 For the RR Lyrae stars the colour at min imum light (RRab) or the mean colour (RRc) 
has also been derived 
5 1 The RR Lyrae stars 
The mean magnitudes m the two passbands, < B > and < R > , have been determined 
for each RR Lyrae star on basis of the intensity mean over one full period of light 
variation The individual magnitudes have been converted for this purpose to arbitrary 
intensity units The mean intensity for each of the two passbands was then obtained by 
f itt ing a Fourier series to the resulting light curve, 
I(Ф) = Ao + Σ Α,οοβΟφ + θ,) (8) 
ι = 1 
where Ι (φ) is the intensity at phase φ, and Ao, A, and Θ, are the Fourier coefficients and N 
the number of terms The mean magnitudes in В and R can then be calculated f rom the 
values of A 0 by the inverse conversion The light curves of the RRab stars have all been 
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Table I. Distribution of variable class and qualm among the variable stai s 





















































Table 2. Comparison between the classifications made b\ Plaut and the 
classifications based on the пен photomètre Sote that Plaut made no distinction 





























































































fitted by a Fourier series with N = 3 as well as one with N = 4 Adding higher order 
terms will always reduce the scatter, but it sometimes introduces details into the light 
curve which are clearly unphysical In such cases, or when the scatter is not reduced 
significantly, the representation with the smaller number of terms was chosen for the 
calculation of the mean apparent magnitude For the nearly sinusoidal light curves of the 
RRc stars the fits have been made with N = 2 and with N = 3 and the best fit for each RRc 
star was chosen as above The amplitudes in В and R, AB and AR, have been estimated 
from hand-smoothed light curves The Fourier series could not be used satisfactorily for 
the amplitude determinations because a small fit error near maximum or minimum, which 
has no serious influence on the mean magnitude estimate, results in a significant 
amplitude error The colours of the RRab stars have been determined around minimum 
light (0 50 < φ < 0 80) from the mean difference in magnitude in this interval between the 
smoothed light curves m В and R Sturch (1966) has shown that an RR Lyrae star can be 
considered to be constant in colour during this phase interval Since for the RRc stars the 
variations in colour are much smaller than for the RRab stars and more symmetrical with 
respect to the mean colour, the colour estimates for these stars were based on the whole 
light curve 
5 2 The Mira stars 
The mean magnitudes in В and R of the Mira stars, which are, aside from the RR 
Lyrae stars, the most numerous variables in Field 3, were derived from the intensity mean 
over all phases However, because of the very high amplitudes m В and R, the conversion 
to intensity transforms the sinusoidal-shaped light curves of the Miras into curves which 
cannot be well fitted with a Fourier series without introducing an excessive number of 
terms For this reason we have instead fitted a Fourier series to the magnitude curves 
The intensity mean has been calculated from a numerical integration of this curve after 
converting the magnitude values from the curve at phase intervals of 0 01 to intensity 
units For each Mira star two Fourier fits have been made one with N = 2 and one with N 
= 3 The choice between these representations was made in the same way as for the RR 
Lyrae stars The amplitudes of the light variation in В and R, AB and AH, were derived in 
this case from the Fourier fits to the light curves 
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6 Presentation and discussion of the derived photometric quantities 
The derived photometric quantities for the RR Lyrae stars are listed in Table 3 (at the 
end of this chapter) The first column gives the Plaut number The equatorial coordinates 
of the star (equinox 1950) are given in the second and third columns The period and the 
Bailey type are listed in columns 4 and 5 The accidental error in the period can be 
estimated as function of frequency, 
where the uncertainty in frequency, given in the numerator (Af = 10" 6 α" Ί ) , has been 
estimated from inspection of the high resolution period scans (see Figure 2) of a sample 
of RR Lyrae and Mira stars For the period range 0d25 to 1d00 the corresponding errors 
range from 2 5 10"6 days to 4 0 10"5 days The next two columns give the mean 
magnitudes in В and R The internal accuracy m <B> and <R> has been estimated from 
the scatter of the individual intensity values around the fitted curves, after transformation 
to the magnitude scale, as follows 
ε = [ ¿ { 2 5 10g (l,0)/l,F)}2/{n(n-2N-1)}]'A (10) 
1 - 1 
where 1° and if are the observed intensity and the corresponding value derived from the 
Fourier fit for the i-th observation, η is the number of observations, and N is the number 
of Fourier terms The accidental errors derived in this way for RRab stars with clean 
images are 0m04 and 0m03 for <B> and <R> respectively For RRab stars with 
contaminated images the corresponding errors are 0^06 and 0m05 The accidental errors 
in <B> and <R> for the RRc stars are 0т03 and 0m02 for RRc stars with clean images and 
0m05 and 0m04 for RRc stars with contaminated images These errors are smaller than the 
corresponding errors for the RRab stars because the intensity curves of the RRc stars are 
more symmetrical than the sawtooth-like curves of the RRab stars and can therefore be 
more accurately fitted by a Fourier series It must be noted, however, that equation 10 
only holds if the residuals in intensity are distributed normally, as would be the case for 
measuring errors In fact, the residuals are due, to a large extent, to inaccuracies in the 
model so that the numbers quoted above may not give a correct measure of the 
uncertainties m the mean magnitudes The amplitudes in В and R, AB and AH, are given 
in columns 8 and 9 For the RRab stars the accidental errors in these values are almost 
totally determined by the accuracy with which the maxima of the light curves are fitted by 
the hand drawn curves, and this is estimated to be about 0m10 in both colours The 
accuracy of the amplitudes derived for the RRc stars is somewhat better because the light 
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variation at m a x i m u m brightness runs more smoothly than for RRab stars and can 
therefore be f i tted better The resulting error estimate is 0 m 07 in both colours Column 10 
gives the colour estimates, for RRab stars the colour around m i n i m u m light, ( B - R ) m i n , 
and for the RRc stars the mean colour, ( B - R ) The accidental error m ( B - R ) m i n for the 
RRab stars has been calculated f rom the error m a single magnitude determination and 
the average number of observations in the phase interval 0 5 to 0 8, within which the 
colour has been defined On the average about 9 observations he in this phase interval 
The errors derived in this way for RRab stars wi th clean and contaminated images are 
0 m 035 and 0 m 050 respectively The accuracy of the mean colours derived for the RRc 
stars is about a factor 1 5 better because all of the observations are used for this estimate. 
The last column gives the figure of quality Q 
The distr ibution of the periods is illustrated m Figure 5 (at the end of this chapter), 
together wi th the same for the globular clusters M3 (Szeidl, 1965) and M15 (Sandage et 
a l , 1981), which are representative of the Oosterhoff types I and II respectively This 
comparison suggests that the Field 3 RR Lyrae stars belong to a population similar to that 
of clusters of Oosterhoff type I The mean periods of the ab and c-type variables m Field 
3 are 0d52 and 0d31 respectively, compared with 0d55 and 0 d 32 for M3 The only 
significant difference f rom the distribution m M3 is the absence of a steep gradient on the 
short period side for the RRab stars This can be explained by the presence of a relatively 
metal rich sub population of RR Lyrae stars in Field 3 (see also Chapter VI) 
The photometric quantities derived for the Mira stars are listed in Table 4 (at the end 
of this chapter) The column arrangement is the same as for Table 3, except that the 
populat ion type and colour estimate are omitted The accidental error in the period may 
again be derived f rom equation 9 and is approximately 0 d 4 to б'Ч for the period range 100 
to 400 days The accuracy m < B > and < R > has been determined in the same way as for 
the RR Lyrae stars, but for the Mira stars the scatter in the observed magnitudes can be 
determined directly because light curves instead of intensity curves were fitted The 
accidental errors m < B > and < R > are comparable to those listed above for the RRc stars 
The accidental errors in the amplitudes can be estimated f rom the accuracy of the Fourier 
fits to the minima and maxima of each light curve The mean error estimated in this way 
is about 0 m 25 in both colours However, because of their large amplitudes, a considerable 
number of Miras reach brightnesses in В and/or R that cannot be calibrated accurately 
The amplitudes and mean magnitudes for these Mira stars are marked with a colon ( ) in 
Table 4 
Data for the variable stars that were not classified as RR Lyrae or Mira are given in 
Table 5 (at the end of this chapter) Only the equatorial coordinates, the period (if known), 
the classification and the quality f igure Q are given Of the 1474 variable stars originally 
detected by Plaut 72 stars have not been discussed For 27 a w r o n g identification was 
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made from the finding charts of Plaut, the other 45 stars are located near the edge of the 
field and outside the measuring range of the Astroscan 
The RRab stars in Field 3 are of special importance in our survey because the two-
colour photometry forms the basic observational tool for deriving the space distribution of 
this type of star (see Chapter VI) The precision with which the distance of each RRab star 
can be determined depends on the accidental errors m <B> and <R> and in the colour at 
minimum, which will be used for the determination of the interstellar extinction In 
Chapter VI it will be shown that the accuracy m the distance determinations is good 
enough to permit an analysis of the three-dimensional distribution of the RRab stars 
The Miras presented here form a representative sample of this type of variable star m 
the central region of the Galaxy It may be expected that, due to their very large 
amplitudes, almost all Miras in Field 3 were discovered by Plaut This assumption is 
supported by the results of the new blink survey (see Chapter IV), in which only a few 
new Miras were discovered 
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CHAPTER IV A NEW BLINK SURVEY OF PART OF FIELD 3 
1 Introduction 
In order to check the corrections for incompleteness derived by Plaut (1971) from his 
blink survey of Field 3 and to allow a reassesment of these corrections, we have made a 
new blink survey of part of Field 3 In this chapter the blink survey and the nature of the 
candidate variable stars are discussed 
The photometric quantities derived for the variable stars that were not discovered by 
Plaut are summarized in tables together with the equatorial coordinates and the numbers 
of the plate pairs on which these stars were found For the RR Lyrae and Mira stars in 
this sample the light curves in В and R are also presented The positions and mean 
magnitudes of the candidate variable stars that appeared to be non-variable are listed in 
an appendix to this chapter 
The redetermination of the completeness corrections will be discussed in Chapter V 
In that chapter it will be shown that the correction factors derived by Plaut indeed need to 
be adjusted 
2 The blink survey 
The new blink survey was made with the Nijmegen blink comparator, which was 
designed and constructed at the University of Nijmegen under the direction of Dr J J de 
Kort A schematic representation of this instrument is given in Figure 1 The comparator 
can hold three plates of sizes up to 14 χ 14 inches (356 χ 356 mm) The plates are placed 
horizontally in holders on a flat glass base and fixed to this base by vacuum Two plates, 
B1 and B2, form the blink pair and are projected in rapid ( 0 1 - 2 Hz, adjustable) 
succession on one screen The third plate, V, which is projected on a separate screen, 
may serve as a check to decide whether a suspected discovery is a star or a plate defect 
The screen on which V is projected is equipped with a crosswire to aid in centering the 
discovered star for the determination of the position Both screens have a size of 27 5 χ 
27 5 cm By choosing from a set of three projection lenses enlargements of 13 1x, 23 3x 
and 50x are available We have used the 50x enlargement, which results in a projected 
field size of approximately 6' χ 6' The plate carriages are moved in χ and y coordinates 
by stepping motors Each step corresponds to a displacement of 25 μιπ 
- 194 -
Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the Ni/megen blmk comparator. 
The (x,y) positions are read out by magnetic rulers and recorded on a floppy disc together 
with some manually entered additional information, such as the star number and the 
discovery quality coding. 
The part of Field 3 that was chosen to be reblinked is a strip in the right ascension 
direction. The boundaries in declination are -31056' and -32°38' (epoch 1950). The 
choice of this strip is motivated by the run of star density, which is representative for Field 
3. The total reblinked area occupies about 10 % of Field 3, and with the magnification of 
50x it can be scanned in 420 subfields. Five plate pairs were selected from the ІОЗаО 
plates originally taken for Plaut's survey. The pairs chosen by Plaut as blink pairs were 
not repeated. The original reason for using the old 103aО plates was to allow a direct 
comparison between the new discoveries and those made by Plaut in order to estimate 
the quality of Plaut's blink work. A further, more practical, reason for this choice was the 
fact that at the time the blink survey was executed only a few new-epoch plates were 
available. It will be shown in Chapter V that the discovery probability of a variable star on 
- 195 -
a blink pair depends mainly on the registration noise of the emulsion It is therefore 
expected that the use of the new-epoch plates, for which the plate noise is much smaller 
(see Chapter II, Figure 4), w o u l d have yielded significantly more discoveries, especially of 
variable stars wi th small amplitudes The choice of plate material was thus not opt imal, 
although the completeness analysis of the RR Lyrae stars, which was the most important 
objective of this new survey, is still sufficiently well served The selection of the plate 
pairs was made on the basis of similarity in shape and size of the images of non-variable 
stars and the density of the plate background This similarity determines to an important 
degree the efficiency wi th which variable stars can be discovered, and has been estimated 
for the ІОЗаО plates by comparing the calibration curves obtained f rom iris 
measurements of Plaut's standard stars The first plate pair was blinked by Yvonne 
Balster, the other pairs by the author Table 1 gives the plate numbers, the Julian dates 
and the epoch differences in days between the plates for each blink pair The epoch 
differences for all blink pairs except pair 1 are sufficiently large to expect a random 
separation in phase between the corresponding plates for variable stars wi th Ρ < 1d0 
The discovery of the RR Lyrae stars, for which this new blink survey was primari ly 
intended, is therefore expected to be independent of period The epoch difference of bl ink 
pair 1 makes this pair ineffective for the discovery of RR Lyrae stars with periods near 
0 d 30 or 0d45 For these stars the number of effectively used blink pairs is four In Chapter 
V (section 3) it wi l l be shown that this effect has no influence on the completeness 
analysis The epoch differences between the individual plates of pairs 2 3 and 4 make 
these plates also suitable for the discovery of long-period variable stars 
3 The discoveries 
In order to minimize the chance of missing a variable star during the blink survey, w e 
have marked every star for which the difference in response on the plate pair gives any 
indication of a true brightness variation The degree of confidence in each candidate 
variable star is expressed as one of four classes 1 to 4 A class 1 marking has the highest 
probabil ity of being a real variation, while a class 4 marking is very doubtful The number 
of candidates from each blink pair within each confidence class is given in Table 2 The 
significant difference between the total number of marked stars on pair 1 and on the other 
pairs is due to a difference m interpretation of the criterion doubtful by Yvonne Balster, 
w h o blinked the first pair, and by the author For pairs 1 and 5 the number of candidates 
w i t h confidence class 1, which can be considered wi th great certainty to correspond to 
true variable stars, is less than for the other pairs because the smaller values of the epoch 
differences for these plate pairs (see Table 1) diminishes the discovery chance for long-
period variable stars such as Miras A disadvantage of the low criterion for marking that 
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Table 2. Numbers of candidate variable stars discovered on each plate pair for 






































Table 3. Percentages of accepted markings (see text) as a function of confidence 
class D
c

































has been used during the survey, is the high probability of marking a non-variable star for 
which the observed difference in brightness is due only to noise fluctuations Therefore it 
is expected that the majority of our markings will correspond to non-variable stars 
In order to eliminate some of the non variable stars in an objective way we have 
made a quantitative analysis of the images of the candidates Each of the candidates was 
measured for this purpose with the Astroscan on both plates of the blink pair on which it 
was found, and the density matrices were used to express the responses on both plates 
as values of the photometric parameter P, (for a description see Chapter II) An 
impersonal measure of the difference in response can now be made by comparing the 
values of Pi However, before this comparison is made, the responses measured on both 
plates of a blink pair must be converted to a common scale This conversion was 
obtained for each plate pair from the relation between corresponding values of P1 
determined for the comparison stars within the region blinked These comparison stars 
were measured on both plates of each blink pair along with the marked stars Because of 
field effects it is expected that this relation will not be the same for different locations To 
minimize the influence of field effects we have divided the strip into four parts of equal 
length in right ascension, and for each part a separate relation between the photometric 
parameters has been derived Due to the absence of relatively faint comparison stars in 
the blink strip the relations do not cover the entire brightness range of the marked stars 
To overcome this problem we have also used the P, values determined for the faint 
candidates of confidence class 4 of which only a few can be real variable stars In Figure 
2 the resulting relation has been plotted for plate pair 1 for one of the central parts of the 
strip The data for the marked stars of class 4 are given as normal points in P 1 bins of 
width 0 2 The plot shows a nearly linear relation between the corresponding P 1 values, 
which was to be expected because the composition of the plate pairs was based on the 
similarity of the photographic response characteristics of the individual plates For each 
blink pair the conversion of the Pi value on one plate to that on the other has been 
established by fitting a third order polynomial to each of the four relations After this 
conversion a measure R of the reliability of the suspected variability can be derived from 
the absolute difference between the two values of P,, 
Values of σΙΔΡ,) were derived for the apparent magnitude intervals m < 15, 15 - 16, 16 -
17 and m > 17, from the ΔΡ·, distributions for comparison stars and candidates of 
confidence class 4 in these intervals A marking is retained if R > 3 The percentages of 
candidate variable stars that have been accepted on the basis of this criterion are given in 




Fig. 2. Relation between values of photometric parameter Pi as determined from 
measurements of the plates of pair I for comparison stars (·) and stars of 
confidence class 4 (o) located m one of the central parts of the strip The open 
circles represent normal points derived in Ρ ^-intervals of width 0 2 
Table 4. Number N. of candidate variable stars 














table it is obvious that there exists a good correlation between the measure of variation, 
R, and the degree of confidence of a detection In order to minimize the risk of rejecting 
discoveries that correspond to real variations, we have decided to retain all of the 
candidate variable stars in confidence classes 1 and 2 For the candidates in the classes 3 
and 4 w e have only accepted those whose R satisfies the significance criterion stated 
above The number of retained markings is 2723, which is about one third of the total 
The number of candidate variable stars in the blink strip is less because many of these 
stars were marked on more than one pair of plates Table 4 gives the number of stars N. 
with possible variability that have been found and retained N d t imes during the blink 
survey The final decision as to which of the candidates are real variable stars can only 
be made after the reduction and the analysis of the photometric measurements of the new 
plates 
4 The photometric results 
The candidate variable stars retained after the selection described m the previous 
section, were included in the measuring program of the new epoch plates The 
measurement and reduction techniques have been discussed in Chapter II The positions, 
the photometric quantities and their corresponding accuracies were determined in the 
same way as for the Plaut variable stars (see Chapter III) The results for those variable 
stars that were not discovered by Plaut are presented at the end of this chapter The light 
curves m В and R for the RR Lyrae stars and the Mira stars wi th quality class Q (see 
Chapter III) of 0, 1 and 2 are presented in Figures 3 and 4 The photometric quantities 
derived for the variable stars are listed in Table 5 (RR Lyrae and Mira stars) and Table 6 
(other variable stars) together with the equatorial coordinates and the numbers of the 
plate pairs on which they were found The organization of these tables is the same as 
Tables 3 and 5 of Chapter III, except that in Table 5 of this chapter the population division 
has been extended with the designation m for the Mira stars The sequence numbers of 
the variable stars in these tables start at 1475, continuing the sequence numbers of Plaut 
The variable stars in Tables 5 and 6 that are also listed in the General Catalogue of 
Variable Stars (Kukarkm et a l , 1968, 1971, 1974, 1976) are designated wi th an asterisk (*) 
The GCVS identification of these stars is listed at the end of these tables The number of 
each type of newly discovered variable star is given m Table 7, subdivided according to 
their Q class The choice between alias periods (see Chapter III, section 3) is more difficult 
for the new variable stars than it was for the Plaut variable stars because no independent 
period determination is available for these new variables The ratio between the numbers 
of variable stars in the classes Q = 0 and Q = 1 is therefore much smaller than for the 
Plaut variable stars (see Chapter III, Table 1) The large numbers of stars with Q = 3 for 
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most types of variables is due to the fact that we have also included in this class the stars 
for which the dispersion in the derived magnitudes gives an indication of a small 
amplitude (AB < 0m70) It is to be expected that for a significant fraction of these stars 
the apparent variability is due to plate noise instead of an intrinsic brightness variation A 
lower boundary to the total number of newly discovered stars with true variability should 
therefore be estimated from the stars with Q < 3, and this is 173 
The variable stars of Plaut that were rediscovered m our survey are listed in Table 8 
In this table the Plaut number of the variable star, the type and the numbers of the plate 
pairs on which it was found are given Table 9 lists the variable stars of Plaut, located m 
the blink strip, that were not discovered in our blink survey The data m Tables 5 and 8 
for the RRab stars will be used in the completeness analysis (Chapter V, section 3) of the 
RRab stars discovered by Plaut 
For about 1400 of the total sample of candidate variable stars no significant variation 
could be found The mean magnitudes m В and R, averaged over all new-epoch plates, 
and the coordinates in right ascension and declination of these stars are given in the 
appendix 
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Table 5. Positions, photometric quantities (in the UKST system) and marking information for the 
RR Lyrae and Mira stars discovered in the blink survey that were not discovered by Plaut Stars 
designated with an asterisk (*) are also listed in the General Catalogue of Variable Stars, the 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5. (continued). 
No. a(1950) 6(1950) Ρ Type <B> <R> Ag AR Colour Q Bp 
h π s ο ι (days) 
1620 18 24 23 -32 32.1 ab 0.70 3 4 
1626 18 25 52 -32 11.4 0.687484 ab 20.20 18.89 0.52 0.42 1.42 3 4 
1630 18 26 44 -32 05.2 0.587430 ab 19.25 18.93 1.40 0.94 0.54 1 4 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5 (continued) 
No α(1950) 6(1950) Ρ Type <Β> <R> Ag AR Colour Q Bp 
h m s o · (days) 
1890 16 20 40 -32 29 9 0 591051 ab 16 35 15 59 0 78 0 57 0 82 3 2 
1893 18 21 15 -32 12 7 0 ЗЗІЬОб с lb 79 16 32 0 65 0 51 0 47 1 2 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2030 18 20 00 -32 09 7 0 Ьіч251 ab 18 17 17 58 0 96 0 71 0 63 0 4 
2033 18 19 29 -32 32 2 0 472934 ab lb 52 15 93 1 62 1 08 0 76 1 45 
213 
















































































































































































































































































































































Table 6. Same as Table 5 for slars not classified as RR Lyrae or Mira star 
No. a(1950) 6(1950) Ρ Type Q Bp 
. (days) 






























































































































































































































































































































































































Table 6. (conimued) 
No. α(1950) 6(1950) Ρ Type Q Bp 
, (days) 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 6. (continued) 
No. α(1950) 6(1950) Ρ Type Q Bp 
, (days) 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 6. (continued). 
No. α(1950) 6(1950) Ρ Type Q Bp 
, (days) 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 6. (continued) 
No. α(1950) ό(1950) Ρ Type Q Βρ 
. (days) 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 6. (continued). 
No. α(1950) δ(1950) Ρ Type Q Bp 
, (days) 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 6. (continued) 
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Table 6. (continued) 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 7. Numbers of newly discovered variable star·; subdivided according to their 





















































Table 8. Plaut variable sran rediscovered during the blink survey The columns indicated with Bp 
give the plate pairs on which thev were marked 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix: Positions and mean magnitudes in В and R (UKST system) of candidate variable stars 
that appeared to be non-variable. 
No. a(1950) 6(1950) В R 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No. a(1950) 4(1950) В R 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No α(1950) 6(1950) В R 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No a(1950) 5(1950) В R 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No α(1950) 6(1950) В R 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No о(1950) 6(1950) В R 
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No α(1950) 6(1950) В R 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No. α(1950) 6(1950) В R 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No. o(1950) 6(1950) В R 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No. α(1950) 6(1950) В R 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No. α(1950) δ(1950) В R 
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No α(1950) 6(1950) В R 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No α(1950) δ(1950) Β R 
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CHAPTER V THE COMPLETENESS ANALYSIS 
1 Introduction 
The determination of the fraction of RRab stars that remained undiscovered after 
Plaut's blink survey of Field 3 forms an essential part of the derivation of their spatial 
density distr ibut ion, which wi l l be discussed in Chapter VI In the first part of this section 
w e discuss the method of analysis used by Plaut and show why this analysis has to be 
revised The principles of the new completeness analysis and a summary of the rest of 
this chapter are given in the second part In the last part w e define some names and 
symbols, which wi l l be used in this chapter 
1 1 The analysis by Plaut 
Plaut (1966) estimated the completeness of his survey as a function of mean apparent 
magnitude and ampli tude in a semi-empirical way The discovery probability of a variable 
star on a single pair of plates, a,, was described by him (see also Kmman, 1965) as 
a, = ƒ g (Δητι ) w(Am ) d{Am ) (1) 
о 
where the funct ion g ( Д т ) represents the probability that a difference in magnitude, as 
recorded on the plate pair, wi l l be recognized if its value is between A m and 
Д т + d ( A m ) , and the function w ( A m ) is the probabil ity that such a magnitude 
difference wi l l occur on a plate pair The only condition for the validity of this description 
of the discovery probabil ity is that the plates comprising the blink pair be taken at random 
out of a sample of plates uniformly distributed over all phases of the light curve 
The shape of the function д ( Д т ) depends on the blink method used, the emulsion 
characteristics and the skill of the observer In addition, g ( Д т ) wi l l be a function of mean 
apparent magnitude Plaut (1966) divided the variable stars discovered into six groups 
according to their mean apparent magnitudes For each group he calculated g ( A m ) in 
separate intervals of 0 m 2 in A m as the ratio of the number of magnitude differences 
discovered to their total number occunng on the plate pair The values of Д т were 
derived f rom the magnitudes of the variable stars as measured on these plates Because 
the total number of magnitude differences was based on the incomplete sample of 
variable stars discovered by Plaut after blinking 10 pairs of plates and not on all of the 
variable stars in Field 3, the values derived by him for g (Am ) are upper l imits 
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The probability of occurrence of an intrinsic magnitude difference on the sky depends 
on the shape and amplitude of the light curve It can be predicted if the light curve is 
known Plaut adopted for both the RR Lyrae stars and the long-period variable stars a 
Cepheid-type light curve In order to obtain the function w(Am) the probability function 
of the real magnitude difference was convolved with the plate noise 
Table 1 gives the discovery probabilities obtained by Plaut m this way for ten pairs of 
plates as a function of amplitude and mean apparent magnitude, both in the 'pg' 
photometric system The degree of incompleteness of the discovered RRab stars m Field 
3 is, however, underestimated by the discovery probabilities listed in Table 1 because m 
Plaut's analysis only upper limits to g (Am) were derived 
1 2 The new analysis 
In the present analysis a model of the function g (Am) has been developed from a 
discussion of the factors on the basis of which it may be supposed that Plaut decided to 
mark a star as a candidate variable New methods were employed for the determination 
of the model parameters, giving values that are at most only slightly affected by the bias 
present in Plaut's results Furthermore, a model light curve has been adopted for the 
determination of the function w(Am) which fits the typical light variation of an RRab star 
better than the Cepheid curve used by Plaut This new analysis will be discussed in 
section 2 
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An independent estimate of the completeness of the sample of RRab stars discovered 
by Plaut has been obtained f rom an mtercomparison of the Plaut discoveries and the 
discoveries made in the new blink survey of a part of the field (see Chapter IV) The 
method and its results are discussed in the last section These results wil l be used as a 
consistency check on the completeness corrections derived f rom the model analysis It 
appears that the new model gives correct results 
1 3 Definitions 
a) The functions g ( A m ) and w ( A m ) described above wi l l be called the marking 
function and the occurrence function respectively 
b) In order to make a clear distinction between a magnitude difference recorded on a 
plate pair and an intrinsic magnitude difference on the sky, the first wi l l be denoted as 
A m and the last as A m ' . 
c) For convenience we shall maintain the general notation for magnitude and 
ampl i tude, m and A, in the rest of this chapter This is possible because the magnitude 
and amplitude in the ' p g ' photometric passband of the blink plates used by Plaut and the 
author are nearly equal to the corresponding values in the В passband of the UKST 
system used in the new photographic survey The transformation between mpg and B u k 
is given by 
mp g = 0 99 В и к + 0 25 (В -R )u k + 0 06 (2) 
This relation has been obtained from the transformation between mp g and the Johnson В 
and V magnitudes derived by Plaut (1973) and the relations between the Kron-Cousms 
system and the UKST system given by Blair and Gilmore (1982) These last relations may 
be used because, for the В and V passbands, the Kron-Cousms system is nearly identical 
w i t h the Johnson system As the ranges m magnitude and colour of the RRab stars 
discovered by Plaut in Field 3 are roughly l imited to 13 < Bu k < 19 and 
0 m 5 < ( B - R ) u k < 0 m 9, it fol lows f rom equation 2 that m ^ « B u k + 0 m 10 and Apg ~ A B 
The difference in the magnitudes is insignificant because the brightness division of the 
RRab stars is made m intervals of a whole magnitude 
2 A revised completeness analysis from Plaut's data 
During a blink survey, for instance as performed by Plaut and by the author, 
corresponding parts on t w o photographic plates are compared and a search is made for 
those stars which show a difference in the apparent size or density of the image These 
stars are marked as candidate variables However, when performing a blink survey the 
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observer will find that all stars show a variation in the apparent image (they all 'blink ) 
These variations are caused not only by intrinsic brightness variations of variable stars but 
also by accidental errors in the plate registration (plate noise) and systematic differences 
in the image form between the plates The last factor causes a constant m-phase blinking 
of the images The amplitude of this effect is small because the selection of each plate 
pair was made on the basis of the resemblence in shape and size of images of non-
variable stars (see Chapter IV, section 2) Because the eye is capable of setting a 
reference level of blinking, even when small systematic differences are present between 
the plates of a pair, the influence of the m-phase blinking on the marking of candidate 
variable stars may be neglected The decision to mark a star as a candidate variable on a 
plate pair is thus determined by a comparison of the difference in the recorded images 
with the difference expected from plate noise An ideal observer will mark every 
difference greater than a certain factor times the standard deviation caused by plate noise 
This factor, the actual marking criterion, is set by the observer from two considerations 
first, he wants to mark all stars for which the observed difference indicates a high 
probability of real variability, and second, he cannot permit himself to mark a large 
number of non-variable stars because these must all be included in the photometric 
measurement program, which substantially increases the amount of work In practice the 
criterion for marking will be determined by the latter consideration An estimate of the 
marking criterion can be obtained from the requirement that the probability that a 
magnitude difference for a non-variable star recorded on a plate pair exceed the threshold 
determined by the marking criterion be so small that the number of non-variable stars 
marked not exceed a specified limit This probability is the ratio of the number of marked 
non variable stars to the total number of stars observed Since the plate noise produces a 
magnitude difference distribution that is nearly Gaussian, the value of the marking 
criterion can be easily calculated from this probability For Field 3, which contains about 
7 10 5 stars with В < 1 8 m (see section 2 3 3), Plaut marked about 70 non-variable stars on 
each blink pair, which corresponds to a 4 σ criterion with σ is Vict imes the plate noise 
(A 3 σ criterion would produce a number of marked non variable stars that is comparable 
to the total number of variable stars in Field 3 and is thus not acceptable ) An analysis of 
the influence of plate noise on the registered differences in apparent brightness is given m 
section 2 1 In that section a model is presented which provides a relation between the 
standard deviation in the magnitude errors caused by plate noise and apparent 
magnitude 
The discovery probability for a particular variable star (see equation 1) depends upon 
the probability that a random plate pair shows a detectable magnitude difference A 
discussion of this probability includes the occurrence function, defined in section 1, which 
can be determined for each variable star by convolving the probability distribution of 
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intrinsic magnitude differences with the plate noise This distr ibut ion, which can be 
predicted if the shape and the amplitude of the light curve are known, wi l l be determined 
for the RRab stars in section 2 2 
From the above discussion it fol lows that in the ideal case the marking funct ion, as 
defined in section 1, may be represented as a step function In reality, however, the 
ob|ectivity and the attentiveness of the observer are not ideal and therefore the marking 
function wil l deviate significantly f rom a step function A model for the real marking 
function and the determination of its parameters m the case of Plaut's blink survey are 
given in section 2 3 
The results of the analysis wi l l be presented in section 2 4 in the form of the 
discovery probabil i ty as function of mean apparent magnitude and amplitude 
2 1 Plate noise 
Plate noise is caused by the granularity of the photographic emulsion and results in a 
dispersion o m in the registered magnitude An analytical description of a m as a function 
of magnitude can be derived from a consideration of the shot-noise in the photographic 
density oD (see Chapter II, section 3), which is the cause of the plate noise The shot-
noise is described by the Poisson statistics of the grains in the images and is therefore 
proportional to the square root of the number of exposed grains For stars within about 3 
magnitudes of the plate l imit this is proportional to the incoming flux, so that 
o m * 1 0
0 2 m
 (3) 
However, for brighter stars saturation effects wil l cause o m to be larger than the above 
value A plausible approximation to this inherent l imitation of the photographic material 
appears to be to add a fixed error quadratically A description of the influence of plate 
noise on the registered response as function of apparent magnitude is then given by 
al = a 2 + b 2 1 0 0 4 m (4) 
Empirical values of o m were obtained in nine magnitude intervals f rom measurements of 
the five plate pairs used for our blink survey (see Chapter IV) A correction for the scatter 
in the determination of the photometric parameters and the subsequent calibration of 
0 m 07 was adopted The resulting values are plotted in Figure 1 Fitting these values by 
equation 4 gives a = 0 m 13 and b = 4 5 10"5 This relation is shown as a curve in Figure 
1 Finally it should be remembered that the noise in the magnitude differences observed 
on a plate pair has a standard deviation о
Д т
 = V 2 o m 
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15 17 19 m 
Fig. I The dnpenion in magnimele o m tailed b\ plaie none SHOHH as a fimaion 
of apparent magniliide 
2 2 The occurrence function 
As was noted in section 1, w ( A m ) can be predicted if the shape and the amplitude of 
the light curve and the influence of plate noise are known The model light curve that has 
been adopted is shown in Figure 2 It has been derived from the mean of the light curves 
of a sample of 50 RRab stars all scaled to an amplitude of 1 m 0 The distribution of 
intrinsic magnitude differences has been determined as follows The light curve in Figure 
2 was divided into 100 equal phase intervals and within each of these intervals the mean 
magnitude, m - mm„. was determined For each of the 5000 possible phase pairs the 
magnitude difference was determined, and these were binned m 10 equal intervals of 
magnitude difference The normalized distribution of magnitude differences, P ( | A m | ) , is 
shown in Figure 3 For other amplitudes the distribution can be derived by scaling these 
values The distribution of recorded Am values can be obtained by convolving this scaled 
distribution with plate noise times v T Since the plate noise is a function of magnitude, 
the resulting occurrence function w ( A m ) will be a function of both the amplitude and the 
mean apparent magnitude of the variable 
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Fig. 3. The normalized distribution of intrinsic magnitude differences as obtained 
from the model light curve shown m Figure 2 
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2 3 The marking function 
In the ideal case the probability with which an observed magnitude difference is 
marked, can, as was already noted in the introduction to this section, be described by a 
step function (see Figure 4) The threshold magnitude difference of this step function, 
Δ Γ Τ Ι 0 , I S g i v e n by 
Am0 = κ o 4 m (5) 
where κ is the marking criterion set by the observer, and o i m is the standard deviation of 
the apparent magnitude difference caused by plate noise Since ciSm depends on 
apparent magnitude (see section 2 1) Am 0 will also be a function of apparent magnitude 
Furthermore, it is expected that κ will also be a function of apparent magnitude because 
for brighter stars, which are less numerous m the field, a larger fraction of non-variable 
stars may be marked In reality it is not feasible for an observer to avoid fluctuations in 
the magnitude differences that, m the first instance, attract his attention, not even for stars 
of the same brightness These fluctuations can be interpreted as fluctuations m the 
marking criterion For an observer with a constant degree of attentiveness for each 
magnitude difference on a plate pair, it may be assumed that the distribution of these 
fluctuations is normal The resulting marking function, which follows from a convolution 
of the step function with this normal distribution, is an error function (the upper broken 
curve in Figure 4) This function thus describes the probability that a particular magnitude 
difference Am on a plate pair attracts the observer's attention However, if the marking 
had been done by Plaut according to this function a large number of non-variable stars 
would have been designated as candidate variable stars due to the penetration of the 
error function into the region of the small magnitude differences Therefore Plaut was 
forced to judge small magnitude differences very critically, resulting m a reduction in the 
corresponding marking probabilities The resulting marking function is shown 
schematically in Figure 4 (full curve) for a particular mean apparent magnitude The 
shape of the marking function agrees very well with the results given by Borgman (1956), 
who developed the electronic blinking device used by Plaut 
In our analysis the marking probability has been approximated by an exponential 
function, 
g ( Д т ) = 1 - exp{ - с ( Д т - Д т 0 ) / a i m ) Д т > Д т 0 (6) 
and 0 for Д т ^ Д т 0 The argument of the exponential is the difference between the 
(absolute) difference in magnitude as this appears on the plate pair and the threshold 
magnitude difference (see equation 5), expressed in units of the plate noise, and the 
constant с is a scaling parameter which determines the width of the exponential function 
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Δπι-Διπ0 
Fig. 4. The deduced marking function of Plaut (full curve) together with the ideal nep fimi Поп 
The error function (upper broken curie) describes the probability that a parlaular magnitude 
difference Am on a plate pair » expected to ha\e attracted Plant's attention The difference 
between the error function and the actual marking function /? the dotted area The exponential 
approximation to the marking function (equation 6) is the lower broken curve 
Since aAm is a function of apparent magnitude this width wi l l also depend on apparent 
magnitude. In Figure 4 the exponential approximation to the marking function is given by 
the lower broken curve. From equations 5 and 6 and the fact that o i m can be determined 
as function of apparent magnitude it follows that, for a particular apparent magnitude, the 
marking function is completely determined if the marking criterion κ and the scaling 
parameter с are known. These parameters wil l be determined and discussed in the three 
fol lowing parts of this subsection. The ultimately chosen model for Plaut's marking 
function wil l be presented in section 2 3 4. 
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2 3 1 Empirical determination of Plaut's marking function 
An estimate of the marking function of Plaut has been obtained from the discovery 
statistics of A m , applying the same method as was used by Plaut (see section 1 1) For a 
sample of 200 RRab stars with clean images we determined the true magnitude 
differences for the epochs of Plaut's plate pairs from the new light curves In order to 
minimize the influence of the selection effect caused by the fact that these stars are 
chosen from an incomplete sample (which also caused a bias in Plaut's completeness 
estimates, see section 1), we have chosen only RRab stars with amplitudes greater than 
1 m 0 and mean apparent magnitudes brighter than 1 7 m For this sample the 
incompleteness is rather small The marking function for the fainter stars will be 
evaluated from the results obtained here and in the following two subsections This 
evaluation is described in section 2 3 4 For each selected RRab star the phases of the 
Julian dates of the blink plates were derived from the epoch of maximum light 
determined by Plaut and the newly obtained period The true magnitude differences were 
then derived from the new light curves m В, which were smoothed by means of a linear 
spline fit and shifted in phase so that phase zero coincides with the time of maximum To 
reduce the influence of accidental magnitude errors on the smoothing of the light curves 
we have also used the R magnitudes, transforming these into pseudo В magnitudes 
through 
В' = - ^ - (R - < R » + < B > (7) 
A further advantage of this method is the enlargement of the phase coverage, which, 
however, is only small because the plates m each colour pair (see Chapter II, section 2) 
were exposed in direct succession Intrinsic magnitude differences, A m ' , were calculated 
for all image pairs from these smoothed light curves The RRab stars were divided into 
three groups according to their mean apparent magnitudes, m = 14 - 15, 15 - 16 and 16 -
17 For each of these groups the marking probability was calculated m separate intervals 
of 0 m 1 in Am' as the fraction of the total number of pairs in the interval which were 
marked by Plaut The plate pairs on which each star was marked are listed in Table 8 of 
Plaut (1971) Since the ascending branch of an RRab light curve is too steep to permit 
accurate magnitude determinations by this method, only those comparisons were used 
for which both phases fall on the descending branch of the light curve The resulting 
discovery probabilities as a function of Am' are shown in Figure 5 as histograms for the 
magnitude intervals m = 15 - 16 and m = 16 - 17 The histogram for the interval m = 14 -
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Fig 5 Empiricallv derived marking probabilities as a funclion of the intnnsu magnitude 
diffi reni, e for two magnitude inten als 
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The parameters in Plaut's marking function, as expressed in equations 5 and 6, can 
now be evaluated by fitting this function to the histograms in Figure 5. However, they 
cannot be determined directly from the histograms because the derived magnitude 
differences represent real stellar brightness ratios instead of those registered on the plate 
pairs and because the derived intrinsic magnitude differences are affected by the error in 
their determination Both effects can be represented as a convolution of the original 
marking function with a Gaussian with dispersion, 
σ,0, = [E 2 (Am') + ( о Д т ) 2 ] г (8) 
where σ
ΛπΊ
 is the registration error in Д т caused by plate noise, which can be 
determined as a function of apparent magnitude from equation 4, and е ( Д т ' ) is the error 
m the determination of Д т ' The accuracy in each Д т ' obtained from a light curve 
depends on the error in the phase difference Δφ and the uncertainty in the smoothed light 
curve The error that was made m shifting the phases to an absolute scale is not material 
because only the descending branch of the light curve has been considered, on this part, 
which is nearly linear, an equal shift in the phases of both plates of a blink pair has no 
substantial effect on Д т ' For each blink pair the error m Δφ can be determined from, 
ιΐΔφ) = -j^-F(P) (9) 
where ΔΙ is the elapsed time between the plates, Ρ is the period and ε(Ρ) is the error in 
the period. The error m ΔΙ is negligible For Ρ a mean value of O^S has been taken The 
corresponding error in Ρ, ε(Ρ), is TO 10 5 (see Chapter III, section 6) The resulting mean 
error in Δφ for each plate pair is given in column 2 of Table 2 The corresponding error in 
Am' has been estimated from, 
ε(Δπι') = ε(Δφ)γ (10) 
where γ is the mean slope of the descending branch A value of 1 7 magnitudes per full 
cycle has been taken for γ This value is estimated from the shape of the mean light 
curve and the mean amplitude of Т^Зб The total mean error in the determination of Am' 
has been obtained by adding quadratically an error of 0 r n 08 due to the uncertainty in the 
smoothed light curves This value has been estimated as V T times the scatter in the 
individual magnitudes around the light curves The total estimated errors in Am' are 
given for each blink pair in Table 2 A characteristic value (for the ten Plaut blink pairs) of 
0 m 1 0 has been adopted 
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Table 2 Characteristic errors in the determination of the différentes in phase 


































The best fit of the convolved marking function to the discovery statistics given by the 
histograms m Figure 5 has been estimated from a weighted χ2 test, 
7 2 = 2 w, (Ο, - Ε , Ρ / Ε , (11) 
where O, is the observed probabil ity of marking for interval ι, E, is the marking probabil ity 
in the same interval predicted from the convolved marking funct ion, w, is the weight for 
this interval and η is the total number of Д т intervals The weight w, is the square root 
of the number of magnitude differences m the ι th interval, truncated to a m a x i m u m of 3 
The best f i tt ing marking functions for the magnitude intervals m = 15 - 16 and m = 16 -
17 are described by κ = 3 58, с = 2 55, and κ = 3 75, с = 2 44 respectively For the 
scaling parameter с w e have chosen a mean value of 2 50 The increase of κ wi th 
magnitude as given by the above two values agrees wi th the model considerations 
discussed at the beginning of section 2 3 In the fol lowing two subsections the value of κ 
and its dependence on apparent magnitude wil l be further investigated 
2 3 2 Plaut's marking function and multiple discovery statistics 
A second evaluation of the marking criterion κ has been made by comparing the 
frequency distribution of the multiple discoveries made by Plaut with a theoretical 
distribution based on a binomial probability model, 
B N (n) N ' 
η ' ( N - n ) i af(1 - a 1 )
N
- " (12) 
where BN (n ) is the probability that during a blink survey of N plate-pairs a variable star be 
discovered η times if the discovery probability of this variable star on one plate pair is a, 
In order to create samples with approximately the same discovery probability we have 
divided the RRab stars into bins according to their mean apparent magnitude and 
amplitude The widths of the bins are 1 m and 0 m 2 0 respectively For each of these (m,A) 
bins the occurrence function was determined (see section 2 2) for the mean apparent 
magnitude and amplitude of the centre of the bin, and discovery probabilities were 
calculated from equation 1 for a series of marking functions all with the same scaling 
parameter, с = 2 50, but with different values for Δ Γ Π 0 The Д т 0 values tested ranged 
from 0 m 2 0 to 1 m 50 in intervals of 0 m 10 For each of these probabilities a binomial 
distribution was calculated from equation 12 The degree of similarity between the 
binomial distributions and the observed frequency distribution was tested using a x2-test 
The Д т 0 values corresponding to the best fits are listed in Table 3 as a function of mean 
apparent magnitude and amplitude Only those (m,A) bins containing more than 5 RRab 
stars have been included The table shows that Д т 0 not only is a function of magnitude, 
which was to be expected, but also that a dependence of Д т 0 on amplitude is present 
This dependence is probably caused by the fact that the tail of the marking function on 
the left side of the threshold Д т 0 is not fitted by our model (see Figure 4) For this 
reason the value of Д т 0 derived from a match to an observed discovery probability will 
be somewhat smaller than the correct value Because the fraction of the discoveries in 
this tail is larger for smaller amplitudes the shift of A m 0 will also be larger for smaller 
amplitudes Thus for the largest amplitudes the model is most nearly valid and the 
estimates made of Д т 0 are closest to the correct value However, if these values were 
used with the adopted model then the influence of the tail of the marking function would 
be eliminated and a corresponding bias would be introduced Therefore weighted mean 
values for Д т 0 were determined for the magnitude intervals m = 15 - 16 and 16 - 17 from 
the values in the amplitude intervals listed The weights are the square roots of the 
numbers of RR Lyra e stars in each amplitude interval The resulting values are 0 73 and 
0 85 respectively The marking criteria κ for these magnitude intervals, as derived from 
equation 5, are then 3 65 and 3 82 respectively 
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These results agree very well with the values of κ determined wi th the aid of the previous 
method 
2 3 3 False discoveries and Plaut's marking function 
As was noted above the marking criterion wi l l be dictated by the number of false 
discoveries that is considered as acceptable by the observer Values of κ can be denved 
by comparing the numbers of false discoveries made by Plaut in separate magnitude 
intervals with the corresponding numbers calculated from the marking function and the 
frequency distribution of registered magnitude differences This number can be 
expressed as 
N , ( m ) = ƒ g ( A m ) S ( m ) w ( A m ) d ( A m ) (13) 
where N|(m) is the number of false discoveries expected m the magnitude interval 
m ± d m , the marking function g ( A m ) is given by equation 6, w ( A m ) is the Дгп 
occurrence function, S(m) is the number of stars in Field 3 in the magnitude interval, and 
Д т 0 is the marking threshold given by equation 5 The occurrence function w ( A m ) , 
which for non-variable stars depends only on the apparent magnitude, is adequately 
described by a normalized Gauss function wi th standard deviation а
Д т
 caused by plate 
noise For the scaling parameter of the marking function the value 2 50, determined in 
section 2 3 1, has been adopted The marking criterion κ enters as a free parameter 
through the function д ( Д т ) The quantity S(m) has been estimated from star counts 
made on a IllaJ plate in several parts of Field 3 The counted stars were divided into four 
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intervals of apparent magnitude m < IS"1 (interval I), IS"1 < m < 1 6 m (interval II), 1 6 m < 
m < 17 m (interval III) and 17 m < m < 18 m (interval IV) The magnitudes of the stars were 
estimated wi th a random error of about 0m15 from a comparison of their images wi th 
those of the primary standard stars on the same plate The total estimated numbers of 
stars in Field 3 m intervals I, II, III and IV are 4 IO4, 8 IO4, 1 9 10ь and 4 6 IO5 respectively 
The numbers of false discoveries in these intervals can now be predicted as a funct ion of 
the marking parameter κ through equation 13 The number of non-variable stars marked 
by Plaut on one plate pair is about 67 (see Plaut, 1971, his Table 2) For the distr ibution of 
these false discoveries over the magnitude intervals given above (for which Plaut gives no 
information), we have made two assumptions which may be expected to bracket the true 
distribution We first made the assumption that in each of the four magnitude intervals 
the number of false discoveries is equal, and thus is about 17 Values for κ now fol low 
from equation 13 for each of the four magnitude intervals by setting Nf ( m ) equal to 17 
The result'ng values for κ are 3 36, 3 52, 3 76 and 4 05 respectively An alternative 
estimate was made assuming that the distribution of the false discoveries fol lowed that of 
the total number of stars in Field 3 as given above Then the resulting values for ν are 
3 68, 3 69, 3 71 and 3 73 respectively For both assumptions the resulting values of κ for 
m = 15 - 16 and m = 16 - 17 agree rather well in the mean wi th the values derived wi th 
the previous two methods The dependence of κ on apparent magnitude, however, is 
quite different for the t w o assumptions, the first giving far the better agreement w i t h the 
results derived m sections 2 3 1 and 2 3 2 The dependence of κ on apparent magnitude 
wi l l be further discussed in the next subsection 
2 3 4 An evaluation of Plaut's marking criterion κ 
The marking function (equation 6) is completely described by the plate noise, 
expressed through o N m , the scaling parameter с and the marking criterion κ The 
influence of the ρΐεΐβ noise has been discussed in section 2 1, the relation between the 
standard deviation in the magnitude differences caused by plate noise, o ^ m , and apparent 
magnitude is given by equation 4 The width of the marking function has been analysed 
m section 2 3 1, the value determined for с is 2 50 Information about the marking 
criterion κ used by Plaut has been obtained in three different ways, as discussed in 
sections 2 3 1 , 2 3 2 and 2 3 3 The results are shown in Figure 6 as a function of apparent 
magnitude The values of κ as determined in section 2 3 3 under the assumption that the 
number of false discoveries m each magnitude interval is the same, are shown as a 
broken curve, which is an exponential fit to the four data points An exponential function 
has been chosen because S(m) increases roughly exponentially wi th apparent magnitude, 
and the other functions in equation 13 also have an exponential character 
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18 m 
Fig. 6. The marking inlenon κ Я5 a function of apparent magnitude Fhe values 
derived in sections 2.3 ! and 2 3 2 are given b\ dots (•) and crosses (x) respectively 
The exponential fit through the values determined in •¡ectton 2.3 3. assuming that 
the number of false discoveries in all magnitude intervals is equal, is shoHn as a 
broken curve The finally adopted relation between κ and apparent magnitude is 
the full curve 
The dependence of the marking criterion on apparent magnitude as derived in section 
2.3.3 under the alternative assumption would give a nearly horizontal line in Figure 6 and 
thus disagrees with the values derived m sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, It is not shown in the 
figure. The finally adopted expression for Plaut's marking criterion has been derived as 
follows: The exponential fit that gives the broken curve in Figure 6 has been made less 
steep by decreasing the constant term in the exponent slightly, corresponding to a minor 
modification in the direction of the alternative model, and the resulting curve has been 
shifted vertically to coincide with the mean values of the marking criterion determined in 
sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 in the intervals m = 15 - 16 and m = 16 - 17. The resulting 
relation is given by, 
κ = 1.77 exp (0.046 m ) (14) 
This relation is shown as a solid curve in Figure 6. Plaut's marking function is now 
completely described. 
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2 4 The revised completeness factors 
The probability of discovering an RRab star with mean apparent magnitude m and 
amplitude A on one plate pair, u^m.A), is determined by its occurrence function and its 
marking function through equation 1 The determination of the marking function, g ( Д т ), 
has been described in the previous section The occurrence function, ( Д т ) , can be 
obtained, as was seen in section 2 2, by scaling the probability function of intrinsic 
magnitude differences shown in Figure 3, to the appropriate amplitude and convolving the 
resulting function with plate noise The discovery probability, when comparing η pairs of 
plates is given by, 
a n = 1 - (1 - a,)" (15) 
where for Plaut's blink survey π = 10 Values of a 1 0 have been determined for a 
representative set of (m,A) values the results are shown in Table 4 The completeness 
correction that must be applied to each RRab star is the reciprocal of a, 0 (m,A) 
Comparison of the discovery probabilities used by Plaut (Table 1) with those derived from 
this analysis shows that Plaut has significantly overestimated the completeness of his 
sample of RRab stars with small amplitudes and with faint magnitudes The number of 
false discoveries predicted by the revised analysis can be derived from the model of the 
marking function and the frequency distribution of non-variable stars given in section 
2 3 3 For m = 14 - 15, 15 - 16, 16 - 17 and 17 - 18, which are the magnitude intervals that 
include almost all of the RRab stars discovered in Field 3, these numbers are 9, 13, 18 and 
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23 respectively The total number, 63, is consistent with the number of false discoveries 
made by Plaut on one Ыіпк-pair, which is about 67 
3 A check on the completeness analysis from the new blink survey 
In the new blink survey, which has been discussed in Chapter IV, a strip in right 
ascension occupying about 10 % of Field 3 was reblmked on five plate pairs The 
discoveries made in this survey provide the opportunity for making an independent 
estimate of the completeness of the sample of RRab stars discovered by Plaut Using the 
RRab stars wi th quality indication Q = 0 and 1 (see Chapter III) found in the new survey as 
test stars, the discovery probabil it ies were calculated f rom the fraction of these stars that 
was also discovered by Plaut The completeness of the new blink survey, and especially a 
correlation with period which was noted m Chapter IV, is not important, the only 
condit ion that has to be fulf i l led is that the samples of RRab stars discovered in the t w o 
surveys are independent The simplest way of deriving values for α as a function of mean 
apparent magnitude and amplitude for comparison wi th the results of the model analysis 
discussed in the previous section (see Table 4), is to segregate the test stars in 
corresponding bins in m and A The total number of RRab stars discovered m our survey 
is, however, too small to obtain reliable estimates of the discovery probabilities in this 
way The purpose of the segregation into (m,A) bins, which is to separate the stars m 
intervals of constant discovery probabil ity, can also be attained using a smaller number of 
bins if w e accept the contours of α as a function of m and A shown in Table 4 as correct 
The posit ion in this table of each test RRab star has been determined from its mean 
apparent magnitude and its amplitude The correpondmg value of a ( m , A ) has been 
derived f rom two-dimensional linear interpolation and wil l be called u A The test RRab 
stars were divided according to their од values into intervals whose bounds were 
adjusted m such a way that the numbers of stars in all intervals were comparable This 
subdivision is shown in Table 5, the first two columns give the intervals in a A and the 
numbers N,ot of test RRab stars wi th in these intervals, the numbers and fractions of these 
stars that were also discovered by Plaut are listed in columns 3 and 4 The fractions are 
empirical discovery probabil it ies, and will be designated as ав The values of ue are 
plotted against the central values of the corresponding u A intervals in Figure 7 From this 
f igure it can be seen that the completeness estimates derived from the two analyses agree 
rather well The values derived f rom the model description of Plaut's blink process are 
slightly larger (by about 0 05 over the whole range) than the values derived f r o m the 
intercompanson of the Plaut discoveries and the discoveries made in the new survey We 
thus may conclude that, although the discovery probabil it ies obtained f rom the new 
analysis slightly overestimate the completeness of the sample of RRab stars discovered by 
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Table 5. Numbers of test RRab aars (Ntot) subdnided m ¡menais of discoieu 
probability riA, the corresponding numbers Ndls 
discovered bv Plaut 
and ¡he fractions uB of these s¡ars 
«A 
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fig. 7. Comparison of the dn(over\ probabilities obtained from the model 
description of Plauts blink work («д) and from the intercompamon of the Plain 
discoveries and the discoveries made m the пен sitr\e\ («в ) The broken line gives 
the relation «д = UB 
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Plaut, the revised model gives a good representation of Plaut's marking behaviour 
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CHAPTER VI SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE RR LYRAE STARS 
1 Introduction 
RR Lyrae stars are low mass post helium-flash stars that are confined to a small 
region on the horizontal branch of the Η-R diagram where the stellar envelopes have just 
the right properties to be pulsationaly unstable Due to the resulting small range in 
absolute magnitude they are among the most suitable distance indicators in our Galaxy 
and therefore of great importance to galactic structure research Almost all of the RR 
Lyrae stars observed in Field 3 belong to the galactic bulge and halo, and therefore the 
determination of their spatial distribution wil l reveal the structure of these old galactic 
sub-systems Also the distance to the galactic centre R0 can be derived 
RR Lyrae stars appear as short-period (P < 1d5) regular variable stars According to 
their light curves they can be classified into Bailey types a, b and c, of which the classes a 
and b are usually combined into one class, the RRab stars (see also Chapter III, section 4) 
In this analysis only the spatial distribution of the RRab stars discovered by Plaut (1971) 
and classified according to the photometric results of our survey wi l l be discussed The 
RRc stars are not relevant because the completeness corrections for these stars are very 
large and uncertain due to their small amplitudes (see Chapter V) Moreover, on the basis 
of our light curves the RRc stars cannot be clearly distinguished f rom dwarf Cepheids and 
ò Scuti stars, which have significantly lower luminosities (Breger, 1979) In order to 
narrow the population characteristics further, we have divided the RRab stars into three 
subpopulations according to their metalhcity This subclassification, which can be 
determined from the position of each RRab star m the period-amplitude diagram, is 
discussed m section 2 In order to derive distances the apparent distance modulus has to 
be corrected for interstellar extinction The decrease m mean apparent brightness due to 
extinction is treated in section 3 The extinction values have been determined f rom the 
colour excesses at min imum light for the RRab stars The intrinsic colour is determined 
as function of period and amplitude f rom the results of Lub's (1977, 1979) study of RR 
Lyrae stars m the solar neighbourhood The absolute magnitudes in the В and R 
passbands and their relation with metallicity are discussed in section 4 In section 5 the 
distance determination and its accuracy are discussed The analysis of the spatial 
distribution of the RRab stars and the corresponding results are given in section 6 
Three-dimensional fits of spheroidal and triaxial ellipsoidal model density distr ibutions to 
the observed distr ibution have been made on basis of the m a x i m u m likelihood principle 
A discussion of the results is given m section 7 
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2 Metallicity and the RRab subpopulations 
2 1 Metall icity indices 
Stellar metal abundances are usually expressed in terms of the iron to-hydrogen ratio 
compared to that of the sun through the parameter [Fe/H], which is defined as, 
[Fe/H] ^ log (Fe/H). - log (Fe/H ) @ (1) 
This parameter can be determined from an analysis of high resolution spectra which can 
be obtained only for relatively bright and thus nearby stars For fainter RR Lyra e stars the 
metal abundance can be estimated f rom the metallicity index, AS, which was introduced 
by Preston (1959) Preston determined two spectral types for each RR Lyrae star f r o m low 
resolution spectra Sp(H), based upon the appearance of the Balmer lines and Sp(K), 
based on the strength of the Calcium К Ime AS is defined by the relation, 
AS = 1 0 [ S p ( H ) - Sp(K)] (2) 
where the spectra are obtained at min imum light A relation between [Fe/H] and AS has 
been derived by Butler (1975) f rom a curve-of-growth analysis of spectrograms of 11 RRab 
stars and 2 RRc stars Over the interval -1 < AS < 12 he found a linear relation between 
the t w o metall icity indices, 
[Fe/H ] = - 0 16 ( ± 0 02) AS - 0 23 (±0 09) (3) 
This calibration was confirmed by Butler and Deming (1979) and by Carney and Jones 
(1983) Since AS can be measured with a mean error of about 1 unit, the uncertainty m 
the calibrated [Fe/H] values is somewhat better than ± 0 2 
2 2 RRab subpopulat ions 
The RRab stars in the field can be divided into three natural populations according to 
their metall icity (Lub, 1977, McDonald, 1977), the metal rich' stars, not present in globular 
clusters, and t w o groups of stars that can be identified wi th the stars in Oosterhoff-type I 
and II clusters (Kraft, 1977) Following the terminology of McDonald we wi l l call these 
subpopulations old disk giants (ODG), intermediate halo population (IH) and extreme halo 
population (EH) respectively The mean of the metal abundances [Fe/H], as given by Pel 
and Lub (1978), for the two halo populations are -1 2 (IH) and -1 7 (EH), for the ODG the 
mean metal abundance depends upon the sample taken 
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The metal abundances in some RR Lyrae stars in Field 3 have been investigated by 
Rodgers (1977) He determined the Ca abundance in 18 RR Lyrae stars from low 
resolution spectrograms (Δλ = 3 Ä) There is no reason to believe that the selection by 
Rodgers of this sample is correlated with metallicity Table 1 gives the metal abundances 
in these stars The [Fe/H] values were obtained from the relation given by Manduca 
(1981), 
[Ca/H ] = 0 8 [Fe/H ] (4) 
after correcting the [Ca/H] values of Rodgers for the systematic difference in the 
metallicity scales used by him (Rodgers, 1974) and Manduca (1981) From this table it can 
be seen that all of the RRab stars observed by Rodgers have [Fe/H] < -0 9, and therefore 
we expect that most of the RRab stars discovered by Plaut in Field 3 will belong to one of 
the halo subpopulations 
An indirect determination of the metallicities in Field 3 can be made with the help of 
the observed period-amplitude relation, which is shown in Figure 1 for the RR Lyrae stars 
with quality index Q = 0 (unambiguous periods, see Chapter III) The scatter in this 
diagram is caused almost entirely by the variation in metallicity among the field RR Lyrae 
stars (Preston, 1959) Sandage (1982a) has derived the relation 
ДІод(Р) = 0 116 [Fe/H] + 0 173 (5) 
where Alog(P) represents the period shift with respect to the period-amplitude relation 
for M3 (Sandage, 1981), 
log(P) = - 0 129 AB - 0 088 (6) 
This relation can also be used for the amplitudes determined in this survey because the 
difference in effective wavelength between the В passbands of the UKST photometric 
system and the photometric system used by Sandage is only about 100 A for a colour 
temperature of 7000 К The range in metallicity of the RRab stars m Field 3, which can be 
obtained from the scatter m Figure 1 and equations 5 and 6, is approximately -2 3 < 
[Fe/H] < 0 4 For the boundaries in [Fe/H] of the three subpopulations we have chosen 
the values given by Lub (1986), [Fe/H] > -0 9 (ODG), -1 4 < [Fe/H] < -0 9 (IH) and [Fe/H] < 
-1 4 (EH) The log(P) versus AB relations that mark these boundaries are plotted m Figure 
1 This division into metallicity groups confirms the conclusion that most of the RRab 
stars m Field 3 belong to the intermediate and extreme halo populations Only a small 
number (about 50) of the RRab stars discovered by Plaut are more metal rich 
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Table 1. Metal abundances of 18 RR Lyrae stars in Field 3 derived from the 
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Fig. I. Amplitude in В as function of log(period) for the RR Lyrae stars in Field 3 with quality 
index Q = 0. The RRah stars are designated by dots {•) and the RRc types by circles (o). The 
log(P) - AB relations for ¡FelHI = -0 9 and -1 4. and for M3 (¡FelHI = -1 67) are also shown. 
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3 Interstellar extinction 
The interstellar extinctions in В and R have been determined for each RRab star from 
its colour excess at minimum light from 
A(B) = RB E(B-R) (7a) 
and 
A(R) = RR E(B-R) (7b) 
where the adopted colour excess, E(B-R), is the difference between the observed colour 
and the intrinsic colour, both determined at minimum light, and RB and RR are the ratios 
of total to selective extinction, which depend only on the composition of the intervening 
matter and the passbands The determination of the R coefficients for our photometric 
system will be discussed in the first part of this section The observed colour has been 
determined for each RRab star from its light curves in В and R (see Chapter III) The 
determination of the intrinsic colour as function of period and amplitude is discussed in 
the second part of this section In the last part the determination of the extinction value 
for each RRab star will be discussed A map of the extinction in Field 3 is also given and 
compared to other determinations of the extinction in this field 
3 1 The ratio of total to selective extinction 
The values of the coefficients RB and Rn were determined from the extinction curve 
as measured by Johnson (1965) for the Perseus region From this curve the extinction at 
a wavelength λ, scaled to the extinction at V, can be determined as follows, 
A<M
 =
 , . E(X-V) J _ 
A(V) E(B-V) Rv l ö ' 
where for Rv a value of 3 2 has been adopted (Crawford and Mandwewala, 1976) The 
values of R can then be derived from 
R = A(B,R)/A(V) .„. 
B R
 A(B) /A(V)-A(R)/A(V) 
For the UKST passbands the effective wavelengths at a colour temperature of 7000 К 
(4500 À and 6670 A), which may be taken as the mean effective temperature of RR Lyrae 
stars (Lub, 1977), were used for the determination of A(B)/A(V) and A(R)/A(V) The 
resulting values are 1 28 and 0 83 respectively, the corresponding values for the R 
coefficients are, RB = 2 84 and RR = 1 84 
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Table 2. Period, metalìicily index AS and intrinsic colour at minimum light (in the Kron-Cousms 
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3 2 Intrinsic colours of RRab stars 
Based on Walraven photometry, Lub (1979) has determined the reddenmg-free colour 
indices at minimum light of about 70 RRab stars in the solar neighbourhood His results, 
transformed to the Kron-Cousins system, are listed in Table 2 together with the periods 
and the metal abundances expressed in AS These Δ5 values have been derived from 
the values given by van Herk (1971), Butler (1975), and from the A(B-L) - AS relation 
given by Lub (1979) in his Table III The transformation of the Walraven system to the 
Kron-Cousins system is (Pel, private communication) 
(B-V) k c = 2 626(V-B)W - 0 500(V-B)¿ - 0 008 (10) 
The difference between this relation and equation 29b in Chapter II is due to a slight 
change in the photometric passbands of the VBLUW system after moving the 90 cm Dutch 
Telescope from South Africa to Chili in 1979 The intrinsic colours were corrected for 
blanketing using Sturch's (1966) relation (B-V) c = ( B - V ) 0 - 0 7 5 Ô ( U - B ) , where the 
ultraviolet excess parameter Ò(U -В) is related to the metal abundance by [Fe/H] = 13 51 
ò(U -В) - 2 47 (Butler, 1975) and [Fe/H] has been derived from AS through equation 3 
The resulting blanketing-free intrinsic colour indices at minimum light of the RRab stars 
are plotted as a function of period in Figure 2 The three subpopulations are 
distinguished by different symbols A linear relation obtained from a least squares fit, 
(B-V)S, in = 0 198 + 0 236 Ρ (11) 
is also shown in Figure 2 The intrinsic colour of each RRab star with a known period and 
metal abundance can now be obtained from this relation and the corresponding inverse 
blanketing correction, which follows from the relations of Sturch and Butler given above 
The metal abundances of the RRab stars in Field 3 have been derived from their 
amplitudes and periods through equations 5 and 6 The resulting relation used for the 
determination of the intrinsic colours at minimum light is 
( B - V ) ° i n = (B-V) i , i n - 0062 AB -0483log(P) + 0011 (12) 
where (Β -ν) ί ,
ι π
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Fig. 2. Intrinsic colour indices corrected for blanketing as a function of period for the RRab stars 
studied bv Lub (1979) The three subpopulations are distinguished b\ different ssmbols "o" for 
the old disk giants, " •" for the intermediate halo population and " + " for the extreme halo 
population The linear relation was obtained from a least squares fit to all of the data 
Before a comparison can be made with the observed colours, which are in (B-R), the 
intrinsic colours have to be transformed to this colour system. An empirical relation 
between (B-R) and (B-V), both in the Kron-Cousms system, has been derived from the 
photometric catalogue of Menzies et al. (1980), who made photoelectric observations of 
Cousins standard stars in the Harvard Regions El to E9, 
( B - R ) e = - 0 . 0 0 8 (±0.006) + 1.594 (±0.012) ( B - V ) e (13) 
where the subscript "e" stands for "empirical" and the range of validity in (B-V) is from 0.00 
to 0.70. In order to investigate the effect of surface gravity, g, and metaiiicity on this 
relation, we have integrated, within the Kron-Cousins passbands B, V and R, the complete 
grid of model atmosphere fluxes computed by Kurucz (1979) for log(g) = 2.5 and [Fe/H] = 
-0.5 and for log(g) = 2.5 and [Fe/H] = -1 25. The surface gravity is assumed to be the 
same for all RRab stars. The value log(g) = 2.5 has been derived from the mean of the 
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values listed by Lub (1977) for RRab stars in the solar neighbourhood The values of 
[Fe/H] are considered as characteristic means for the ODG and the combined IH and EH 
population respectively The resulting relations are 
( B - R ) , h = 0 005 + 1 680 ( B - V ) , h (|Fe/H] = - 0 50) (14a) 
and 
( B - R ) t h = 0 008 + 1 713 ( B - V ) , h ([Fe/H ] = - 1 25) (14b) 
where the subscript "th" stands for "theoretical" As expected the constant terms are 
almost zero because of the definitions of the colours These results demonstrate that the 
colour transformations show only a marginal dependence on metallicity, and therefore we 
have not made a finer subdivision in metallicity classes for these relations To check the 
validity of the theoretical relations, we have also derived a theoretical relation for mam 
sequence stars in the solar neighbourhood and compared it with the empirical relation 
given in equation 13 For the surface gravity we took the value log(g) = 4 0, for stars of 
luminosity class V The metallicity, [Fe/H], of the stars in the Harvard Ε-Regions, which all 
belong to the solar neighbourhood, is assumed to be 0 00 Because the theoretical 
relation is compared to an observed relation the effect of interstellar extinction on both 
(B-R) and (B-V) has to be incorporated in the calculations A value A (vis) = 0 m 2 5 has 
been adopted The resulting theoretical relation is given by, 
( B - R ) t h = - 0 014 + 1 685 ( B - V ) l h (15) 
where again the zero point is sufficiently close to zero Comparison with the empirical 
relation in equation 13 shows a considerable difference in the slope We have interpreted 
this difference as caused by systematic scale errors m the computed colours In order to 
normalize the theoretical colour transformations given in equations 14, we have multiplied 
the slopes of these relations by the ratio of the slope in equation 13 to the slope in 
equation 15, which is 0 946 The relations for the ODG and the combined halo population 
then become 
( B - R ) k c = 1 5 8 9 ( B - V ) k c ([Fe/H] = - 0 5 0 ) (16a) 
and 
( B - R ) k c = 1 6 2 0 ( B - V ) k c ([Fe/H] = - 1 25) (16b) 
where we have omitted the constant terms The intrinsic colour at minimum light, 
(B — R)min. can now be derived from equations 11 and 12 and the colour transformations, 
equations 16 The last step, the transformation to the UKST photometric system, has 
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been accomplished using the relations given by Blair and Gilmore (1982, see Chapter II, 
equation 20) The final penod-amphtude-colour relations adopted are, 
( B - R ) ° i n = 0 273 + 0 309 Ρ - 0 632 log (Ρ) - 0 081 AB (17a) 
for [Fe/H] > -0 9, and 
( B - R ) ° l n = 0 280 + 0 316 Ρ - 0 647 log (Ρ) - 0 083 Αβ (17b) 
for [Fe/H] s -0 9 The accidental errors m the intrinsic colours determined in this way will 
be discussed in the following subsection Because the subdivision in metallicity class can 
be determined from the position within the period-amplitude diagram it is now possible to 
determine the intrinsic colour at minimum light m our photometric system for each RRab 
star from its period and its amplitude in В 
3 3 Individual extinction estimates and an extinction map for Field 3 
The influence of interstellar extinction on the mean apparent magnitude can now be 
determined for each RRab star from its observed colour at minimum light and its period 
and amplitude through equations 7 and 17 Individual estimates of the extinction cannot 
be obtained for stars whose type or period are uncertain (Q > 0, see Chapter III) For each 
of these stars the extinction estimate must be derived from the colour excesses of nearby 
RRab stars with Q = 0 However, to obtain reliable estimates in this way it is necessary 
that the interstellar extinction m Field 3 be independent of distance The relation between 
extinction and distance has been investigated as follows The colour excesses determined 
for the RRab stars with well established periods have been averaged in squares of 4 χ 4 
cm on the plate, and the differences between the individual values and the mean in the 
corresponding square, ΔΕ = Ε (В -R ) - Ε (В -R ), have been plotted as a function of 
magnitude in Figure 3 From the absence of any systematic behaviour as function of 
magnitude in this figure it may be concluded that there is no significant dependence of 
the extinction on distance The interstellar extinction in Field 3 is thus foreground 
extinction, which must be attributed to dust in the galactic disk The final reddening 
estimates for the RRab stars without well established periods were derived from a two-
dimensional linear fit to the colour excesses of RRab stars with Q = 0 within a radius of 3 
cm on the plate, 
E(B-R) = a + Ьх + cy (18) 
where the coordinates χ and y are measured relative to the RRab star for which the colour 
excess is to be determined, and the coefficients a, b and с are determined by the method 
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Fig. 3. Differente·, between the individual colour excesses E ( B - R ) of the RRab stars and the 
corresponding smoothed values E (В -R ) determined in squares of 4 χ 4 cm on the plate, plotted as 
a function of the apparent magnitude in Β, (ΔΕ = E (В -R )-E (В -R )) 
of weighted least squares. The weights are calculated from exp(-r2/2o2) with 
r2 = x2 + y 2 and σ = 1.5 cm. The desired value for the colour excess is the quantity a in 
equation 18. 
The precision in each individual reddening estimate is mainly determined by the 
accidental error in the observed colour and the scatter in the relation batween period and 
blanketing-free intrinsic colour index (Figure 2). The errors in the colour transformations 
may be neglected and the accuracy of the R coefficients is only of interest for the 
discussion of the systematic errors in the derived extinction values. The accidental error 
in the observed colour at minimum light has already been discussed in Chapter III and is 
approximately 0^035 for stars with clean images and 0т.0Ь0 for contaminated ¡mages. 
The error in (B - V )£,η caused by the scatter in the relation between period and 
blanketing-free intrinsic colour can be estimated from Figure 2 and is about 0^015. The 
corresponding accidental error in (B-R)£ i n follows from equation 16 and the 
transformation of the Kron-Cousins system to the UKST system and is about О^ог. The 
accidental error in the colour excess is thus about 0m.QA for a clean image and 0^06 for a 
contaminated image. The resulting errors in the extinction estimates are, for clean 
images, (TMI and 0m.07 for the В and R passband respectively, and, for contaminated 





RRab stars without well established periods, is mainly determined by the intrinsic scatter 
in the extinction due to its patchy character in Field 3 A measure of this intrinsic scatter 
has been obtained from the dispersion in the reddening values of RRab stars with clean 
images sampled m squares of 4 χ 4 cm on the plate The mean dispersion found has 
been corrected for the error in each of the individually determined reddening values The 
resulting error is 0m06 
A map of the reddening in Field 3 has been obtained by applying the smoothing 
routine described above to positions m a grid over the plate with a spacing of 2 cm in 
each coordinate The reddening values derived in this way are shown in Figure 4 in the 
form of a contour map Some reddening values derived from the maps of Burstein and 
Heiles (1982), which cover only the region b < -10°, and contours according to the 
cosecant law used by Oort and Plaut (1975) are also shown in Figure 4 Comparison 
shows that the Burstein and Heiles values in the south-east part of the field are 
significantly larger (by about 0m06) than the values determined in our survey from the 
colour excesses at minimum light of RRab stars This discrepancy might, among other 
things, be caused by systematic deviations in our magnitudes due to errors in the field 
effect corrections The accuracy of these corrections (see section 7 5 of Chapter II) is 
approximately 0m04 in each colour, but it was also noted that for the left edge of the field 
the systematic errors are probably higher (about 0m05 - 0m06) The contours derived 
from the cosecant law used by Oort and Plaut are quite consistent with the values of 
Burstein and Heiles They show a less steep gradient in colour excess with galactic 
latitude than the pattern derived from our survey However, from a discussion of the 
extinction in Field 3 by Plaut (1973) based on photoelectric observations of some RR Lyrae 
stars, it appears that the gradient in extinction is probably larger than follows from the 
cosecant law used by Oort and Plaut (1975) 
On the basis of these comparisons we have decided to use our extinction estimates 
without adjustment The effect on the spatial distribution of the RRab stars of using the 
Burstein and Heiles values or the Plaut contours will be discussed in section 7 
4 The absolute magnitudes 
Already in 1955 Arp drew the attention to the possibility that the absolute 
brightnesses of RR Lyrae stars might depend, besides on evolutionary aspects such as 
age and mass, on the chemical composition of the star as well Since then, the relation 
between metallicity, expressed as [Fe/H] and absolute magnitude has been extensively 
discussed by several authors Unfortunately the influence of metallicity on the absolute 
magnitudes of RR Lyrae stars is still controversial, different studies using various methods 
(Baade Wesselmk, statistical parallaxes, cluster mam sequence fitting) giving widely 
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Fig. 4. Contour map of the reddening E(B-R) in Field 3 us derned from the colour excesses at 
minimum light of the RRub stars (full contours) Reddening values derived from the maps of 
Burstein and Heiles (1982) (circled lalues) and contours according to the cosecant law used b\ 
Oort and Plain 11975) (broken lines) are also sho»n 
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different results Determinations based on the Baade-Wesselmk method (see Lub, 1986 
for a summary) give a mean value near < M V > = 0m62 From an analysis of the 
relationships between periods, amplitudes and luminosities of RR Lyrae stars in globular 
clusters and in the field, Sandage (1982a,b) found that the absolute magnitude depends 
on metallicity in the sense that metal poor stars have higher luminosities The relation 
between the absolute bolometric magnitude and metal abundance, expressed as [Fe/H], 
derived by Sandage has a slope of about 0 35 Lub (1986) suggests a slightly less steep 
relation (with a slope of 0 30) from an analysis of the pulsation physics of RR Lyrae stars 
On the other hand modern maximum likelihood solutions applied to the statistical parallax 
surveys of Heck and Lakaye (1978) and of Clube and Dawe (1980) give brighter absolute 
magnitudes for metal rich RR Lyrae stars These results, however, conflict with other 
observational data because metal rich stars have shorter periods, thus also smaller radii, 
then metal poor stars, but roughly the same temperatures Recently Hawley et al (1986) 
and Strugnell et al (1986) analysed new proper motion data and derived results in mutual 
agreement, < M V > = 0m68 ± 0m10 at [Fe/H] = -1 1 (corrected for a zeropomt error in their 
UBV photometry, as reported by Barnes and Hawley, 1986) Because of the smallness of 
the RR Lyrae sample used no conclusive decision can be reached concerning a possible 
metallicity dependence 
The photometric results on the RRab stars in Field 3 as presented in this thesis 
provide another independent way of investigating the relation between absolute 
magnitude and metallicity We have divided the RRab stars into five categories of 
metallicity according to their position in the period-amplitude diagram and calculated for 
each category the mean absorption-corrected distance moduli in В and R under the 
assumption that the respective absolute magnitudes for all categories are the same 
However, a comparison between the derived distance moduli in each colour can be 
significant only if the spatial distributions of the observed RRab stars in the five categories 
are the same Thus two conditions have to be fulfilled The real spatial distribution of the 
RRab stars must not depend on metallicity, and the influence of incompleteness on the 
observed RRab sample must be the same in each metallicity group In section 6 of this 
chapter it will be shown that the spatial distributions of the three subpopulations, ODG, IH 
and EH, are not significantly different It may therefore be assumed that the spatial 
distribution of the RRab stars within the observed region of space is independent of 
metallicity To fulfill the second condition it is necessary, and, combined with the first 
condition, sufficient to demand that the amplitude distributions of the RRab samples in 
the separate metallicity groups be the same These amplitude distributions are shown in 
Figure 5. From this figure it can be seen that the shape of the distributions is about the 
same for 0m9 < AB < 1
m5 It is therefore expected that the observed distribution of the 
RRab stars for the various metallicity groups will be equally affected by incompleteness 
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provided the above restriction in AB is applied The resulting mean absorption-corrected 
distance moduli in В and R are listed in Table 3 for each of the five metallicity groups 
For the absolute magnitude a provisional value of 1 m 0 has been used in both colours for 
the determination of the distance moduli The actual values of the absolute magnitudes 
are not important for this purpose because we are interested only in the variation of the 
distance modulus with metallicity From the values m Table 3 it can be seen that the 
variation of the mean distance moduli with metallicity m both colours is only marginal 
We therefore conclude that the dependence of absolute magnitude on metallicity may be 
neglected This result is consistent with recent studies of the dependence of absolute 
magnitude on metallicity by Carney and Latham (1984), Walker and Mack (1986), Strugnell 
et al (1986) and Hawley et al (1986) 
The intensity averaged absolute magnitudes in В and R have been calculated by 
adopting < M v > = 0 m 6 1 for all RRab stars, where the symbol < > is used to indicate an 
intensity-averaged value This value was found by Stothers (1983) for RRab stars with 
AS > 5 from a review of various absolute magnitude determinations The difference 
between < M B > and < M v > can be deduced from the intrinsic mean colours, < ( B - V ) 0 > 
(intensity ratio averaged over all phases) of the RRab stars Table 4 lists the intrinsic 
mean colours in the Kron-Cousms system for a sample of RRab stars in the solar 
neighbourhood, together with their periods These values have been determined from the 
observed colours given by Clube et al (1969) and the colour exesses derived by Lub 
(1979) The mean intrinsic colour for Ρ = 0 d 5 derived from this table is about 0 m 2 8 The 
difference between < ( B - V ) 0 > and ( < M B > - < M V > ) has been derived from smoothed 
light curves in В and V based on the model presented in Figure 2 of Chapter V For the 
ratio of the amplitudes in В and V a value of 1 2 has been taken The resulting mean 
value of < ( B - V ) 0 > - ( < M B > - < M V > ) for 0mB < AB < 1 m 8 is about 0 m 02 Thus 
< M B > - < M v > = 0
m 26, which results m < М
В
> = СГ87 However, this absolute 
magnitude is in the Kron-Cousms system and has to be transformed to the UKST 
photometric system This transformation has been made using equation 20a from 
Chapter II, which may be used because the В and V passbands in the Johnson system and 
in the Kron-Cousms system are identical The intensity averaged absolute magnitude in 
Buk becomes, 
< M e > = 0
m 7 9 (19) 
The absolute magnitude in R has been calculated from the absolute magnitude in В and 
the mean intrinsic colour, both in the Kron Cousins system (see above), and the mean of 
the colour transformations given by equation 16 For the difference 
<(B - R ) 0 > - ( < M B > - < M R > ) a mean value of 0 m 0 3 has been derived from model light 
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Fig. 5. Amplitude histograms for the RRab stars divided into 5 metallicity classes 
Table 3. Mean absorption corrected distance moduli in two colours (DB and Од) 
for the RRab stars divided into five metallicity groups. N. is the number of RRab 
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Table 4 Periods and mlnmic mean cohun (mtenun ratio axeraged) in the Kron Cousins s\stem 
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The resulting difference between the absolute magnitudes in В and R is 0 m 42, which gives 
< M R > = 0 m 45 Because the R passband in the Kron-Cousins system and the UKST 
system are identical, it fo l lows that, 
< M R > = O'MS (20) 
The intrinsic dispersion in the absolute magnitudes can be deduced f rom the 
photometry of RRab stars in globular clusters Recently RR Lyrae surveys were performed 
in ω Cen by Butler et al (1978), m M4 by Cacciari (1979), m NGC6101 by Liller (1981) and 
m M15 by Bingham et al (1984) The values derived by these investigators are 0 m 12, 
0 m 16, 0 m 03 and 0 m 19 respectively (all in the V passband) From these values we have 
decided to adopt 0 m 15 for the intrinsic dispersion in the absolute magnitude in the В and 
in the R passbands 
5 The distance determination 
The position in space of each of the measured RRab stars is defined by its 
coordinates in right ascension and declination and its distance f rom the sun This 
distance has been derived from the distance modulus corrected for extinction as 
determined m the R passband The В passband has not been used m the distance 
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determination for the following reason There are three sources of error m the distance 
determination- 1) random errors in the apparent magnitude determinations, which can be 
reduced by using mean magnitudes determined in both colours, 2) errors in the adopted 
absolute magnitudes, which will be about the same in both colours for any RRab star so 
that no improvement will result from including the В passband, 3) errors in the extinction 
determination due to random errors in the reddening determination or a wrong choice of 
ratios R of total to selective extinction, which will, m general, differ by a constant factor 
such that the errors in В will be larger than in the R passband The third source of error is 
important because errors m the colour determination are multiplied by R Since RB > RR, 
while the source of error is the same in both passbands, use of the В passband will only 
increase the error, more than compensating the improvement resulting from the use of 
two independent apparent magnitude determinations. The error in the extinction 
corrected distance modulus in the R passband, e(DR), as determined from the separate 
errors m <R> (see Chapter III, section 5), < M H > (this chapter, section 4) and A(R) (this 
chapter, section 3), is about 0""\B (The corresponding error in the В passband is 0m22 ) 
The fractional error in the distance d is, 
e(d)/d = 0 2 Ιη(10)ε(Ο
Β
) (21) 
from which follows that the individual distances have an accuracy of about 8 % The 
uncertainty in the position of an RRab star in space due to the errors in right ascension 
and declination (about 3 arcseconds in both coordinates, see Chapter III) can be neglected 
with respect to cid ) This accuracy in the spatial positions of the RRab stars permits a 
direct three-dimensional analysis of their observed distribution, which will be discussed in 
the following section 
6 Analysis of the spatial distribution 
The observed distribution of RRab stars in Field 3 is compared with models in which 
the equidensity surfaces of the RRab distributions are spheroids or triaxial ellipsoids The 
degree to which each model represents the observed distribution of RRab stars is 
expressed by a likelihood function, based on Poisson statistics The determination of the 
likelihood function will be discussed in the first subsection The density models and their 
likelihoods will be described in the second subsection 
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6.1 The method 
In order to facilitate a comparison between the observed distr ibution of RRab stars in 
Field 3 and the models, the pyramid shaped volume occupied by Field 3 has been divided 
into smaller volume elements according to the fol lowing pattern: The total f ield, which 
after el imination of the bad-focus edge (see Chapter II, section 7.4.) subtends an angle of 
5°27 in both right ascension and declination, has been split up in 16 subfields by dividing 
both coordinate axes into 4 equal parts. The lines of sight to each of these subfields have 
been divided into intervals with a length defined by e(d )/4, where e(d ) can be expressed 
as a function of distance through equation 21. In order to avoid large completeness 
corrections we have chosen an outer boundary for the volume at a distance of 18 kpc 
f rom the sun. At this distance the mean apparent magnitudes in R of the RRab stars 
range f rom Ιδ'ΊΒ to l ? " ^ , depending on the extinction. In each of the volume elements 
defined in this way a comparison can be made between the number of RRab stars 
observed and the number of RRab stars predicted by the model. Because the 
completeness corrections for the small amplitude variables are large and uncertain w e 
have included only RRab stars with A B > 0^80. Before the comparison can be made, two 
observational effects have to be accounted for in the model: the errors in the distance 
moduli of the observed RRab stars, and the incompleteness of the survey. The first effect 
has been incorporated by convolving the numbers of RRab stars predicted by the model 
in the volume elements along the line of sight. The convolving function is a Gaussian 
wi th standard deviation t(d ) which can be calculated for each volume element f rom 
equation 21. The number of RRab stars predicted in each volume element by the model 
has been corrected for incompleteness using the discovery probabilities f rom Table 4 of 
Chapter V. However, because the model includes no information about the amplitudes of 
the RRab stars in each volume element, a relation between the discovery chance and 
mean apparent magnitude must be derived. The mean apparent magnitude for each 
volume element has been calculated from the mean extinction in the corresponding 
subfield, the absolute magnitude of an RRab star and the distance to the centre of the 
volume element. We have derived this relation by calculating a weighted mean of the 
discovery probabil ity for each of the apparent magnitude intervals f rom Table 4 of 
Chapter V. The weights have been determined f rom the amplitude distribution of the 
RRab stars with A B > 0^8 in Field 3 after correction for incompleteness. The corrected 
amplitude distribution for A B > Ο^θ is shown in Figure 6. The reciprocals of the resulting 
mean values, which represent the completeness corrections in the corresponding 
magnitude intervals, are shown in Figure 7 as a function of apparent В magnitude. A 
continuous relation between the correction factor and apparent magnitude has been 
obtained f rom a hand drawn fit through the points in Figure 7 (full curve). The relation 
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Fig. 6. Normalized amplitude distribution of the RRab stais with Ag > O^S, 
corrected for incompleteness. 
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fig. 7. Completeness corrections f derived m four magnitude intervals as a 
function of apparent magnitude m В. The continuous relation (full curve) is a 
hand drawn fit through the plotted points. The relation used by Oort and Plaut 




that was used by Oort and Plaut (1975) is shown in Figure 7 as a broken curve It is 
evident that Oort and Plaut seriously underestimated the incompleteness of the RRab 
stars wi th В > 1 6 m , as was already noted in Chapter V The probabil ity w(n) that, 
according to the model, a number η of RRab stars be observed in a particular vo lume 
element is determined f rom Poisson statistics as 
w(n) = е-" -Ц- (22) 
η ι 
where a = Ν ρ, N being the total number of RRab stars observed in Field 3 and ρ the 
success probabil ity, which is the ratio of the number of stars m a vo lume element to the 
total number of RRab stars in Field 3, both as specified by the model The l ikelihood 
function L, which gives a measure of the agreement between the selected model and the 
observed distribution of RRab stars, is calculated in logarithmic form as, 
log L = 2 log w, (23) 
where the summation is made over all volume elements For each form of the density 
model a rough search was first made of the model parameters to f ind the parameter 
interval with in which L reaches its max imum, then a finer search was made wi th in these 
intervals to locate the maximum likelihood The parameter combination which 
corresponds to this m a x i m u m represents the best fit of the model to the observed RRab 
distribution 
The accuracy of the model parameters has been estimated by applying the above 
described method to a series of simulated distributions based on the chosen model and 
parameter values The simulated distributions have been constructed using the discrete 
non-uniform random number generator GGDA of the IMSL library (IMSL Ine Houston, 
Texas) With this routine the sample of RRab stars in the field (corrected for 
incompleteness) is randomly redistributed, whereby the probability that a star be placed 
in a volume element is determined by the density within this element as given by the 
model The resulting distribution has been corrected for the errors in the distance modul i 
of the observed RRab stars and for the incompleteness of the survey m the same way as 
described above For each of the simulated distributions the model parameters were 
deduced, and the standard deviation in the values of each parameter was used as a 
measure of accuracy 
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6 2 Models and results 
We have started our investigation with the same kind of model for the space density 
distribution as was used by Oort and Plaut (1975) The equidensity surfaces of this model 
are spheroids with equal axial ratios c/a, where a and с are the principal axes of the 
spheroid The shorter axis с is perpendicular to the galactic plane The density ρ on a 
spheroid with semi-major axis a is assumed to obey a power law, 
Q = Qo a 
a„ 
(24) 
where η is a constant, and a0 and ρ0 are scaling coefficients of which the product Q0aS 
(the density at a = 1) will be used as a normalization constant in the model fits 
Henceforth ρ03ο will be called Q^ The interpolation formula given in equation 24, which 
is clearly invalid for very small values of a, may be assumed to give an adequate 
representation of the densities for the limited range of a which is relevant in Field 3 
From theoretical considerations (see, for instance, de Zeeuw, 1984) and from the 
observed structure of elliptical galaxies it is known, however, that a smooth stellar system 
may take the form of a triaxial ellipsoid Therefore we have also analysed a model in 
which the equidensity surfaces are of this shape The radial density variation m this 
model is described by the same power law as is used for the spheroidal model 
6 2 1 The spheroidal distribution 
In the case of axial symmetry the semi-major axis of the spheroid on which an 
arbitrary point lies, is 
a = [<R0 - r) 2 + l2 + - i i ] * (25) (γ) 
where r,l,z are the cartesian coordinates of the point measured with respect to the sun, R0 
is the distance from the sun to the galactic centre, and γ is the axial ratio c/a of the 
spheroidal distribution The cartesian coordinates г and I are measured in the galactic 
plane with г in the direction towards the galactic centre, and I increasing with increasing 
galactic longitude, ζ is measured perpendicular to the galactic plane with the positive 
direction towards increasing galactic latitude The spheroidal density model is thus 
completely described by the parameters R0, γ, η and ρ, 
We first analysed separately the spatial distributions of the RRab stars in each of the 
three subpopulations defined in section 2 The results of this analysis are summarized in 
Table 5 (except ρ,} together with the dispersions in the parameter values, 
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Table 5 Parameiers of the densil\ disinbutions dem ed from the spheroidal model 






0 76 (±0 14) 
0 58 (±0 09) 
052 (±011) 
π 
3 15 (±0 38) 
3 12 (±0 29) 








which were derived from 20 simulated distributions for each group From these results it 
appears that we cannot distinguish between the spatial distributions of the three 
subpopulalions Therefore we have decided to treat all RRab stars in Field 3 as a 
homogeneous group 
The parameter values and their standard deviations derived for the spatial 
distribution of all RRab stars are R0 = 8 06 ± 0 15 kpc, γ = 0 61 ± 0 07, η = 2 98 ± 0 22 
and ρ-, = 2760 stars per kpc3 The mutual dependence of each pair of these parameters 
(except ρ,) has been studied using the results of the 50 simulated distributions which 
were used for determining the parameter uncertainties The results are shown in Figure 8 
for R0 and n, R0 and γ, and γ and η From these figures it can be seen that there exists a 
rather strong correlation between the parameters The correlation coefficients are 0 63, 
0 67 and 0 76 respectively This means that the parameter space subtended by the error 
ranges of the individual parameters is only partly available 
The question now arises whether the observed spatial distribution of RRab stars 
contains more information than can be described by the spheroidal model In order to 
investigate this possibility we have divided the field in four overlapping subfields, each 
with an area of about one half the area of the total field, and determined the model 
parameters within each of these subfields Subfields 1 and 2 lie on either side of galactic 
latitude - 10°, and for subfields 3 and 4 the division has been made with respect to 
galactic longitude 0° The motivations of these particular subdivisions were, first, to study 
possible variations in γ and η with height above the galactic plane (subfields 1 and 2), 
and, second, to test for the existence of deviations m the spatial distribution of the 
observed RRab stars with respect to the circular symmetry predicted by the spheroidal 
model (subfields 3 and 4) The results of these analyses are given in Table 6 (except ρ
Ί
) 
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f ig. S. Mutual dependences of each pair of the spheroidal density distribution parameters R0, ν 
and η The data were derived from the fits to 50 simulated distributions 
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Table 6. Spheroidal density model parameten derived for four overlapping subfields together with 










< - 1 0 ° 
> - 1 0 0 
Ro 
8 11 ( ± 0 24) 
8 00 ( ± 0 19) 
8 27 ( ± 0 22) 
7 92 ( ± 0 20) 
Y 
0 58 ( ± 0 11) 
0 52 ( ± 0 09) 
0 72 ( ± 0 10) 
0 55 ( ± 0 10) 
π 
2 9 5 ( ± 0 3 1 ) 
3 16 ( ± 0 26) 
2 91 ( ± 0 27) 
3 13 ( ± 0 26) 
20 simulated distributions for each subfield Comparison of the parameters found for the 
subfields 1 and 2 shows that within the quoted errors there are no demonstrable 
gradients present in γ and η on a scale length of about 5° (the angular distance between 
the centres of the subfields 1 and 2) An encouraging result is the close agreement of the 
R0 values derived for these subfields Assuming that the RRab stars on both sides of b = 
-10° are distributed according to the same spheroidal model, this means that a possible 
dependence of the systematic errors of our photometry (determination of mean apparent 
magnitude and extinction) on latitude may be neglected The parameters derived for the 
subfields 3 and 4 show somewhat larger differences Notwithstanding the fact that, 
according to a 1σ criterion, these differences are not significant, they do give a slight 
indication of triaxiahty in the observed distribution 
6 2 2 The ellipsoidal distribution 
The semi-major axis of the ellipsoid on which an arbitrary point lies, given a triaxial 
ellipsoidal model, is 
(β) 2 (Y)2 
(26) 
where x,y,z are the cartesian coordinates of the point, now measured with respect to the 
galactic centre, and β and γ are the axial ratios b/a and c/a respectively of the ellipsoid 
The coordinates χ and y are related to г and I (see equation 25) by 
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χ = (R0 - r) cos φ - I sin φ (27a) 
у = (R0 - r) sin φ + I cos φ (27b) 
where φ is the angle between the longest axis of the ellipsoid and the direction toward 
the sun, measured counter-clockwise The triaxial model is thus completely described by 
the parameters R0, β, γ, η, φ and ρ. The likelihood fits of this model to the observed 
RRab distribution give the following parameter values R0 = 8 12 kpc, β = 0 56, γ = 048, 
η = 2 92, φ = 38° and Q, = 5200 stars per kpc3 The standard deviations in these values 
(except ρ
Ί
) were derived from an analysis of 20 simulated distributions, and are 0 23 for 
R0, 0 18 for γ, 0 32 for n, 26° for the angle φ and for β an admissible range of 0 35 to 0 85 
was found 
6 2 3 Evaluation of the ellipsoidal model 
The large internal errors in the parameters β and φ given above indicate that 
tnaxiality cannot be demonstrated from the observed distribution of RRab stars The 
tnaxiality described by these parameters could, if significant, be interpreted as a bar-like 
structure in the centre of the Galaxy The possible presence of such a bar has recently 
been investigated by Mulder and Liem (1986) and by van Albada (1985) Mulder and Liem 
find an upper limit to β of 0 70 and for the angle φ a value of 20° ± 20° with the near end 
of the bar at negative longitude The bar model adopted by van Albada has an axial ratio 
of 0 40 and an angle φ of 40° with the near end at positive longitude Thus the results 
found by Mulder and Liem and by van Albada agree rather well with our triaxial fit, except 
for the orientation of the bar as given by van Albada 
We conclude that the observed distribution of RRab stars is adequately described by 
the model with axial symmetry, and we will further discuss only the results of the 
corresponding spheroidal fit 
7 Discussion 
7 1 Systematic accuracy 
The accuracy of the parameters determined from the spheroidal model is limited 
primarily by the uncertainty in the adopted value of the absolute magnitude of the RRab 
stars, systematic errors in the extinction estimates, and errors in the completeness 
estimate as a function of apparent magnitude 
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Notwithstanding the many thorough investigations, the absolute magnitudes of the 
RR Lyrae stars and their possible dependence upon metalhcity are still not very well 
established The values presented by Lub (1986) in his review on field RR Lyrae stars 
show a range of about 0m50 to 0m70 m < M v > Model analyses using these limiting 
absolute magnitudes result in R0 values between 8 4 kpc and 7 7 kpc The values of γ and 
η do not change significantly from those derived from < M V > = 0m6'\ We have also 
made model analyses using the absolute magnitude vs metalhcity relations given by 
Sandage (1981), < M v > = 1m20 + 0m35[Fe/H] and by Lub (1986), < M V > = 0m96 + 
0m25 [Fe/H] The Sandage relation has been derived from his equation 8 and equations 5 
and 6 of this chapter by adopting an absolute bolometnc magnitude for the RRab stars in 
M3 of 0m63 (see Saha, 1985) and a bolometnc correction of -0 m 05 The resulting model 
parameters are R0 = 7 45 kpc, γ = 0 57, η = 2 96 (Sandage relation), and R0 = 7 81 kpc, γ 
= 0 60, η = 2 98 (Lub relation) 
The accuracy of the extinction estimates depends on systematic errors in the R 
coefficients used for the conversion of the reddening to extinction (see section 3 1), and 
on the gradient of the extinction in Field 3 with galactic latitude, which may be affected by 
systematic errors in the field effect corrections (see Chapter II, section 7) The 
uncertainties in the R coefficients have been estimated from an error in Ry of ±0 2 and 
are about ±0 15 The corresponding effect on the model parameters is only significant in 
R0 for RH = 1 70 and 2 00 we find R0 = 8 2 kpc and 7 9 kpc respectively The influence 
of errors in the extinction gradient has been investigated by performing model fits to 
RRab distributions that are derived, first, if the cosecant relation used by Oort and Plaut 
(1975) is applied, and, second, if the extinction estimates of Burstem and Heiles (see 
section 3 3) are used for b < -10° The cosecant relation of Oort and Plaut gives R0 = 
8 14 kpc, γ = 0 65 and η = 3 02 Using the Burstem and Heiles values has a significant 
influence only on the value of R0, which becomes 7 98 kpc 
An investigation of the effect of systematic errors in the completeness corrections has 
been made by adopting systematic deviations from the discovery chances as derived in 
Chapter V of ± 0 05 for <B> > 16m This deviation is estimated as characteristic for the 
error in the discovery probabilities determined for RRab stars of intermediate and low 
brightness The resulting model parameters for the higher discovery probabilities are R0 
= 7 99 kpc, γ = 0 63 and η = 2 95, and for the lower discovery probabilities these are R0 
= 8 13 kpc, γ = 0 58 and η = 2 96 
From the results discussed above we may conclude that R0 is the only model 
parameter that is affected appreciably by systematic errors The possible range in Ra, 
induced mainly by uncertainties in the absolute magnitude, is about 7 5 kpc to 8 4 kpc 
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7 2 The distance to the galactic centre, R0 
The accuracy in our determination of R0 is superior to that of most other 
investigations Kerr and Lynden-Bell (1986, their Table 3) give a review of the 
determinations made between 1974 and 1986 The unweighted mean of all values for R0 
from these studies is 8 5 kpc ± 0 2 kpc (m e ), which is the new value recommended to 
the I A U The individual values vary between 6 7 kpc and 10 5 kpc Recently Reíd et al 
(1986) found R0 = 7 1 kpc ± 1 2 kpc (m e ) using the statistical parallaxes of H20 masers 
in SgrB2, a distance R0 = 8 0 kpc ± 0 5 kpc (m e ) is determined by Brand (1986) based 
upon very precise radial velocities from CO emission lines in molecular clouds associated 
with young stars Only the values derived by Surdm (1980), Rohlfs (1985, private 
communication with Kerr and Lynden Bell), Blanco and Blanco (1985), Walker and Mack 
(1986), and by Brand (1986) have an accuracy that is comparable to ours (see Table 3 of 
Kerr and Lynden-Bell, 1986) Our value for R0 is consistent, within the quoted errors, with 
the results from these investigators, except for Surdm (1980), whose result is far higher 
The R0 value obtained by Oort and Plaut (1975) for Field 3 and corrected for the difference 
between the absolute magnitudes used in their investigation and in ours, is somewhat 
larger (about 0 35 kpc) than our value, but also consistent within the quoted errors 
7 3 The spatial distribution of RRab stars 
The density distribution of RRab stars is, according to our result for the axial ratio γ, 
significantly flatter than was found by Oort and Plaut (1975) They found from an analysis 
of the space distribution of RR Lyrae stars in the Palomar Groningen Fields 1, 2 and 3 and 
in Baade's Window that the axial ratio is unlikely to be smaller than 0 8 In practice, 
however, Oort and Plaut could not determine an independent value for γ because in their 
analysis the axial ratio is interwoven with the average random error in the stellar distance 
moduli corrected for extinction, e, which was not well known to them Especially for the 
lower-latitude half of Field 3 (b = -8°), for which the patchmess in the extinction is larger 
than in the other fields, their value of ε is very uncertain The axial ratio found by Oort 
and Plaut for this part of Field 3 ranges from 0 55 to 1 00 depending on the chosen value 
of ε (see their Table 5) For the higher-latitude half of Field 3 (b = -12°) Oort and Plaut 
found a more accurate value for γ of 0 80 ± 0 05 The axial ratio determined by Oort and 
Plaut is also affected by the relations used by them for the completeness corrections as 
function of mean apparent magnitude and the interstellar extinction as a function of 
galactic latitude These relations have a significantly smaller gradient than is found from 
our investigations Applying our results for the completeness corrections and the 
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Fig. 9. Logarithm of the maximum space densities determined from the hne-of-
sighl distributions of RRub stars observed in Field I Ob = 29°), Field 2 (\b\ = 
14°), Field 3 ( b\ = 8° and 12°) and Baades Window (\b\ - 3°9) plotted against 
galactic latitude (on a logarithmic scale) The values for Fields I and 2 and Baades 
window were obtained from the data presented by Oort and Plaut (1975) after 
correction for the new compietene™ estimates For the maximum space densities at 
b = —8° and b = —12° our own observations were used The density laws that 
correspond with η = 2 5. 3 0 and 3 5 are shown for comparison 
about 10 %, which results in a mean axial ratio of 0.70 ± 0.10, which agrees within the 
quoted errors with our result. 
The value of η determined by us is consistent with the inverse cube law adopted by 
Oort and Plaut (1975) from a study of the relation between the space densities, as 
determined from the maxima of the line-of-sight distributions observed in their fields, and 
galactic latitude (see their Figure 12). Adjusting this relation by using the maximum space 
densities at b = -8° and b = -12° from the newly derived space distribution in Field 3, 
and correcting the data of the other fields for the new completeness estimates, gives no 
significant change. The resulting maximum space densities are plotted against galactic 
latitude in Figure 9 together with the density laws that correspond with η = 2.5, 3.0 and 
3.5. The failure of the data points to fall on any of these relations indicates that, whereas 
a power law may serve as an interpolation formula in a limited region, such as Field 3, it 
cannot give an adequate representation of the large-scale distribution of stars in the 
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Galactic bulge The value for η found here is also consistent w i t h the density gradient of 
the globular cluster distribution m the Galaxy as found by Harris (1976) and by Frenk and 
White (1982) 
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CHAPTER VII CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this chapter we shall make some comments on the main results achieved m our 
photometric study of variable stars in Field 3, and a number of suggestions for future 
research wi l l be presented 
The mam results presented in this thesis are the distance to the galactic centre R0 = 
8 06 kpc and the axial ratio of the galactic bulge, γ = о 6 1 , both derived from the observed 
spatial distr ibution of RRab stars The accuracy achieved in the determination of R0 is far 
better than that m most other studies made in the last t w o decades, of which a summary 
is given by Kerr and Lynden-Bell (1986) The value is somewhat smaller than the new 
value recommended to the I A U , which is 8 5 kpc It may however be questioned, 
considering also the results of some other recent investigations (Blanco and Blanco, 1985, 
Walker and Mack, 1986, Brand, 1986) which all give values of R0 somewhat smaller than 
8 5 kpc, whether the reduction of the old I A U value of R0 = 10 kpc to R0 = 8 5 kpc is 
sufficient The axial ratio derived agrees very well wi th that of central bulges in other 
spirals and SO galaxies, which generally show outspoken flattening A summary of the 
axial ratios of 8 spirals and SO galaxies derived f rom surface photometry is given by 
Kormendy and l l lmgworth (1982) The mean axial ratio of the spirals is γ = 0 63 ± 0 08 
(s d ), the SO galaxies are even somewhat flatter, γ = 0 49 ± 0 08 (s d ) Van der Kruit and 
Searle (1981,a,b, 1982,a,b) studied the light distribution m a sample of edge-on spiral 
galaxies and derived axial ratios of the bulges of four of these galaxies The mean value 
f o u n d by them is γ = 0 55 ± 0 05 (s d ) in agreement w i t h the results of Kormendy and 
l l lmgworth Kormendy and l l lmgworth (1982) f ind that the bulges of the galaxies studied 
by them rotate as rapidly as do spheroidal dynamical models in which all of the flattening 
is due to rotation The question as to whether the flattening of the bulge of the Galaxy is 
due to rotation and therefore similar to the bulges of other spirals, or is the result of the 
preservation of initial random motion as m elliptical galaxies, is to be answered f rom a 
thorough study of its kinematics 
The accuracy of the parameters that describe the spatial distribution of the RRab stars 
in Field 3 is mainly l imited by errors in the extinction estimates, which were determined 
for the individual RRab stars f r o m their colour excesses at m i n i m u m light, and by the 
l imitations m the dimensions of Field 3 An improvement of the accuracy of the extinction 
estimates can most probably be attained from the IRAS observations of Field 3, supposing 
that a correlation exists between extinction and infrared intensity Figure 1 shows a map 
of the 100 μπι fluxes measured by IRAS in Field 3 together wi th the reddening contours 
obtained f rom the colour excesses of the RRab stars (see also Figure 4 m Chapter VI) 
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Fig. I. Companion of the 100 μιτι fluxes measured by IRAS m Field 3 (gre\-scale map on an 
arbitrary scale) with the reddening contours obtained from the colour excesses of the RRab stars 
(see Figure 4, Chapter VI) 
This figure shows a strong correlation between the Infrared intensities and the degree of 
extinction, which can be employed to improve the extinction estimates. The line-of-sight 
density distribution of RRab stars in Field 3 obtained In this investigation and those 
derived by Oort and Plaut (1975) for the other Palomar-Groningen Fields, give (see Figure 
9 in Chapter VI) an alternative determination of the exponent of the density variation η 
and also reveal its gradient with galactic latitude. New two-colour observations on Ilia 
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emulsions of Field 1 and 2, and a combination of the photometric results with those of 
Field 3 derived in this investigation could form the basis for a direct and accurate three-
dimensional analysis of the density distribution of the RRab stars in the galactic bulge 
We expect that such an analysis would significantly improve our knowledge about the 
flattening and the density gradient as function of height above the galactic plane The 
combination of these fields would, however, not reveal the possible existence of triaxiahty 
in the bulge density distribution Such an analysis is far better served by one or more 
fields of which the galactic longitude differs substantially from 0° 
Besides for the RRab stars, two-colour photometry forms the basic tool for an 
analysis of the spatial distribution of the Mira stars and for the RRc type variable stars 
The Miras for which the photometry is presented in this thesis form a representative 
sample of this type of variable star in the central region of the Galaxy It may be expected 
that, due to their very large amplitudes, almost all of the Miras in Field 3 were discovered 
by Plaut (1971) This assumption is supported by the results of the new blink survey (see 
Chapter IV), in which only a few new Miras were found Since the discovery of a well 
defined period-luminosity relation for the Mira variables by Glass and Lloyd-Evans (1981), 
these stars can also be considered as suitable distance indicators Using the new mean 
apparent magnitudes of the Miras and the extinction in Field 3, for which a smoothed 
pattern has been derived from the colours of the RRab stars at minimum light (see 
Chapter VI), the space distribution of the Miras in Field 3 can be determined This will 
also result in an independent estimate of the distance to the galactic centre Recently 
such an investigation has been started at the Astronomical Institute of the Catholic 
University at Nijmegen, and results are expected soon 
The RRc stars discovered by Plaut represent, due to their small amplitudes and the 
large plate noise of the ІОЗаО emulsion used by Plaut, a very incomplete sample and 
therefore the spatial distribution of these variable stars cannot be analysed from the 
present data A new blink survey on IllaJ plates, which have significantly smaller plate 
noise, would yield far more discoveries of RRc stars and thus a more complete picture of 
the total population in the galactic bulge 
Infrared observations are expected to improve our knowledge of the spatial 
distribution of RR Lyrae stars still further Longmore et al (1986) found that at infrared 
wavelengths the RR Lyrae stars in three globular clusters (M3, M5 and M107) follow a 
period-luminosity relation which is almost independent of metallicity With this 
relationship, of which the zeropomt was obtained from a Baade-Wessehnk analysis of field 
stars by Jameson et al (1986), it is possible to determine the absolute magnitude for each 
RR Lyrae star simply from its period Working in the infrared has two further advantages 
Firstly, it is far less sensitive to interstellar extinction, and secondly, the typical amplitude 
of light variation at infrared wavelengths is about a factor 3 lower than the optical 
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amplitude, which significantly decreases the number of observations required to 
determine the mean apparent magnitude Fernley et al (1967) were the first to utilize 
these advantages of the infrared in a determination of the distance to the galactic centre 
On the basis of observations m the H passband (1 65 (im ) of 70 RR Lyrae stars in the 
lower latitude half of Field 3 (b < -10°) they derived R0 = 7 5 ± 07 kpc, which agrees 
with the result presented in this thesis 
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In dit proefschrift beschrijven we de resultaten verkregen uit een nieuwe fotografische 
survey van de veranderlijke sterren gelegen in een veld nabij de richting naar het 
Galactisch centrum (£ = 0°, b = -10°) Dit veld werd reeds eerder waargenomen door 
Plaut, die tijdens een blinksurvey ongeveer 1500 veranderlijke sterren ontdekte waaronder 
een groot aantal van het RR Lyrae type De ruimtelijke verdeling van deze RR Lyrae 
sterren werd door ons nader onderzocht op basis van de nieuwe fotometrische gegevens 
In hoofdstuk I beschrijven we de oorspronkelijke survey van Plaut en de analyse van 
de ruimtelijke verdeling van de RR Lyrae sterren, die hij in samenwerking met Oort 
uitvoerde Tevens geven we in dit hoofdstuk de motivaties en de doelstellingen van dit 
nieuwe onderzoek 
De fotografische waarnemingen, de metingen van de platen en de methodes die voor 
de verdere reductie zijn gebruikt, worden allen beschreven m hoofdstuk II De platen 
werden in twee kleuren, В en R, opgenomen met de 1 2 meter Schmidt telescoop van het 
Verenigd Koninkrijk, die staat opgesteld op de sterrewacht te Sidmg Spring m Australie 
De platen werden allen gemeten met de Astroscan, de microdensitometer van de Leidse 
Sterrewacht ledere Astroscan meting van een ster resulteert in een gedigitaliseerde 
weergave van het fotografische sterbeeldje waaruit de fotometrische informatie 
vervolgens moet worden afgeleid Dankzij het digitale karakter van de meting kan deze 
informatie langs een aantal wegen te voorschijn worden gebracht Door ons zijn vijf 
verschillende algoritmen toegepast, waarbij ieder algoritme een maat oplevert voor de 
invallende flux m de vorm van een fotometrische parameter Voor het ijken van deze vijf 
parameters is van dezelfde reeks standaard sterren gebruik gemaakt als destijds door 
Plaut werd gebruikt Voor iedere ster is uiteindelijk de magnitude bepaald uit een 
gewogen gemiddelde van de magmtuden die verkregen zijn uit deze ijkingen Een met 
onbelangrijk aantal van de sterbeeldjes op de fotografische plaat is misvormd door een of 
meer sterren m de directe omgeving Om ook voor deze sterren tot een betrouwbare 
schatting van de helderheid te komen hebben we met een nieuw ontwikkelde routine de 
misvormde afbeeldingen hersteld Door ook veel aandacht te schenken aan de 
voorkomende veld-effecten is voor de gehele plaat een zeer hoge graad van uniformiteit 
m de fotometrische resultaten verkregen In het bijzonder is de invloed van het Malin 
effect onderzocht Dit veld-effect veroorzaakt in een gehypersensibilizeerde emulsie, die in 
combinatie met een kleurfilter wordt belicht, een differentiële vermindering van de 
gevoeligheid tijdens de belichting We tonen aan dat de waargenomen gradient in de 
registratie van steriicht, het Malm effect, beschreven kan worden als een combinatie van 
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variaties in de gevoeligheid en veranderingen m de reciprociteitsfout van de emulsie Uit 
een vergelijking van de door ons voor 14 sterren bepaalde fotografische magnituden met 
fotoelectnsch bepaalde magnituden blijkt dat, nadat de correcties voor de veld-effecten 
zijn aangebracht, slechts een gemiddelde afwijking overblijft van ongeveer 0m04 
De bepaling van de perioden en de classificatie van de veranderlijke sterren, alsmede 
de bepaling van de equatoriale coördinaten, worden m hoofdstuk III besproken De 
posities, perioden en type indicaties voor de veranderlijke sterren die ontdekt zijn door 
Plaut worden in de vorm van tabellen gegeven Van deze sterren zijn er door ons 684 
geclassificeerd als RR Lyrae (613 type ab, 71 type c) en 306 als Mira sterren De 
lichtkrommen van zowel de RR Lyrae als de Mira sterren zijn in dit proefschrift 
weergegeven Uit deze lichtkrommen werden de gemiddelde magnituden, de amplituden 
en, voor de RR Lyrae sterren, ook de kleuren bepaald, deze worden in tabelvorm 
gepresenteerd 
Voor het bepalen van de ruimtelijke dichtheidsverdeling van de RR Lyrae sterren is 
het essentieel te weten welke fractie van deze sterren met ontdekt werd door Plaut Om 
de volledigheidscorrecties, die Plaut uit zijn blmksurvey afleidde, te controleren en om een 
nieuwe afweging ervan te kunnen maken, hebben we zelf een beperkte nieuwe 
blmksurvey gedaan op vijf plaatparen van een deel van het veld Deze blmksurvey en de 
analyse van de ontdekkingen erin, worden beschreven in hoofdstuk IV De fotometrische 
grootheden afgeleid voor de nieuw ontdekte veranderlijke sterren zijn, tesamen met de 
equatoriale coördinaten en de nummers van de plaatparen waarop ze werden gevonden, 
in tabelvorm opgenomen Onder deze sterren zijn 79 RR Lyrae (51 type ab en 28 type c) 
en 7 Mira sterren, waarvan de hchtkrommen zijn weergegeven 
In hoofdstuk V bespreken we de volledigheid van het aantal RR Lyrae sterren ontdekt 
door Plaut Uit een evaluatie van de factoren op basis waarvan wij menen dat Plaut 
tijdens het blinken besloot een ster als candidaat veranderlijke te markeren, hebben we 
een model van zijn markeringsprocedure kunnen maken Met behulp van dit model 
hebben we, als functie van gemiddelde schijnbare helderheid en amplitude van de 
veranderlijke ster, de waarschijnlijkheid afgeleid waarmee Plaut een RR Lyrae kon vinden 
Uit een vergelijking met de ontdekkmgswaarschijnlijkheden bepaald door Plaut zelf, blijkt 
dat hij de volledigheid van zijn lijst van RR Lyrae sterren van type ab met kleine 
amphtuden en zwakke schijnbare magnituden overschatte Een onafhankelijke 
volledigheidsschattmg kon door ons worden gemaakt door de ontdekkingen van Plaut en 
de ontdekkingen in de nieuwe blmksurvey te vergelijken De resultaten hiervan hebben 
we gebruikt als een controle op de volledigheidscorrecties die we uit de analyse van het 
markeringsmodel afleidden Het model voor Plaut's markeringsgedrag blijkt correct 
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De ruimtelijke verdeling van de RR Lyrae sterren van type ab wordt m hoofdstuk VI 
besproken. De afstandsmodulus van alle RR Lyrae sterren is bepaald uit de magnitude m 
R na een correctie voor extinctie De extinctie zelf werd bepaald met behulp van het 
kleurexces, het verschil tussen de waargenomen en de intrinsieke kleur van de 
veranderlijke, beide bepaald bij het minimum in de helderheidsvanatie. De intrinsieke 
kleur voor iedere RR Lyrae ster werd bepaald uit zijn periode en amplitude met een relatie 
die werd afgeleid uit de resultaten van Lub's survey van RR Lyrae sterren in de 
zonsomgeving Voor een aantal sub-groepen van RR Lyrae sterren van type ab die zich 
onderling onderscheiden in hun log(P) - amplitude relaties is, met behulp van de 
gemiddelde afstandsmoduh, een mogelijk aanwezige afhankelijkheid tussen de absolute 
magnitude van de RR Lyrae sterren en het metaalgehalte onderzocht Een dergelijke 
afhankelijkheid blijkt ons materiaal met aan te tonen. We hebben derhalve voor alle RR 
Lyrae sterren dezelfde absolute magnitude aangenomen, My = 0m61. De nauwkeurigheid 
van de afstandsmoduh gecorrigeerd voor extinctie komt overeen met een nauwkeurigheid 
in afstand van ongeveer 700 parsec voor iedere RR Lyrae veranderlijke op de afstand van 
het Galactisch centrum Met een dergelijke nauwkeurigheid kan de drie-dimensionale 
ruimtelijke verdeling van de RR Lyrae sterren van type ab direct worden onderzocht Met 
het "maximum likelihood" principe zijn verschillende modellen van dichtheidsverdelmgen, 
zowel spheroidale als ellipsoïdale, vergeleken met de waargenomen verdeling De 
waargenomen verdeling blijkt het best beschreven te kunnen worden door een sphéroïde 
met een assenverhouding c/a = 0 61 en een dichtheidsgradient met exponent η = 2 98. 
De afstand tot het Galactisch centrum is Re = 8 06 kpc met een interne spreiding van 0 15 
kpc 
In hoofdstuk VII wordt enig commentaar gegeven op de belangrijkste resultaten 




Op 6 oktober 1953 ben ik geboren te Ankeveen, waar ik ook de kleuterschool en de 
lagere school bezocht Na het behalen van het diploma HBS-b aan het Alberdmgk Thijm 
College te Hilversum, ben ik in 1972 begonnen met de studie natuurkunde en 
sterrenkunde aan de Universiteit van Amsterdam Het kandidaatsexamen sterrenkunde en 
natuurkunde met als bijvak wiskunde werd in mei 1976 afgelegd Hierna volgde het 
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1980 Naast het volgen van een groot aantal colleges deed ik in deze fase mijn eerste 
ervaringen op met wetenschappelijk onderzoek In samenwerking met Dr E Meurs 
werden waarnemingen van enkele eclips-veranderlijken verwerkt, en onder leiding van 
Prof Dr Τ de Jong onderzocht ik de verdeling van de "Missing Mass in het 
Melkwegstelsel Vanaf oktober 1980 tot en met april 1984, en vanaf januari 1985 tot en 
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van Prof Dr W W Shane het onderzoek venchtte dat in dit proefschrift is beschreven 
Gedurende de eerste bovengenoemde periode werd het werk uitgevoerd met behulp van 
een subsidie van de stichting ASTRON In het kader van de bij deze functie behorende 





behorende bij het proefschrift 
A Photometric Study of Variable Stars in a Field near the Galactic Centre 
1 Het Malm effect veroorzaakt in een gehypersensitiseerde emulsie, die in combinatie 
met een kleurfilter wordt belicht, met alleen een plaatsafhankelijke vermindering 
van de gevoeligheid tijdens de belichting maar ook een verandering van de 
reciprociteitsfout van de emulsie 
J A Dawe en N Metcalfe 1982, Proc A S A 4, 466 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk II 
2 De kans om een veranderlijke ster te ontdekken op een plaatpaar tijdens een 
blmksurvey wordt hoofdzakelijk bepaald door de registratie ruis van de emulsie 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk V 
3 Een blmksurvey op MlaJ platen van Veld 3 zal een vrijwel compleet beeld opleveren 
van de totale populatie RR Lyrae sterren van Bailey type с 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstukken IV en V 
4 De afplatting van de ruimtelijke verdeling van de RR Lyrae sterren m het centrale 
gedeelte van het Melkwegstelsel is groter dan tot nu toe werd verondersteld, en 
komt goed overeen met die van andere spiraal-stelsels 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstukken VI en VII 
5 Het is te verwachten dat fotoelectrische surveys m het mfra-rood van RR Lyrae 
sterren onze kennis omtrent hun ruimtelijke verdeling zullen vergroten 
J A Fernley et al 1987, Mon Not Roy Astr Soc , in press 
6 Het al of met aanwezig zijn van een balk in het centrale gedeelte van het 
Melkwegstelsel kan aangetoond worden middels een fotografische survey van RR 
Lyrae sterren in enkele velden waarvan de galactische lengte coördinaten aanzienlijk 
verschillen van 0° 
7 Het is verkieselijk om de fotometrische resultaten van de Mira sterren 
gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift met te gebruiken voor een onafhankelijke bepaling 
van de afstand tol het galactisch centrum, maar om, m combinatie met infra rood 
waarnemingen van OH/IR sterren, de evolutie van sterren op de asymptotische 
reuzentak te bestuderen 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstukken III en VII 
8 Het wantrouwen van Sandage tegenover geautomatiseerde scan- en blinkmethodes 
van fotografische platen is gebaseerd op een onderwaardering van moderne 
patroonherkenmngsalgoritmen en een te groot vertrouwen in de kwaliteit en de 
objectiviteit van de menselijke waarneming 
A Sandage en G Carlson 1985, Astron J 90,1464 
9 De door V Blanco en В Blanco gehanteerde methode voor de bepaling van het 
metaalgehalte in RR Lyrae sterren in Veld 3 is onjuist, en resulteert in een te kleine 
afstand tot het galactisch centrum 
V Blanco en В Blanco 1985, Mem Soc Astr Ital 56, 15 
10 Het toenemende geweld rond de Nederlandse voetbalvelden wordt mede 
veroorzaakt door de media, die door hun overdreven belangstelling het 
voetbalgebeuren hebben verheven tot een cultus 
11 De autoriteit die aan van Dale gehecht wordt m TV spelletjes en zelfs in rechtzaken 
is, gezien het aantal foutieve omschrijvingen, omissies en circulaire verklaringen, 
met terecht 
12 Dat het spel van Ajax zoveel prettiger oogt dan dat van Feyenoord heeft met zozeer 
te maken met de gebruikte tenues als wel met een verschil in mentaliteit van de 
inwoners van Amsterdam en Rotterdam 
J Brand, proefschrift Leiden, stelling 9 
13 De geluids- en stankoverlast veroorzaakt door honden m flats is voornamelijk te 
wijten aan een onderschatting van hun natuurlijke behoeften door de eigenaars 
14 Restricties in het gebruik van rubbersoorten en -diktes zal de publieksvnendelijkheid 
van de tafeltennissport ten goede komen en tegelijkertijd veel beoefenaren 
behoeden voor een trauma 
15 Na de "a ι o " en de "o ι o " is verdere bezuiniging op promotieplaatsen alleen nog 
mogelijk door het creëren van de functie 'kosteloos levende onderzoeker in 
opleiding' 
Theo Wesselmk 
Nijmegen, 11 Juni 1987 


